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4Abstract
This thesis develops computational methods that can provide insights into the behaviour
of biomolecular processes. The methods extract a simplified representation/model from
samples characterising the profiles of different biomolecular functional units. The
simplified representation helps us gain a better understanding of the relations between the
functional units or between the samples. The proposed computational methods integrate
graph theoretical algorithms and probabilistic models.
Firstly, we were interested in finding proteins that have a similar role in the transcription
cycle. We performed a clustering analysis on an experimental dataset using a graph
partitioning algorithm. We found groups of proteins associated with different stages of the
transcription cycle. Furthermore, we estimated a network model describing the relations
between the clusters and identified proteins that are representative for a cluster or for the
relation between two clusters.
Secondly, we proposed a computational framework that unravels the structure of a
biological process from high-dimensional samples characterising different stages of the
process. The framework integrates a feature selection procedure and a feature extraction
algorithm in order to extract a low-dimensional projection of the high-dimensional samples.
We analysed two microarray datasets characterising different cell types part of the
blood system and found that the extracted representations capture the structure of the
hematopoietic stem cell differentiation process. Furthermore, we showed that the low-
dimensional projections can be used as a basis for analysis of gene expression patterns.
Finally, we introduced the geometric hidden Markov model (GHMM), a probabilistic
model for multivariate time series data. The GHMM assumes that the time series lie
on a noisy low-dimensional manifold and infers a dynamical model that reflects the
low-dimensional geometry. We analysed multivariate time series data generated with a
stochastic model of a biomolecular circuit and showed that the estimated GHMM captures
the oscillatory behaviour of the circuit.
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About This Thesis
A better understanding of biological processes can not only provide insights into how
biological systems accomplish various tasks, but it is also a requirement for their successful
regulation for biomedical purposes. One of the processes that we consider in this thesis is
the stem cell differentiation process. During the stem cell differentiation process a stem
cell can differentiate into one of the many possible cell types in multicellular organisms
such as neural or muscle cells. Stem cell differentiation is interesting on the one hand as it
is a classical example of a biological process that can produce very complex behaviour, i.e.
a variety of different cell types, but it is also a very robust process as different individuals
develop in a similar way. On the other hand a better understanding of the stem cell
differentiation process can have a significant impact on the biomedical practice. It is a
prerequisite for the generation of different cell populations in laboratory conditions that
can be used as a basis for regenerative medicine or as a platform for rapid medicament
testing and development.
Biomolecular systems are composed of a large number of different functional units that
perform various tasks. The activity of these interdependent units is the driving force behind
biological processes. The field of systems biology studies how the different elements of
biomolecular systems as well as their interdependencies contribute to the emergence of
the biological processes under investigation. In a systems biology experiment the profiles
of a large number of the functional units are measured at different stages of a process
or at successive time points. These measurements quantify a large number of variables
and a major challenge is how to gain a better understanding of biological processes from
such high-dimensional data. Due to its high-dimensionality the data is usually analysed
with computational methods. The focus of this thesis is the development of computational
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methods that provide insights into a biological process from such data.
We introduce computational methods for unsupervised data analysis that extract a
simplified representation or a model from the high-dimensional data. The simplified
representation (or model) informs about the relations between the functional units or
between the different stages of the process. In this thesis we study three different problems.
The first question is how to learn more about the relation between the functional units, e.g.,
genes or proteins, from samples quantifying their profiles at different stages of a process.
The second question is how to unravel the structure of a process, i.e. the relations between
the stages, from samples characterising different stages of the process. The third problem is
how to understand the behaviour of a biological system from multivariate time series data
characterising the evolution of a process. The methodological basis of the computational
methods we develop are graph theoretical algorithms and probabilistic models.
The first three chapters introduce ideas from the fields of cellular biology, of systems
biology, of graph theoretical data analysis, and of probabilistic machine learning that
constitute the basis for the methods we develop. In chapters 4, 5, and 6 we describe in
details the computational methods that we developed with each chapter looking at one of
the three questions posed above.
• Chapter One introduces fundamental concepts in cellular and systems biology. We
describe the biomolecular processes of transcription and of stem cell differentiation.
We then introduce approaches for unsupervised learning, focusing on their
application to systems biology.
• Chapter Two focuses on graph theoretical data analysis. We first discuss how to
estimate a network that represents the geometry of a vector dataset. We then present
graph partitioning and manifold learning algorithms that can be used for clustering
analysis and for dimensionality reduction respectively.
• Chapter Three introduces probabilistic models. We present the Gaussian process
regression, a probabilistic regression model. We then describe latent variable models
both for vector data such as the Gaussian process latent variable model, and for
sequential data such as hidden Markov models.
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• Chapter Four investigates how to find groups of proteins associated with different
stages of the transcription cycle from a dataset measuring the association of proteins
with RNAPII bound chromatin. We perform a clustering analysis using a graph
partitioning algorithm. Furthermore, we analyse the relations between the different
protein groups and identify proteins that might play an important role in the process.
• Chapter Five presents a computational method that extracts a simplified
representation of samples characterising different stages of a process. The method
uses a graph theoretical algorithm for dimensionality reduction and a gene selection
procedure that looks for genes that contain information about the process. The
framework is illustrated with microarray samples characterising different stages of
the hematopoietic stem cell differentiation process.
• Chapter Six introduces the geometric hidden Markov model: a computational
framework for analysis of multivariate time series tracing the evolution of a
biological process. Assuming that the time series are confined to a noisy low-
dimensional manifold, we unravel the geometry of the low-dimensional manifold
with a graph theoretical algorithm for dimensionality reduction and we learn a latent
variable model for sequential data using the low-dimensional projection as a basis.
• Summary and perspectives discusses the methods we developed, as well as
directions for further research.
• Appendix A describes the hidden Markov model and the variational Bayes
framework for approximate Bayesian inference in more detail.
• Appendix B contains supplementary figures and tables for chapter 5.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to systems biology
The goal of this thesis is the development of computational methods that can provide
insights into the structure and the behaviour of biological processes from high-dimensional
biomolecular data. In this chapter we first describe fundamental concepts in molecular
biology and the systems biology research paradigm. In particular, we focus on the top-
down approach for doing systems biology research. We briefly describe the processes of
transcription and of stem cell differentiation which will be investigated later in the thesis.
We introduce the motivation behind popular approaches for unsupervised data analysis
that constitute the methodological basis for the top-down approach to systems biology
research. The description of biomolecular principles and processes in this chapter borrows
from Lodish et al. (2008).
1.1 Systems biology
A major focus of molecular biology is the investigation of biomolecular processes such as
developmental processes, disease progression or response to external stimuli. The driving
force behind biomolecular processes are the functional units that are involved in them,
e.g., RNA molecules, proteins, as well as their interdependencies. The DNA sequence is
important not only because it is the carrier of the hereditary material in all living organisms,
but also because it encodes the functional units in the cell. A segment of the DNA strand, a
gene, specifies how a functional unit, i.e. a gene’s product, can be synthesised. The central
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dogma of biology describes how the functional units are produced given the information
encoded in the DNA. During the process of transcription an RNA molecule is synthesised
from a gene’s sequence. Different types of RNAs have different roles. Some RNAs, e.g.,
siRNA, miRNA, tRNA, perform simple functions such as regulation of gene expression. A
specific type of RNAs, the mRNAs, encode the information for the synthesis of proteins.
During the process of transcription, a protein is synthesised from an mRNA. The proteins
are the main functional units in the cell. The activity of a gene depends on the abundance
of its products such as RNAs and proteins. The abundance of the gene’s products is
often referred to as the expression of the gene. The synthesised RNAs and proteins can
perform various tasks. For example, they can regulate the expression of other genes, they
can respond to environmental signals, and in a multicellular organism they can perform
functions that are specific for a particular type of cells. The units in the cell do not function
independently from each other. On the contrary, it is their interdependencies that lead to the
complex behaviour of biomolecular systems. For example, a gene can through its products
regulate (upregulate or downregulate) the expression of another gene.
One could take two different approaches to understanding how the different
biomolecular characteristics such as the DNA sequence or the genes’ expression patterns,
contribute to the emergence of the observed cellular behaviour. The first approach is
to investigate the role of a single unit, e.g., the sequence of a gene or the expression
of a gene. We could study the effects of a gene’s mutation, i.e. changes in the DNA
sequence of a gene, on the phenotype of a cell (or on the phenotype of an individual) or
how various environmental factors influence the expression of a gene. Such studies are
important as they can reveal correlations between a feature of the system and a functional
unit, e.g., which mutations of a gene predispose to the development of a particular disease
or which chemical substances can induce changes in the expression of a gene. However,
this approach provides only a partial picture of the whole system as it focuses on a single
functional unit and it ignores not only the existence of the other functional units but also
their interdependencies.
The second approach to investigating biological processes is the systems biology
approach which advocates that to understand biological processes we need to study the cell
as a system (Ideker et al., 2001). The system is composed of a large number of units and
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the regulatory interdependencies between them can be visually represented by networks
(Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004). The nodes in the network correspond to the functional units
and a link between two nodes describes the interdependencies between the units. For
example, in the gene regulatory network the nodes are the genes and a link shows that
one gene regulates through its products the expression of another gene. In the protein-
protein interaction network, the nodes correspond to the proteins and the connections
indicate which proteins can interact with each other. The connectivity of the network and
the resulting dynamic behaviour is the main focus of systems biology.
There are two strategies that can be followed under the systems biology paradigm:
the bottom-up strategy and the top-down strategy (Bruggeman and Westerhoff, 2007).
Under the bottom-up strategy a detailed model of the system is constructed based on
existing knowledge about the system. After the model is created its behaviour is compared
with the observed data. Under the top-down strategy we try to understand the biological
system from experimental measurements. These measurements characterise the state of the
system by simultaneously quantifying a large number of variables, e.g., RNA or protein
profiles. Experimental techniques that can measure the profiles of multiple functional
units simultaneously have been extensively developed and applied in the last years. The
microarray technology can characterise the transcriptome, i.e. the abundance of the
different RNAs (Hoheisel, 2006). With mass spectrometry we can quantify the proteome,
i.e. the abundance of the different proteins (Altelaar et al., 2013). Experimental datasets
such as transcriptomics and proteomics datasets are referred to as omics datasets. In this
thesis we follow the top-down strategy for doing systems biology research and we present
methods that can provide insights into biological processes from omics datasets. The
methods that we present will be applied both to transcriptomic and to proteomic datasets.
Usually, in one experiment several samples are collected under different experimental
conditions such as time, genotype, or external environment. These measurements can
be combined into a matrix that provides two alternative perspectives on the data - the
samples’ perspective and the functional units’ perspective. Under the samples’ perspective,
the analysis focuses on the relations between the different samples. For example, by
comparing samples from different diseases we can investigate which diseases have similar
biomolecular signatures. When we take the functional units’ perspective, we try to
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understand the interdependencies between the different elements of the system, i.e. which
functional units have similar expression profiles or what are the interdependencies between
them. Finally, we can analyse the data taking the functional units’ and the samples’
perspective simultaneously, e.g., by biclustering the data (Prelic´ et al., 2006). Regardless of
whether we take the functional units’ or the samples’ perspective, the analysis of omics data
poses one major challenge: each sample measures a large number of variables. The number
depends on the experimental technique, but as an example note that a single microarray can
measure the expression of several thousands genes.
In this thesis we develop computational methods for analysis of omics data. The goal
of the methods we present is to extract a simplified representation or a model from the
high-dimensional data. Some of the techniques consider the data from the functional
units’ perspective (chapter 4) and other from the samples’ perspective (chapters 5 and 6).
Regardless of the perspective from which we analyse the data, the question will remain the
same: How can we use the collected data to understand and model the observed biological
process?
1.2 Biological processes
The interactions and the interdependencies between the different functional units in the
cell are the driving force behind various biological processes. A key feature of many
biological processes is the large number of different functional units that are involved
in them. In this thesis we consider both cellular processes in which different functional
units interact with each other in order to perform a task and cellular regulatory processes
in which the characteristics of the cell change due to the promotion or the repression
of the expression of some genes. An example of a process driven by the interactions
of different elements is the cellular process of transcription. This process occurs in all
cells and is responsible for the synthesis of the RNAs. During the transcription process,
different functional units of the transcriptional machinery interact with each other in order
to assemble an RNA molecule according to a DNA sequence. A large number of different
proteins are recruited at different stages of the transcription process to perform tasks such as
chromatin remodelling or protecting the nascent RNA. An example of a regulatory process
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that changes the biomolecular characteristics of the cell is the stem cell differentiation
process. It accounts for how the different cell types in multicellular organisms can arise
from a single stem cell. During the differentiation process the phenotype of the cell changes
as various functional units required for a particular task become expressed, e.g., in neural
cells the expression of genes that are involved in signal transmission is promoted. We
next discuss both the process of transcription and the process of stem cell differentiation
focusing on how the two processes can be better understood with omics technologies. The
different nature of the two described processes exemplifies the wide applicability of the
systems biology approach and the variety of questions that can be explored with omics
datasets.
1.2.1 Transcription
Transcription is a crucial biomolecular process. During the process of transcription an
RNA molecule is synthesised from a given DNA sequence (a gene). Depending on which
genes are expressed, the cell will exhibit different behaviour. The gene expression pattern
can change dynamically and in this way the cell can adapt to the changing environment.
By promoting or repressing the expression of a gene a cell can respond to various external
stimuli or signals. There are various factors that determine which genes are expressed in
the cell. For example, the regulation of gene expression can be performed by proteins that
can promote or alternatively repress the expression of another gene. Sequence specific
transcription factors bind to particular DNA sequences and in such a way they can regulate
the expression of only a subset of the genes.
The synthesis of an RNA molecule is performed by an enzyme, the RNA polymerase.
During the process of transcription, the RNA polymerase reads a DNA segment and
assembles an RNA molecule. The process of transcription can be described in three
different stages - transcription initiation, elongation, and termination (Greive and von
Hippel, 2005) (Fig. 1.1). In the transcription initiation stage, the transcriptional machinery
is assembled at the beginning of a gene’s sequence. The RNA polymerase is a key
component of the transcriptional machinery. Then the two DNA strands are separated
at the starting position of the gene’s sequence. Once the DNA strands are uncoiled, the
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Figure 1.1: The transcription process can be described in three stages: transcription
initiation, transcription elongation, and transcription termination. In the transcription
initiation stage the RNAPII as well other components of the core transcriptional machinery
are assembled at the transcription starting site of a gene’s sequence. Then, in the
transcription elongation the molecular machinery traverses the DNA and assembles the
RNA. In the final stage, the transcriptional complex disassociates from the DNA and the
synthesised RNA is released.
elongation stage begins. In the elongation stage, the transcriptional machinery traverses
the DNA and assembles the RNA molecules by adding RNA nucleotides according to the
DNA code. In the final stage, i.e. the transcription termination stage, the transcriptional
complex unbinds from the DNA and the transcribed RNA molecule is released.
There are three RNA polymerase molecules in mammalian organisms: RNA
polymerase I (RNAPI), RNA polymerase II (RNAPII), and RNA polymerase III (RNAPIII)
(Roeder, 2005). The three RNA polymerases transcribe different types of genes: RNAPI
transcribes large ribosomal RNA genes, RNAPII transcribes protein coding genes and small
structural RNAs, and RNAPIII transcribes other small structural RNAs. The different
RNA molecules have various functions: ribosomal RNAs are the main components of
the ribosome, messenger RNAs (mRNAs) encode the proteins, microRNAs are involved
in the regulation of gene expression. The transcription performed by RNAPII is important
because it is responsible for the synthesis of the mRNA molecules. RNAPII is a very
large molecule consisting of twelve subunits named RBP1 to RBP12. The largest subunit
is RBP1. It has a C-terminal domain (CTD) that consists of a sequence of a motif of
aminoacids - Tyr1-Ser2-Pro3-Thr4-Ser5-Pro6-Ser7. The serine aminoacids (Ser2, Ser5,
Ser7) are phosphorylated during the transcription cycle, i.e. a phosphate group is added
to the aminoacids. The phosphorylation pattern is associated with the different stages
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of the process. During transcription initiation only Ser5 is phosphorylated (Hsin and
Manley, 2012), it is considered that the phosphorylation of Ser7 shows the transition
from transcription initiation to transcription elongation (Brookes et al., 2012), and the
phosphorylation of Ser2 is observed in the transcription elongation and termination stage
(Brookes and Pombo, 2009). The phosphorylation pattern of RNAPII is important as it can
be used as an indicator for the transcription stage.
RNAPII is not the sole element active in the process of transcription. Cohorts of
different proteins are active at different stages of the process. For example, in the
transcription initiation stage general transcription factors (GTFs) and the RNAPII form the
preinitiation complex (PIC). The different proteins play different roles in the transcription
process: they can protect the transcribed RNA from degradation, regulate the splicing of the
mRNA, or modify the chromatin structure. Investigating the association of these proteins
with the transcription process independently from each other is not only time consuming,
but also does not provide insights into the relations between the different proteins. In
chapter 4, we will introduce a systems biology study that investigates the association
of proteins with RNAPII bound chromatin depending on the phosphorylation pattern of
RNAPII. We will present a computational method that investigates what is the relation
between the different proteins in the transcription process.
1.2.2 Stem cell differentiation
The second process that we discuss is the process of stem cell differentiation. It is an
example of a regulatory process that can influence the biomolecular characteristics of the
cell. The stem cell differentiation process is responsible for the large number of different
cell types in multicellular organisms. Multicellular organisms are composed of cells with
different characteristics that have various functions. For example, in humans neural cells
are responsible for the transmission of information, skin cells form a barrier to the external
world, and red blood cells transport oxygen across the body. Importantly, all cells in a
single multicellular organism have a single precursor, the zygote. During development the
different populations of cells are derived from this common precursor. The main feature
of stem cells is that they have the potential to become one of the various cell types in
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multicellular organisms.
During differentiation the stem cell changes its phenotype and acquires special
characteristics so that it can perform a particular function. The phenotype of the stem
cell changes because the expression of various cohorts of genes becomes upregulated or
downregulated. The changes in the expression profiles of the genes are responsible for
the change in the nature of the cell, i.e. its visual appearance, behaviour, and function.
The process of stem cell differentiation is driven by the complex regulatory networks in
the cell and by the properties of the external environment. Here, our focus is not on the
regulatory mechanisms that control the process but rather on its general features. The
developmental program encodes a sequence of events that need to be executed so that a
stem cell can differentiate into a particular cell type. The sequence of events gives rise to
intermediate cell types known also as progenitors that are neither fully differentiated nor
have the properties of stem cells. Cells from these intermediate populations have lost the
potential of stem cells to become any possible cell type and can only differentiate into a cell
type from a narrower range. For example, a stem cell can differentiate into a hematopoietic
stem cell after advancing through several intermediate stages. The hematopoietic stem cell
is not a fully differentiated cell. It is a progenitor that can differentiate into one of the
different subtypes of cells that are part of the blood system, e.g., red blood cells or different
immune cells. The cell types that are part of the blood system constitute the hematopoietic
lineage.
The relation between the different stages of the stem cell differentiation process is often
depicted as a tree (Zhou and Huang, 2011). In this tree, known as a lineage tree, the stem
cells lie at the root of the tree, the fully differentiated cells are located at the leafs, and the
progenitors are positioned at the branches. The main hypothesis encoded in the lineage
tree is that it captures the order of the different cell types in the process: a progenitor can
differentiate into cell types that follow along the branch but it can not differentiate into cell
types on other branches. Finding out which branch of the lineage tree a differentiating
stem cell will ”choose” is important as this decision determines the robustness of the
developmental process and the proportion of the different cell types. An example of a gene
regulatory circuit that can achieve the observed branching behaviour is the toggle switch
(MacArthur et al., 2009). In addition, we must emphasise that the lineage tree depicts the
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Figure 1.2: Waddington’s landscape depicts the stem cell differentiation process. The fate
of a stem cell is represented as a ball and the colour of the ball describes the phenotype of
the cell. The rolling of the ball down the hill corresponds to the differentiation of the stem
cell (adapted from Waddington (1957)).
natural developmental mechanisms. The emerging field investigating induced pluripotent
stem cells showed that a fully differentiated cell can be artificially modified and it can
change its phenotype to a phenotype that resembles the phenotype of a stem cell (Graf and
Enver, 2009).
The lineage tree represents the process as a discrete process, where the nodes in the
tree correspond to discrete stages and the links show that a transition can occur between
two stages. Waddington’s landscape is an alternative representation of the process that
emphasises its continuous nature (Waddington, 1957). In Waddington’s landscape a stem
cell is represented as a ball located on the top of a hill. The rolling of the ball down the
hill corresponds to the differentiation of the stem cell. The intermediate valleys on the hill
depict the progenitor stages. The rolling of the ball is controlled by the regulatory circuits
and by the properties of the external environment. Waddington’s landscape has become an
important representation not only of the stem cell differentiation process but has also been
proposed as a general paradigm for analysis of biomolecular processes (Huang, 2012),
e.g., cancer development (Huang et al., 2009; Marusyk et al., 2012). The relation between
Waddington’s landscape and regulatory networks has been investigated in (Bhattacharya
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et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011). Both the lineage tree and Waddington’s landscape assume
that the stem cell differentiation process has a simple structure. Additionally, Waddington’s
depiction emphasises that in a short interval of time there will be a small displacement of
the ball on the landscape that corresponds to a small change in the state of the biological
system. Therefore, samples collected at different stages of the process will be endowed
with a measure of continuity induced by the evolution of the process.
To understand the structure of the stem cell differentiation process the state of cells
(or populations of cells) corresponding to different stages of the process are quantified
with omics technologies. Cells corresponding to a specific stage can be extracted using
biomolecular markers (genes) that have been proposed to distinguish between the various
cell types. For example, the expression of a particular combination of genes (ThyloLin-
Sca-1+ ) indicates that a cell is a hematopoietic stem cell (Spangrude et al., 1988). The
identification of the different cell populations is an ongoing quest. Once a specific cell
population is identified, a population of cells can be isolated and omics technologies
can be applied to measure its biomolecular characteristics such as the proteome or the
transcriptome. The goal of such studies is to provide a quantitative basis for understanding
the differentiation process and to answer questions such as what is the relation between
the different cell types, which genes show similar expression patterns, which genes change
their expression profiles during the progression from one stage to another, and what are
the regulatory mechanisms that control the process. In chapter 5, we will introduce a
computational method that investigates the relation between the different stages of the
process. The goal of the method is to unravel the geometry of Waddington’s landscape from
high-dimensional samples characterising different stages of the stem cell differentiation
process.
1.3 Methods for unsupervised learning
In the previous sections we discussed how data characterising biological processes can be
collected using omics technologies that measure the profiles of a large number of functional
units at different stages of the process or at successive time points. The focus of this
thesis is the development of methods and models for unsupervised data analysis that can
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provide insights into the biological process from such data. Here, we briefly introduce the
goal of methods for unsupervised data analysis, we discuss several popular techniques,
and their application to the field of systems biology. Unsupervised learning is one of
the three main branches of machine learning: supervised learning, unsupervised learning,
and reinforcement learning (Bishop, 2006). Methods for unsupervised learning look for
a simple representation or a model of a dataset (Ghahramani, 2004). The representation
(or the model) is estimated from the dataset without relying on a training dataset as in
supervised learning or on feedback from the environment as in reinforcement learning.
Therefore, methods for unsupervised learning are suitable for pursuing top-down systems
biology research as they can provide insights into the structure of omics datasets.
We can distinguish between two types of algorithms for unsupervised data analysis -
relation-based and model-based algorithms. The starting point of relation-based algorithms
is a matrix quantifying the pairwise relations between all observations in the dataset. A
simplified representation that provides insights into the relations between the observations
is extracted from this matrix. Model-based algorithms estimate a model that can account
for the observations. From the properties of the inferred model we can better understand
the structure in the data. Note that the difference between relation-based algorithms and
model-based algorithms is not their field of application, as usually both relation-based and
model-based algorithms can be developed for the same problem. The difference between
the two types of algorithms is the way they approach the problem.
To illustrate algorithms for unsupervised learning and their application to systems
biology, we briefly introduce two classical techniques: clustering analysis and
dimensionality reduction. The goal of the two techniques is to provide insights into
the relations between a large number of observations. Clustering methods organise the
observations into several groups so that observations assigned to the same group are
considered to be more similar than observations assigned to different groups. Gene
expression data is often clustered to find groups of genes with similar expression patterns
(D’haeseleer, 2005). Genes that are assigned to the same group have similar expression
profiles and therefore we expect that they are closely related, i.e. they perform a similar
function or are involved in the same biomolecular processes. Clustering is also often
applied to find groups of samples with similar overall gene expression characteristics. For
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example, if samples from different disease types, such as different cancer types, are grouped
together we can hypothesise that the disease types use common biomolecular mechanisms
and progress in a similar way.
Dimensionality reduction methods look for a projection of high-dimensional
observations to a low-dimensional space. Whereas originally every observation is described
by a large number of variables, methods for dimensionality reduction represent the
observations only by a few variables. Observations that are located close-by in the low-
dimensional space are considered to be more related than observations that lie further
apart. In essence, the results of dimensionality reduction and clustering algorithms are
quite similar. Clustering methods estimate discrete variables from the data (the group
memberships), while dimensionality reduction methods estimate continuous variables
(the coordinates in the low-dimensional space). The difference is that while clustering
methods provide only a binary representation of the similarity between two observations,
i.e. a binary variable indicating whether they are in the same group or not, methods for
dimensionality reduction extract a non-binary description of the similarity between the
observations, i.e. the distance between two observations in the low-dimensional space.
In this thesis we investigate methods for clustering and dimensionality reduction as well
as methods for analysis of structured data, e.g., time series data. The methods we developed
integrate both relation-based and model-based algorithms. Importantly, we will show that
the two types of algorithms are not exclusive and that they can be integrated together.
1.4 Summary
In this chapter we introduced fundamental ideas in cellular and systems biology. We
illustrated them with the processes of transcription and of stem cell differentiation. We
then discussed methods for unsupervised data analysis and their application to biological
problems.
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Chapter 2
Graph theoretical data analysis
This thesis focuses on the development of methods for unsupervised learning using
graph theoretical algorithms and probabilistic models. This chapter discusses methods
for unsupervised data analysis that are based on graph theoretical techniques. These
methods allow us to unravel the structure in datasets with complex geometry and can be
applied to omics data in order to provide insights into the relations between the functional
units or between the different samples. The chapter begins with a brief introduction
of basic concepts from graph theory. We then introduce algorithms that construct a
graph from a set of vectors. The estimated graph can be then used as a basis for the
subsequent graph theoretical analysis. Two classical approaches for analysis of high-
dimensional data are clustering and dimensionality reduction. In the last two sections
of the chapter we discuss how clustering and dimensionality reduction can be performed
with graph theoretical techniques, more precisely with algorithms for graph partitioning
and with graph theoretical methods for manifold learning. Graph theoretical methods are
fundamental part of all the methods developed in the thesis. In chapter 4 we focus on the
application of graph partitioning algorithms to clustering analysis and in chapters 5 and 6
we investigate graph theoretical algorithms for manifold learning.
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2.1 Introduction to graph theory and to graph theoretical data
analysis
A graph describes the relations between some objects (Newman, 2010). It is defined by a
tuple G = (V,E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges (E ⊆ V × V ). The
nodes correspond to the objects and the edges describe the relations between the objects. If
the strength of the relation between the objects can be numerically quantified, weights are
assigned to the edges and the graph is known as a weighted graph. The connectivity of a
graph can be represented by an adjacency matrix A (A ∈ RN×N ), where N is the number
of nodes (N = |V |). If the ith and the jth node are connected, the entry A(i, j) of the
adjacency matrix contains the edge weight in the case of a weighted graph and a constant
in the case of an unweighted graph. For the sake of simplicity in unweighted graphs the
constant is usually equal to one. If two nodes are not connected the corresponding entry in
the adjacency matrix is equal to zero. If the relation is symmetric, i.e. the existence of the
relation between the ith and the jth object implies that also the reverse relation between the
jth and ith object also exists, the graph is undirected and its adjacency matrix is symmetric.
If the relation is asymmetric, then the graph is directed and an edge from node i to node
j does not imply that there is an edge from node j to node i. In an undirected graph the
degree of a node is the sum of the weights of edges that include this node. A path is a
sequence of nodes {v1, . . . , vT} such that an edge exists between every pair of successive
nodes in the sequence ((vi, vi+1) ∈ E). Two nodes are path-connected if there exists a path
so that one of the two nodes is the first in the sequence and the other node is the last in the
sequence. A component of a graph is a set of nodes that are all path-connected, and in a
connected graph all nodes are path-connected. A tree is a connected graph with (|V | − 1)
edges. A complete graph is a graph s.th. an edge exists between every pair of nodes.
Graphs have a wide application in various fields: biology, economics, chemistry to
mention just a few. They can represent transport networks, where every node is a city and an
edge is a transport route or social networks, where every node is a person and a link shows
that two people are in some relation, e.g., they work together. In the field of biology, graphs
are widely applied to describe regulatory networks (Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004). In these
graphs, every node is a functional element such as a gene and an edge between two nodes
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indicates some functional relation. In protein-protein interaction networks, the nodes are
the proteins and a link shows that the two proteins can interact with each other (Stelzl et al.,
2005). Graphs can also represent biological knowledge. The diseasome network consists
of two types of nodes, nodes representing a specific disease and nodes that correspond to
genes (Goh et al., 2007). Links can be introduced only between a disease node and a gene
node, showing that a gene is related to a particular disease.
In all of the above examples, the graphs represent already existing knowledge about
a system. The nodes describe the elements in the system and the edges show the
known relations between the elements. However, graphs are also widely applied as
purely geometric constructs to describe the geometry of point-clouds. One of the clearest
examples originates from the field of computer graphics. In computer graphics graphs
are employed to describe the geometry of three dimensional objects (Hjelle and Dæhlen,
2006). The geometry of every object is described by a set of points positioned on the
object’s surface and by a mesh structure that links the points and represents the continuity
of the surface. Naturally, computer graphics is focused on three dimensional point-clouds,
but graphs can also be applied to datasets with high-dimensional observations typically
encountered in data analysis problems.
The starting point of relation-based methods for unsupervised data analysis is a matrix
containing the pairwise distances/similarities between all observations in the dataset. The
underlying assumption in such analysis is that there exists a function that can measure the
pairwise relations between all observations. In many situations the structure in the data
can be understood by considering only the relations between observations that are closely
located. We can think about the observations as points in a high-dimensional space. An
important case is when the points lie on a low-dimensional manifold embedded nonlinearly
in the high-dimensional space. The presence of a low-dimensional manifold means that the
local neighbourhood of every point has a low-dimensional representation, i.e. the local
neighbourhood is homeomorphic to an Euclidean space with lower dimensionality. For
example, suppose that the dataset consists of two dimensional vectors that lie on a curve
that does not intersect itself. In such a case, the local neighbourhood of every point can be
represented by a line. Therefore, the two dimensional observations lie on a one dimensional
manifold embedded nonlinearly in a two-dimensional space.
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If the observations lie on a low-dimensional manifold the direct distance between
two points ignores the geometry of the manifold. The geometry of the low-dimensional
manifold can be revealed through the relations between local neighbours only. The
local neighbourhood can be represented as a graph. The nodes in the graph represent
the observations in the dataset and two nodes will be connected if the corresponding
observations are identified as local neighbours. The edge weights in the graph are equal
to the distances between the observations. The relation between observations that are not
local neighbours can be described by paths on the graph. The graph is a model of the data
continuity. A path between two nodes is a better model of the data continuity compared
to the direct edge between them if it consists of edges with small weights. In essence,
using the path we can reach from one observation to another by making a series of small
transitions rather than one long jump.
The graph describes the geometry of the point-cloud and the structure of the underlying
low-dimensional space. If the graph is complete, i.e. every pair of nodes are connected,
the graph representation is equivalent to the distance matrix. When the graph is not
fully connected, graph theoretical methods for unsupervised data analysis depart from the
classical approaches. The graph allows us to focus on the relations between observations
that are important for understanding the structure in the dataset. A main difference
between the described applications of graphs to modelling an existing knowledge and graph
theoretical data analysis is that in graph theoretical data analysis, the graph structure is not
present and we first need to estimate it from the dataset. In the next section, we discuss
different algorithms that estimate the connectivity of a graph from a vector set.
2.2 Graph construction
As discussed in the previous section, graph theoretical methods can be applied to analyse
high-dimensional observations with a complex geometry. These algorithms employ a
graph that describes the relations between the observations. Let the dataset consist of
N observations (X = [x1, . . . ,xN ]), where each observation is a D-dimensional vector
(xi ∈ RD). Every observation can be considered as a point in a D-dimensional space.
Given the dataset we can estimate a graph that describes the geometry of the dataset.
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The nodes correspond to the points and a point is connected in the graph only to its local
neighbours. Two points are local neighbours if they are closely located. If the points are
located further away, they will not be directly connected in the graph, and their relation
will be represented as paths on the graph. Different algorithms for graph construction have
different strategies for identifying the local neighbours in a point- cloud.
The two classical approaches to estimate a graph from a vector set are to connect
every two points if the distance between them is below a threshold value () or to connect
every point to its k-nearest neighbours. These two approaches can be considered as global
heuristics, because there is a single parameter that is applied to all edges (the  parameter)
or to all nodes (the k parameter). If the data is homogeneously distributed on a low-
dimensional manifold, these global heuristics perform well. However, they fail when the
points are in-homogeneously distributed. In in-homogeneously distributed datasets, the
density of the points is different in the different areas of the manifold. In areas with high
density the local neighbours are more closely located than in areas with low density. These
global heuristics therefore can not at the same time capture well both the structure in the
areas with low density and the structure in the areas with high density. For example, if
the threshold parameter has a small value the graph will consist of several disconnected
components. If the threshold parameter has a large value, the graph will be connected but
the points in areas with high density will be densely connected, ignoring the local structure
of the manifold.
Another popular approach for graph construction is the estimation of the minimum
spanning tree (MST) (Cormen et al., 2001). A spanning tree is a subgraph of a connected
graph that is a tree and in which all nodes are path-connected. The MST is a spanning tree
with a minimal sum of edge weights. If all edges have unique weights, there is a unique
MST. The MST is often applied because the graph has sparse connectivity by construction.
In some cases, this is also a limitation of the method. Independently from the properties
of the dataset, its geometry will be represented by a tree. The MST can be considered as
a good model of the data continuity as it minimises the sum of the edge weights, therefore
the paths in the graph contain edges with small weights. We should note one property of the
MST that provides further insights into the estimated graph: the path between two nodes
in the MST is the path that minimises the maximal edge weight on a path between them.
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Namely, there does not exist another path between two nodes where all edges have smaller
weights than the maximal edge weight in the MST path. Thus, if the goal is to estimate a
graph in which all edges in the path between two nodes have small weights, the MST is a
good model of the connectivity. The MST and the classical k-nearest neighbours approach
can also be integrated (Orsenigo and Vercellis, 2012). First, the nodes are connected to
their k-nearest neighbours. Then if the graph consists of several disconnected components,
these components are connected using a MST. The MST serves as a backbone and thus one
can choose a small value for the parameter k.
Another algorithm based on the MST is the perturbed minimum spanning tree (PMST)
(Carreira-Perpin˜a´n and Zemel, 2005). The PMST uses the MST as a basis and then expands
it iteratively by considering its sensitivity to perturbations. In every iteration the coordinates
of all points are perturbed and then a MST is estimated from the perturbed data. The
connectivity of the MSTs estimated from the perturbed datasets might differ from the
connectivity of the original MST. One interpretation is that the MSTs estimated from the
perturbed datasets propose alternative paths between two nodes. The edge set of the final
graph is the union of the edge sets of the original MST and of all the perturbed MSTs. A key
feature of the PMST is that the perturbations to the coordinates of the points are nonuniform
and that they depend on the local density of data around a point. In Carreira-Perpin˜a´n and
Zemel (2005), the authors propose that the perturbation for the ith point is drawn from
a multivariate Gaussian distribution with isotropic covariance matrix (N (0, σ2i I)), where
the variance for the ith point (σ2i ) depends on the distance to its k-nearest neighbour. As
the distance to the k-nearest neighbour is specific for every point, the perturbations are
drawn from different multivariate Gaussian distributions. If the data is in-homogeneously
distributed, the perturbations will be small in areas with high density of observations and
will be large in areas with low density of observations.
We use an artificially generated dataset with an inhomogeneous distribution to illustrate
the performance of the -ball heuristic and the PMST algorithm. For the sake of simplicity,
the dataset consists of two-dimensional vectors that lie on a noisy one-dimensional
manifold. The dataset is generated in the following way. The first coordinate consists of
samples independently drawn from an exponential distribution, and the second coordinate
is the sinus function applied on the first coordinate combined with a Gaussian noise
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Figure 2.1: Graphs are constructed from a dataset of two-dimensional vectors that are
in-homogeneously distributed on a noisy one-dimensional manifold. A) Due to the in-
homogeneous distribution of the points a simple thresholding of the distance matrix
results in a graph with dense connectivity. B) The PMST estimates a graph with sparse
connectivity tracing the geometry of the low-dimensional manifold.
term. As the first coordinate is drawn from an exponential distribution the points are in-
homogeneously distributed on the manifold. The application of the -ball approach using
the minimal threshold value that produces a connected graph results in a graph with a dense
connectivity (Fig. 2.1A). The densely connected graph does not reflect the local structure of
the data. The PMST algorithm estimates a graph with sparse connectivity (Fig. 2.1B). In all
areas of the noisy one-dimensional manifold, independently from the local data density, the
points are connected only to their local neighbours. The dataset illustrates the advantages
of methods that combine both local and global information about the data in comparison to
methods that treat all points in the same way.
We should stress that the focus of this thesis is on geometrically motivated methods
for graph construction such as the ones just described. Additionally, probabilistic models
have also been applied for graph construction purposes. In particular, probabilistic models
have been widely used to model gene associations. The probabilistic model in the
CLICK algorithm specifies the likelihood that two nodes are local neighbours given the
distance between them (Sharan and Shamir, 2000). The Gaussian graphical model (GGM)
(Dempster, 1972; Murphy, 2012; Scha¨fer and Strimmer, 2005) models every dimension
of the data as a sample from a multivariate Gaussian distribution. The GGM estimates
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a precision matrix with sparse connectivity for the multivariate Gaussian distribution.
The precision matrix encodes the adjacency matrix of the graph. These approaches lack
geometric motivation and require the choice of a probabilistic model that accounts either
for the data (Scha¨fer and Strimmer, 2005) or for the graph structure (Sharan and Shamir,
2000). Next, we discuss two of the most popular techniques for unsupervised learning:
clustering analysis and dimensionality reduction. We focus on the difference between
standard methods and their graph theoretical equivalents.
2.3 Clustering analysis
The goal of clustering analysis is to assign observations to several groups (clusters).
Observations that are assigned to the same cluster are considered to be more similar
than observations assigned to different clusters. In essence, the relation between two
observations is described by a binary variable indicating whether they belong to the same
group or not. Clustering analysis is widely applied to datasets with large numbers of
observations. In the context of gene expression data it is used to find either groups of
genes or groups of samples with similar profiles. Firstly, we will briefly discuss two
popular methods for clustering of vector data: the k-means algorithm and algorithms
for hierarchical clustering. We will then discuss how vector data can be clustered using
graph theoretical methods. The graph theoretical approach is to estimate a graph with
an algorithm for graph construction and to subsequently partition the graph with a graph
partitioning algorithm.
The k-means algorithm
The most popular approach for clustering of vector data is the k-means algorithm (Bishop,
2006). The k-means algorithm represents every cluster by a vector µi, known as a centroid.
Given a dataset withN observations (X = [x1, . . . ,xN ]), the goal of the k-means algorithm
is to minimise the distortion between an observation and the centroid of the cluster it is
assigned to:
S(X,µ1, . . . ,µC) =
C∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
||xj − µi||2δi,j, (2.1)
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where C is the number of clusters, µi is the centroid of the ith cluster and δi,j is binary
variable indicating whether the jth observation belongs to the ith cluster. The k-means
algorithm is a very simple and quick algorithm. A drawback of the algorithm is that
the number of clusters has to be specified using prior knowledge about the dataset.
Additionally, the algorithm looks for a particular type of clusters: globular clusters with
spherical shapes. Later, we will show how the k-means algorithms fails when the points
are organised into groups with non-globular shapes.
Hierarchical clustering
Another popular approach for clustering of vector data is the hierarchical clustering
algorithm (Murphy, 2012). In agglomerative hierarchical clustering each object is initially
assigned to a different cluster. Then, iteratively two clusters are merged together. The
result can be represented as a binary tree, where the leafs represent the clusters with a
single element and the tree organisation shows how the clusters merge. There are different
heuristics that determine which clusters should be merged together. For example, according
to the average-linkage criterion the clusters with a minimal average distance between the
observations assigned to them are merged. Alternatively, in divisive hierarchical clustering
all observations are assigned initially to the same cluster and the observations are iteratively
split into finer and finer clusters until every observation is assigned to a different cluster.
Algorithms for hierarchical clustering construct (N − 2) non-trivial partitions of a dataset
with N observations. However, similarly to the k-means algorithm they do not characterise
the relevance of the different partitions and the selection of a partition has to be performed
manually or using additional heuristics.
2.3.1 Graph partitioning
Clustering of vector data can also be performed using graph theoretical techniques. First,
a graph is estimated from the vector dataset with an algorithm for graph construction.
Then, a graph partitioning algorithm is applied to partition the graph into subgraphs. These
subgraphs are also known as communities, and the goal of graph partitioning algorithms
is to organise the nodes into communities so that a node is better connected to the other
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nodes in its community than to the other nodes in the graph. The partition of the nodes
into several groups is obtained from the connectivity of the graph. Graph partitioning
algorithms have been applied to various graphs: collaboration networks (Delvenne et al.,
2010), networks representing protein structures (Delmotte et al., 2011), electrical grids
(Schaub et al., 2012). In the field of systems biology, they have been applied to gene
networks (Gunsalus et al., 2005), to protein-protein interaction networks (Brohee and van
Helden, 2006), and to metabolic networks (Guimera and Amaral, 2005). The application of
graph partitioning algorithms to graphs estimated from omics datasets has been investigated
in Kochenberger et al. (2005); Xu et al. (2002); Yu et al. (2007). Here, we briefly review
some algorithms for graph partitioning. For general reviews please see Newman (2010)
and Porter et al. (2009). The difference between a graph partitioning algorithm and the
described standard clustering approaches will be illustrated with a simple example at the
end of the section.
Cut and normalised cut
The simplest method for graph partitioning is the minimisation of the cut (Wu and Leahy,
1993). The cut of a partition P is defined as the sum of edge weights between the different
communities:
Cut(P) =
∑
Ci,Cj∈P
cut(Ci, Cj), (2.2)
where P = {C1, . . . , CM} is the partition of the graph into M communities (Ci ⊂ V ,
Ci ∩ Cj = ∅,
⋃
Ci
= V ) and cut(Ci, Cj) is the cut between two communities. The cut
between two communities is the sum of the edge weights between them:
cut(Ci, Cj) =
∑
k∈Ci
∑
l∈Cj
A(k, l), (2.3)
where A is the adjacency matrix of the graph. The objective of the cut is to find a
partition by removing a small number of edges. A drawback is that graph partitioning
by minimisation of the cut favours unbalanced graph partitions, i.e. partitions that are
composed of communities with a large number of nodes and of communities with a small
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number of nodes. For example, suppose that in an unweighted graph there exists a node
connected only by a single edge to the rest of the graph. The cut heuristic will assign this
node to one community and all the other nodes to another community.
To account for this bias and to balance the size of the different communities, several
normalisations have been proposed. In the normalised cut (Shi and Malik, 1997), the cut is
normalised by the volume of a community:
NCut(P) =
∑
Ci,Cj∈P
cut(Ci, Cj)
vol(Ci)
, (2.4)
where the volume of a community is the sum of the edge weights between each node in the
community and any node in the graph (vol(Ci) =
∑
k∈Ci,l∈V A(k, l)). Thus, the normalised
cut favours partitions with small cuts and communities with large volumes. Finding graph
partitions that minimise the normalised cut is known to be an NP-hard problem. One
approach is to recursively bipartition the graph with the Shi-Malik algorithm (Shi and
Malik, 1997). Initially, the graph is split into two communities. Then in every iteration
a community is selected and it is split further into two finer communities.
The value of the normalised cut when a graph is split into two communities can
be rewritten using matrix notation. We introduce a vector f indicating the community
membership of a node:
f(i) =
{
1/vol(C1) if node i belongs to C1
−1/vol(C2) if node i belongs to C2
(2.5)
Note that the following equality holds for f :
∑
i d(i)f(i) = 0, where d(i) is the degree of
node i. Then, the normalised cut of a split into two communities (C1, C2) can be rewritten
as:
Ncut(C1, C2) = Cut(C1, C2)
(
1
vol(C1)
+
1
vol(C2)
)
=
fTLf
fTDf
, (2.6)
where D is a diagonal matrix with the degrees of the nodes (D = diag(d(1), . . . ,d(N)))
and L is the Laplacian matrix (L = D − A). We can relax the constraint that the values
of f are discrete and we can approximate the normalised cut by the following objective
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function:
fˆ = arg min
f
fTLf
fTDf
s.th. fTD1 = 0 (2.7)
Using the substitution f = D−1/2z, the objective can be rewritten as the Rayleigh quotient:
zˆ = arg min
z
zTD(−1/2)LD(−1/2)z
zTz
s.th. zTD(1/2)1 = 0 (2.8)
The normalised Laplacian matrix (D(−1/2)LD(−1/2)) is a positive semidefinite matrix and
has only non-negative eigenvalues. The smallest eigenvalue is equal to zero and the
corresponding eigenvector is equal to z0 = D1/21; f0 = 1. However, the constraint
fTD1 = 0 does not hold for it. All of the other eigenvectors are orthogonal to the first
one and thus the constraint holds for them (zTi z0 = f
T
i D1 = 0). The eigenvector with the
second smallest eigenvalue (λ1) fulfils the constraint and minimises the objective. As the
objective is just an approximation of the normalised cut, the eigenvector is used to order the
nodes and the minimal normalised cut is found by a line search. The algorithm recursively
partitions the graph into finer and finer communities. In every iteration, the community
with the largest second smallest eigenvalue of the normalised Laplacian matrix is selected
and bi-partitioned into two finer communities.
The normalised cut defines a strategy for partitioning of a graph into finer and finer
communities. If a community in a partition is split further into two finer communities, the
normalised cut will increase. A major challenge for the application of the normalised cut
heuristic is finding the relevant number of communities in a graph. One proposed heuristic
is to partition the graph until the change in the normalised cut value is below a threshold
value. However, the definition of a threshold requires prior knowledge about the structure
of the graph.
Markov stability
An alternative approach to find a partition of a graph is to define a function that can measure
the quality of different partitions. Thus, given two partitions the quality function can
determine which partition captures the community structure in the graph better. The quality
function that we introduce here is Markov stability for community detection, for the sake
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of brevity referred to as Markov stability (Delvenne et al., 2010; Lambiotte et al., 2009).
Markov stability has been applied to various networks such as scientific literature networks
(Delvenne et al., 2010), protein structures (Delmotte et al., 2011), electrical power grids
(Schaub et al., 2012), and images (Schaub et al., 2012). Whereas the cut and the normalised
cut estimate a partition directly from the connectivity of a graph, Markov stability measures
the quality of a partition by looking at how the graph connectivity constrains the evolution
of a dynamic process on the graph. The method uses the probability flow on the graph
to determine whether a community structure is present. For instance, consider a random
walker that can jump from one node to another node only if the two nodes are connected.
According to the Markov stability function, a well defined community structure is present
in a graph if the random walker is trapped in a community for a particular interval of time.
We follow the terminology in (Delvenne et al., 2010) and we refer to the time as Markov
time in order to emphasise that it relates to the Markov process and it does not relate to
any physical process. Markov stability can be measured both with a discrete and with
continuous dynamic process. For a continuous dynamic process the probability flow in the
graph for a node i can be described by the following linear model:
p˙(i) =
N∑
j=1
A(j, i)
d(j)
p(j)− p(i) (2.9)
where d(j) is the degree of the jth node and p(j) is the probability mass in the jth
node. The sum describes the inflow of probability mass and the second term represents
the outflow of probability mass. The probability flow in the system can be written in a
matrix notation:
p˙ = −pT [D−1L] , (2.10)
where as before D is a diagonal matrix with the degrees of the nodes and L is the Laplacian
matrix. In the stationary state, the probability mass at node i is equal to d(i)/2m, where m
is the number of edges in the graph. Markov stability considers the stationary state of the
system and measures the difference between the probabilities that a random walker will be
still in the same community at Markov time t and in the limit as Markov time approaches
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infinity:
R(t) =
∑
C∈P
∑
i,j∈C
[
[e−D
−1Lt]ij
d(i)
2m
− d(i)
2m
d(j)
2m
]
. (2.11)
The term [e−D−1Lt]ij is equal to the probability that a random walker will be at Markov
time t in node j conditioned that at Markov time 0 the random walker was in node i.
The probabilities that a random walker will be initially in node i and that it will be in
node j when Markov time approaches infinity are independent. Therefore, in the limit
when Markov time approaches infinity the conditional probability is equal to the stationary
distribution (limt→∞[e−D
−1Lt]ij = d(j)/2m). The properties of the optimal partition
depend on the Markov time. When the Markov time is equal to zero, the optimal partition is
the one where every node is assigned to a different community. By increasing the Markov
time, the random walker can explore larger subgraphs and Markov stability favours coarser
partitions. Note, that if there exists a well defined community structure in the graph, it will
be identified as optimal for a long period of Markov time. Markov stability can identify
community structures in graphs with multiscale organisation because Markov time serves
as a resolution parameter. Partitions with fine communities will be optimal at small Markov
times and partitions with coarse communities will be optimal at large Markov times.
Many of the proposed methods in the literature can be understood in terms of the
Markov stability at different Markov times (Delvenne et al., 2010). For example, another
function that measures the quality of a partition is modularity (Newman and Girvan, 2004;
Newman, 2006). It can be shown that it is equivalent to Markov stability when the
continuous diffusion process is replaced by a discrete one and Markov stability is measured
at Markov time equal to one (Delvenne et al., 2010). A disadvantage of modularity known
as the “resolution limit of modularity” is that it under-performs on very large graphs
(Fortunato and Barthlemy, 2007). The relation between modularity and Markov stability
provides insights into why modularity has a resolution limit (Schaub et al., 2012). The
reason is that modularity analyses the graph at Markov time equal to one only and in many
graphs a well defined community structure is not present at this Markov time.
We illustrate the performance of the k-means algorithm and of graph-based clustering
algorithms with a simple example (Fig. 2.2). The dataset consists of two-dimensional
observations that are organised into two clusters with non-globular shapes. The distance
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(A) K-means (B) Graph Partitioning
Figure 2.2: An artificial dataset with a well defined local structure was clustered with
the k-means algorithm (A) and with a graph partitioning algorithm (B). The k-means
algorithm look for clusters with globular shapes and could not reveal the structure in the
data. Clustering using the PMST algorithm for graph construction and Markov stability for
community detection correctly identified the two clusters.
between two observations from the same cluster varies, i.e. they can be closely located or
they can lie further away from each other. The two clusters can be understood only if we
consider the local neighbourhood of the points. The k-means algorithm fails to identify
the two clusters (Fig. 2.2A). This is not surprising given that the k-means algorithm looks
for clusters with globular shapes. We applied Markov stability following the procedure in
(Delvenne et al., 2010) on a graph estimated with the PMST algorithm. The bipartitioning
was found to be optimal for a long period of Markov time. The bipartitioning correctly
recovers the two clusters (Fig. 2.2B). In chapter 4, we will show how the described methods
can be applied to unravel the structure in real biological datasets.
2.4 Dimensionality reduction
The clustering algorithms described in the previous section construct a simplified
representation of a dataset by assigning the observations to several groups. Such a
representation provides a binary description of the similarity between the observations,
namely observations assigned to the same cluster are considered to be similar and
observations assigned to different clusters are considered to be dissimilar. In many
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situations such a binary representation provides only limited insights into the structure of
the dataset and into the relations between the observations. By reducing the dimensionality
of the data we can extract a non-binary representation of the relations between the
observations. Let the dataset consist of N observations (X = [x1, . . . ,xN ]), where
each observation is a D dimensional vector (xi ∈ RD). Methods for dimensionality
reduction estimate a low-dimensional projection (Y = [y1, . . . ,yN ]), where the projected
vectors are K dimensional (yi ∈ RK) and have lower dimensionality than the original
vectors (K < D). The general interpretation of the projection is that the distance in the
low-dimensional space indicates the similarity between the observations. In this section,
we introduce popular methods for dimensionality reduction, focusing on the difference
between classical linear methods and graph theoretical methods. This section does not
provide an exhaustive overview of the different approaches but it aims to illustrate the
difference between linear and graph theoretical algorithms. Reviews of the different
techniques for dimensionality reduction can be found in (Burges, 2010; Saul et al., 2006).
From now on, we will use the words low-dimensional space and plane interchangeably as
the plane is the common choice for a low-dimensional space.
Dimensionality reduction has become a standard approach for the analysis of
gene expression data. In particular, methods for dimensionality reduction have been
widely applied to extract a low-dimensional representation of samples characterising the
transcriptome, proteome, or epigenome of different cell types (Dawson et al., 2005; Lee
et al., 2008; Lukk et al., 2010; Schmid et al., 2012). The goal of the low-dimensional
representation is to reveal how similar the descriptors of the different cell types are. In
a projection of good quality samples from different cell types are well separated and
have non-overlapping locations. Methods for dimensionality reduction have also been
employed to preprocess high-dimensional omics data, e.g., the coordinates of the projected
observations have been used as an input for clustering analysis (Bartenhagen et al., 2010;
Yeung and Ruzzo, 2001) or for classification algorithms (Bartenhagen et al., 2010).
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2.4.1 Principal component analysis
The most popular algorithm for dimensionality reduction is principal component analysis
(PCA) (Bishop, 2006). PCA has been applied on massive transcriptomic datasets to reveal
the relations between different samples (Lukk et al., 2010; Schmid et al., 2012). PCA is a
linear transformation that can be used to project the data to a low-dimensional space that
captures the greatest variability in the data. PCA can also be derived as the linear projection
that minimises the projection error (see Bishop (2006)). Suppose that the vectors in the
dataset are mean centred (
∑
i xi = 0), then PCA performs a rotation of the point-cloud
to a new coordinate system. The new coordinates are known as the principal components,
and they are ordered according to the proportion of total variance that they capture. The
variance of the data on the first principal component is the greatest. The second principal
component is orthogonal to the first principal component, and the variance of the data on
the second principal component is the second greatest, etc. Given the constraint that the
principal components are unit length vectors, the objective function for the first principal
component (w1) can be written as the following optimisation problem:
L(w1,X) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(wT1 xi)
2 + α(1−wT1 w1) = wT1 Sw1 + α(1−wT1 w1), (2.12)
where α is the Lagrangian multiplier and S = (1/N)XXT is the covariance matrix. The
objective function is maximised by the eigenvector of the covariance matrix with the largest
eigenvalue (u1) and the variance captured by the first principal component is equal to
the corresponding eigenvalue (λ1). The second principal component is the eigenvector
of the covariance matrix with the second largest eigenvalue. PCA can be applied as a
dimensionality reduction procedure by selecting only the first few principal components
and ignoring principal components that do not capture large proportions of the variance in
the data.
If the data is high-dimensional, the calculation of the eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix is computationally and memory expensive. The projection can also be computed
from the Gram matrix G (G = XTX ,G ∈ RN×N ), i.e. the matrix containing the
pairwise dot products between the vectors (G(i, j) = xTi xj). The ith eigenvector of the
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covariance matrix can be derived from the ith eigenvector of the Gram matrix vi with an
eigenvalue νi:
XTXvi = νivi
⇔ (1/N)XXTXvi = (νi/N)Xvi
⇔ S ((1/√νi)Xvi) = (νi/N) ((1/√νi)Xvi)
(2.13)
The corresponding unit eigenvector of the covariance matrix ui is equal to a linear
transformation of the eigenvector of the Gram matrix vi (ui = (1/
√
νi)Xvi). Note that
the projection of the observations on the ith principal component (XTui) is equal to the
scaled ith eigenvector of the Gram matrix (
√
νivi).
2.4.2 Multidimensional scaling
In the previous section we showed that the principal components can be derived from
the Gram matrix with the pairwise dot products between the observations. A matrix
with the pairwise dissimilarities/similarities between the observations is the starting point
of many algorithms for dimensionality reduction. The multidimensional scaling (MDS)
algorithm looks for a projection that minimises the distortion between the distances in the
high-dimensional space and the distances in the low-dimensional space (Cox and Cox,
1994). The MDS framework encompasses several algorithms. Here we focus on two MDS
algorithms with a geometric motivation - classical MDS and metric MDS.
The starting point of classical MDS is a matrix with the squared pairwise distances
between the mean centred observations. If the distance is measured with the Euclidean
metric, the entries of the matrix are equal to D(i, j) = (xi − xj)T (xi − xj). The matrix D
can be transformed by the following centering matrix H = (I−Q), where Q = (1/N)11T
and 1 is anN -dimensional vector of ones. The matrix with the squared Euclidean distances
is centred in the following way D˜ = −(1/2)HTDH. The centred matrix contains the
pairwise dot products between the observations and it is equivalent to the Gram matrix G.
A low-dimensional projection can be found using the eigendecomposition of the matrix G:
G = VWVT = (W1/2VT )T (W1/2VT ), (2.14)
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where W is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of G and the matrix V contains its
eigenvectors. A low-dimensional approximation of the matrix G can be constructed by
taking the K eigenvectors on the matrix V with the largest eigenvalues. An observation xi
is projected to yi = [
√
w1v1(i), . . . ,
√
wKvK(i)]. This projection is equivalent to the PCA
projection. Essentially, classical MDS minimises the strain objective function that is the
sum of the squared differences between the dot products of the original observations and
the dot products of the projected observations:
Ycmds = arg min
Y
N∑
i,j=1
(xTi xj − yTi yj)2 (2.15)
For a general dissimilarity matrix in case the centred matrix D˜ is a Gram matrix, it
can be shown that the squared Euclidean distance between two projected vectors (yi,yj) is
equal to the dissimilarity measure:
(yi − yj)T (yi − yj) = D˜(i, i) + D˜(j, j)− 2D˜(i, j) = D(i, j) (2.16)
As pointed out in Cox and Cox (1994) the centred dissimilarity matrix will not be a Gram
matrix for a general dissimilarity measure. If the centred matrix is not a Gram matrix we
can either focus only on the eigenvectors with positive eigenvalues or we can add a constant
to the dissimilarity matrix so that the centred matrix is positive semidefinite (Messick and
Abelson, 1956).
The objective of metric MDS is similar to the objective of classical MDS, but instead
of performing an eigendecomposition of the Gram matrix, the projection is defined as
a nonlinear optimisation problem. The objective of metric MDS is the minimisation of
the sum of the squared differences between the pairwise Euclidean distances in the low-
dimensional space and the pairwise distances in the high-dimensional space:
Ymds = arg min
Y
N∑
i,j=1
(dY (yi,yj)− δ(xi,xj))2, (2.17)
where dY (yi,yj) is the Euclidean distance between the projected vectors yi,yj and
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δ(xi,xj) is the distance between observations xi,xj . The objective function is known
as the stress function and can be extended by including a weighing scheme for the squared
differences:
Ywmds = arg min
Y
N∑
i,j=1
wi,j(dY (yi,yj)− δ(xi,xj)))2 (2.18)
We will refer to the weighted stress as relative stress when the weight is equal to the inverse
squared dissimilarity (wi,j = 1/δ(xi,xj)2). The stress can be minimised iteratively with
the SMACOF algorithm (Scaling by Majorizing a Convex Function) (de Leeuw, 1977).
2.4.3 Graph theoretical algorithms for manifold learning
Both PCA and the MDS algorithm estimate a low-dimension projection from a matrix
quantifying the pairwise relations between the observations. The general assumption is that
there exists a function that can measure the relations between the observations. As already
discussed, in many situations the relation between two observations can be understood
only when we consider all observations in the dataset. In the well known example of the
swiss-roll dataset, the observations lie on a noisy two-dimensional manifold embedded
non-linearly in a three-dimensional space (Fig. 2.3) (Tenenbaum et al., 2000). This means
that the local neighbourhood of every observation can be represented in a two dimensional
space. Linear methods such as PCA fail to recover the structure in the dataset as the
observations do not lie on a linear subspace. The application of the MDS algorithm using
the direct distances between the observations also fails as the direct pairwise distances
ignore the geometry of the two-dimensional manifold. In order to capture the geometry
of the manifold graph theoretical algorithms for manifold learning focus on the local
neighbourhood of every observation. The local neighbourhood can be represented by a
graph in which the nodes represent the observations and two nodes are connected if the
corresponding observations are identified as local neighbours. The graph can be considered
as a model of the continuity of the underlying manifold. The relation between points that
are not directly connected can be better understood as paths on the graph tracing the low-
dimensional manifold. In the swiss-roll dataset the graph has a sparse connectivity that
reflects the geometry of the manifold. It emphasises the importance of only a few direct
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Figure 2.3: A) In the swiss-roll dataset the observations lie on a noisy two-dimensional
manifold embedded nonlinearly in the three dimensional space. A graph that captures the
geometry of the dataset is constructed with the PMST algorithm. B) The projection of the
swiss-roll dataset with the Isomap algorithm unravels the low-dimensional manifold.
relations and downplays the importance of many direct relations.
A large number of graph theoretical algorithms for manifold learning have been
developed in the past ten years - Isomap (Tenenbaum et al., 2000), locally linear
embedding (LLE) (Roweis and Saul, 2000), Laplacian eigenmaps (Belkin and Niyogi,
2003), maximum variance unfolding (MVU) (Weinberger and Saul, 2004), diffusion maps
(Coifman and Lafon, 2006), etc. These methods use the graph as a basis to derive a new
matrix describing the pairwise relations between the observations. The projection of the
data is then extracted using the MDS algorithm or through an eigendecomposition.
We focus on one of the most popular algorithms for manifold learning, the Isomap
algorithm (Tenenbaum et al., 2000). Isomap employs the graph to measure the distance
between the observations in a different way. The new distance between two observations
is equal to the geodesic distance on the graph, i.e. the length of the shortest path on the
graph between the two observations. Note, that in the swiss-roll example, the shortest path
between two observations follows the geometry of the low-dimensional manifold. The
geodesic distance can be larger than the original Euclidean distance. Once a matrix with
the geodesic distances between the observations is calculated the observations are projected
using the MDS algorithm. Tenenbaum et al. (2000) propose construction of the graph
by linking observations if the distance between them is below a threshold value and the
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application of classical MDS to project the dataset to a low-dimensional space. In chapters
5 and 6, we show that the Isomap algorithm can be applied also with other methods for
graph construction and with other objective functions for the MDS algorithm.
Graph theoretical algorithms for manifold learning have attracted considerable interest
in the field of systems biology (Dawson et al., 2005; Bartenhagen et al., 2010; Lee et al.,
2008; Shi and Luo, 2010). Research has focused on comparing the performance of the
different graph theoretical algorithms for manifold learning. Although it is still debatable
which of them (and under which conditions) is superior, there is evidence that they
can extract better low-dimensional representations than PCA (Bartenhagen et al., 2010;
Lee et al., 2008; Shi and Luo, 2010). In chapter 5, we show how a low-dimensional
representation of a biological process can be extracted with a graph theoretical algorithm
for manifold learning from samples characterising different stages of the process.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed how unsupervised data analysis can be performed with
graph theoretical methods. We introduced methods for construction of a graph from a
set of vectors. The obtained graph can be then used as a basis for performing clustering
analysis or dimensionality reduction. We described how clustering can be cast as a graph
partitioning algorithm and we will consider this problem further in chapter 4. Finally,
we introduced methods for dimensionality reduction and graph theoretical algorithms
for manifold learning. Chapters 5 and 6 investigate the application of graph theoretical
algorithms for manifold learning to gene expression data.
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Chapter 3
Probabilistic models
In this chapter, we introduce some probabilistic models and focus on their application
to problems in supervised and in unsupervised data analysis. The chapters is based on
Rasmussen and Williams (2005); Bishop (2006); Murphy (2012). We first introduce
the Gaussian process regression (GPR), a framework for nonparametric probabilistic
regression. The GPR is employed in chapters 5 and 6 to model the relation between
the coordinates of samples projected to a low-dimensional space and the original high-
dimensional data. We then discuss latent variable models. We first describe the Gaussian
process latent variable model (GPLVM), a latent variable model for vector data based on
the GPR. In the last section, we shift our attention to latent variable models for sequential
data and we describe the hidden Markov model (HMM). In chapter 6, we introduce the
geometric hidden Markov model that builds upon the HMM.
3.1 Introduction to probabilistic models
In model-based machine learning we look for a model that can account for the observed
data. Once a model is estimated it can be used for prediction purposes or it can provide
insights into the relations between the different observations as we will see later in this
chapter. In many situations there is uncertainty in the observed data or in the system that is
observed. The uncertainty can be due to the experimental techniques applied to obtain the
data. Often the variables are not quantified exactly and there is noise in the measurements.
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Additionally, in the context of systems biology, biological events often occur only with
some probability. This means that under similar conditions a particular observation can be
made only in a fraction of the experiments. To account for the uncertainty in the data and in
the observed system we can use probability theory. Probabilistic models make predictions
in terms of a probability distribution. The probability distribution reflects our uncertainty
and can be used to quantify the likelihood of different observations.
Let a probabilistic model be denoted by M and the observed dataset by D. Initially,
we can have some beliefs about which models are likely to account for the data. These
beliefs can be specified with a prior distribution quantifying the probability of different
models: p(M). The prior distribution can incorporate our knowledge about the system
or the process that we observe. Once the data is observed, we can estimate the likelihood
of the observed data conditioning on a particular model: p(D|M). A model with a large
value of the likelihood can explain the observations better than a model with a small value
of the likelihood. Under the maximum likelihood approach for model selection, the optimal
model is the one that maximises the likelihood. In many situations the model maximising
the likelihood can be easily estimated and performs well on test datasets. However, we
must note that the maximum likelihood approach has several limitations. By looking only
at the likelihood of the data the prior beliefs about the model are ignored. As a result the
maximum likelihood model can overfit the observed data.
These limitations of the maximum likelihood approach can be addressed with the
Bayesian methodology. The Bayesian approach uses Bayes theorem to derive the posterior
distribution for the models:
p(M|D) = p(D|M)p(M)
p(D) (3.1)
The posterior distribution measures the probability of different models conditioning on the
observed data. To derive the posterior distribution the Bayesian methodology integrates
both the prior beliefs for the model and the likelihood of the observed data. In contrast
to the maximum likelihood approach that finds a single optimal model, in the Bayesian
framework a distribution over the models is estimated. Next, we will introduce several
probabilistic models that will illustrate the Bayesian methodology.
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3.2 The Gaussian process regression
The Gaussian process regression (GPR) is a Bayesian method for nonparametric regression.
The description of the GPR that follows is based on Rasmussen and Williams (2005).
Regression models represent the relations between one or more independent variables
and one or more dependent variables. Here, we focus on the case of a single dependent
variable only. The aim of regression methods is to predict the dependent variable given
the independent variables. For example, we can model how the temperature changes with
time. In this case the independent variable will be the time and the dependent variable will
be the temperature. Regression models are a classical example from the field of supervised
learning. In supervised learning, the model is trained using a training dataset and the
inferred model can be then applied to new observations.
Let both the independent variables and the dependent variables be real numbers.
Suppose that the number of independent variables is K. Then each observation xi is a K-
dimensional vector (xi ∈ RK). Let the observations be the columns of the data matrix X
(X = [x1, . . . ,xN ]) and let the dependent variable be a real number. Our goal is to estimate
a regression model that predicts the dependent variable using the independent variables:
g : RK → R. Let the observed values of the dependent variable be the elements of the
vector y = [y1, . . . , yN ]. The regression model is estimated from a training dataset with
tuples formed by the independent variables and by the observed values of the dependent
variable {xi, yi}Ni=1. The regression model is inferred from the training dataset and we can
use the learnt model to forecast the dependent variable for new observations: f ? = g(x?),
where f ? denotes our estimate for the dependent variable.
The GPR assumes that the dependent variable can be described by a Gaussian process
(GP). The GP is a stochastic process such that a finite combination of samples from the
process have a joint Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian distribution is specified by a
mean function (m) and a covariance function (k):
E[g(x)] = m(x)
E[(g(xi)−m(xi)) (g(xj)−m(xj))] = k(xi,xj)
(3.2)
The mean function describes the expected value of the dependent variable for a given
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observation. The covariance function, also referred to as the kernel function, shows to
what extent the dependent variables of two observations vary together. A range of different
kernel functions have been proposed in the literature (Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 2004;
Rasmussen and Williams, 2005). A popular kernel function is the squared exponential
kernel function:
k(xi,xj) = σ
2
f exp
(
− 1
2l2
|xi − xj|2
)
, (3.3)
where the parameters of the kernel function are the characteristic length-scale l and the
signal variance σ2f .
Given a dataset with N observations (X = [x1, . . . ,xN ]) the initial estimates for the
dependent variables can be described by the following Gaussian process:
f ∼ N (m(X), K(X,X)) , (3.4)
where m(X) is a vector with the output of the mean function applied on all observations
(m(X) ∈ RN×1) and the matrix K(X,X) is the kernel matrix with the kernel function
applied on all pairs of observations (K(X,X) ∈ RN×N ). A key feature of the GPR is
that it is a probabilistic regression model. Instead of making a point-wise prediction for
the dependent variable, it estimates a Gaussian distribution. The distribution specifies how
likely different values of the dependent variable are. The initial estimates for the dependent
variable in equation 3.4 do not rely on a training dataset, and are based only on our
prior beliefs about the model. Whereas in parametric Bayesian models such as the linear
Bayesian regression (Bishop, 2006) the prior beliefs are specified as prior distributions
over the model parameters, in the GPR the prior beliefs are defined as a distribution over
functions, i.e. a distribution over Gaussian processes.
In Figure 3.1A, we show the prior distribution for a GP with a constant mean function
equal to zero and the squared exponential kernel function. As usual, the independent
variable is on the x-axis and the dependent variable is on the y-axis. In blue we show
the mean of the Gaussian Process and the shaded area shows the area corresponding to the
95% confidence interval, i.e. the mean value plus/minus twice the standard deviation. In
red we plot several samples drawn from the Gaussian Process.
Suppose that the initial dataset X is expanded by adding a new set of observations
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Figure 3.1: A) The plot summarises the prior beliefs about the GPR. The grey area shows
the 95% confidence interval. The mean of the GP is shown in blue and three random
samples drawn from the GP are shown in red. B) The posterior of the GPR after the model
is trained.
X? = [x?1, . . . ,x
?
M ]. The prior beliefs for the combined dataset can be described by a GP
with the following mean and covariance:[
f
f?
]
∼ N
([
m(X)
m(X?)
]
,
[
K(X,X) K(X,X?)
K(X?,X) K(X?,X?)
])
(3.5)
If the dependent variables in the first dataset are revealed (y = [y1, . . . , yN ]), we can use
the first dataset as a training dataset. We assume that we do not observe the true values
of the dependent variables but we observe a noisy version of them. We assume that the
noise term comes from a Gaussian distribution with variance σ2n. We can condition on the
training dataset and estimate the posterior distribution for the second dataset (X?). The
posterior is again a Gaussian process with the following mean and covariance:
f?|X?,y,X ∼ N (m(X?) +K(X?,X)[K(X,X) + σ2nI]−1(y −m(X)),
K(X?,X?)−K(X?,X)[K(X,X) + σ2nI]−1K(X,X?)) ,
. (3.6)
In Figure 3.1B, we show the posterior distribution after the GPR is trained with several
observations (shown as crosses). The mean function and the confidence interval of the
inferred model take into account the observations. The samples drawn from the posterior
distribution illustrate our new beliefs about the distribution of Gaussian processes.
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The parameters of the kernel function, of the mean function, and the variance of the
noise term are also known as the hyperparameters of the GPR. They can be specified
manually or they can be determined from the data. There are two wide-spread approaches
to infer the hyperparameters from data - a Bayesian approach, i.e. maximisation of the
marginal likelihood and a cross-validation approach, i.e. maximisation of the leave-one-
out predictive likelihood. The hyperparameters maximising the marginal likelihood are
equal to:
θml = argmax
θ
log p(y|X,θ)
p(y|X,θ) = −1
2
yT [K(X,X) + σ2nI]
−1y − 1
2
log |K(X,X) + σ2nI| −
N
2
log 2pi,
(3.7)
where θ is the set of all hyperparameters of the GPR. The marginal likelihood measures
how well our prior beliefs account for the data.
The cross-validation strategy is to separate the dataset into two groups, a training and
a test dataset. A model is estimated from the training dataset and the performance of
the model is validated on the test dataset. In the leave-one-out cross-validation, each
observation is considered successively as a test sample and a model is estimated from the
remaining (N − 1) observations:
θloo = argmax
θ
N∑
i=1
log p(yi|X,y−i,θ)
log p(yi|X,y−i,θ) = −1
2
log σ2i −
(yi − µi)2
2σ2i
− 1
2
log 2pi,
(3.8)
where y−i is a vector with the dependent variables of all observations except the ith and
(µi, σi) are estimated using Eq. 3.6. The choice of the procedure for estimation of the
hyperparameters should be based on our confidence in the prior. Maximisation of the
marginal likelihood is used when we are confident in our prior. Alternatively, when we
are uncertain of the chosen prior model, we can use a cross-validation strategy. In Figure
3.2, we compared the two methods for the dataset in Figure 3.1. For a fixed value of the
noise variance (σ2n = 1) and a wide range of different values for the characteristic length
scale and for the signal standard deviation, we measured the marginal likelihood and the
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Figure 3.2: For the dataset in Figure 3.1, we investigated how the negative marginal
likelihood in (A) and the negative leave-one-out predictive log-likelihood (B) change with
respect to the characteristic length scale and to the signal standard deviation. The variance
of the noise term σ2n is equal to one.
leave-one-out predictive log-likelihood. We note that for this particular dataset, the results
with the two methods are similar.
The GPR has found a range of different applications in the field of systems biology. It
has been used to model time course gene expression data, where the independent variable
is the factor of time and the dependent variable is the expression of a gene. The GPR
has been integrated into algorithms for imputation of missing data (Hensman et al., 2013),
for clustering (Cooke et al., 2011; Hensman et al., 2013), for detection of differentially
expressed genes (Stegle et al., 2010; Kalaitzis and Lawrence, 2011), for estimating time
shifts in replicate time series (Liu et al., 2010), and for bootstrapping from time course
gene expression data (Kirk and Stumpf, 2009). Models of regulatory motifs are analysed
with the GPR to infer the expression profiles of latent species (Gao et al., 2008; Honkela
et al., 2010). In chapters 5 and 6 we discuss applications of the GPR to model the relation
between the coordinates of observations projected to a low-dimensional space and a single
dimension of the original high-dimensional data.
3.3 Latent variable models
Latent variable models (LVMs) are a popular type of probabilistic models that can be used
for unsupervised data analysis. LVMs introduce a latent variable for each observation and
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estimate a probabilistic model that describes the relation between the latent variables and
the observations. LVMs assume that the probability distribution of an observation depends
only on the corresponding latent variable and the model parameters, but does not depend
on the other observations. Both the latent variables and the probabilistic model have to
be estimated from the observed data. The latent variables usually have a simpler structure
than the observed data, e.g., the latent variables can have lower dimensionality. The inferred
latent variables provide a simplified representation of the observed data. We now introduce
some latent variable models for vector data and afterwards we discuss how they can be
extended to sequential data.
3.3.1 Latent variable models for vector data
In this section we focus on latent variable models for vector data. LVMs model the observed
data using latent variables and a probabilistic model. The probabilistic model measures the
likelihood of an observation conditioning on the corresponding latent variable. Let the
dataset Y consist of N observations (Y = [y1, . . . ,yN ]), where each observation is a D-
dimensional vector (yi ∈ RD). Let the corresponding latent variables be the columns of
the latent variable matrix Z = [z1, . . . , zN ] and let θ be a set with the parameters of the
probabilistic model. In a latent variable model the probability distribution of an observation
yi depends on the corresponding latent variable zi:
yi ∼ p(yi|zi,θ) (3.9)
Some LVMs assume that the latent space is discrete whereas others assume that it is
continuous. LVMs using a discrete latent space can be applied to find a clustering of the
observations. The discrete latent variables can represent a set of latent states. We can
learn a probabilistic model for every latent state and we can measure the likelihood that a
given latent state is responsible for an observation. The latent states serve as prototypes of
the clusters and we can assign every observation to the cluster maximising its likelihood.
Latent variable models that employ a discrete latent space will be discussed in more details
in the next section when we introduce the hidden Markov model.
In this section we will focus on latent variable models for vector data that employ a
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continuous latent space. The continuous latent space often has lower dimensionality than
the observed data and therefore, such latent variable models can be applied to perform
dimensionality reduction. A wide range of latent variable models using a continuous latent
space have been proposed in the literature, e.g., probabilistic PCA (Tipping and Bishop,
1999), independent component analysis (Hyvarinen et al., 2001), the Gaussian process
latent variable model (Lawrence, 2004). Here we focus on the Gaussian process latent
variable model that uses the GPR as a probabilistic model (Lawrence, 2004). For an
overview of different latent variable models we refer to Bishop (2006) and Murphy (2012).
The Gaussian process latent variable model
The Gaussian process latent variable model (GPLVM) is a latent variable model that uses
the GPR to extract a low-dimensional representation of the observations (Lawrence, 2004).
Let every observation be aD-dimensional vector and let the observations be theN columns
of the data matrix Y (Y = [y1, . . . ,yN ]). Suppose that the latent variables are K-
dimensional vectors (zi ∈ RK) and let the latent variables be the columns of the latent
variable matrix Z (Z = [z1, . . . , zN ]). The latent variables have lower-dimensionality than
the observations (K < D). Suppose that the relation between the latent variables and the
observations is described with a linear model specified by a matrix W (W ∈ RD×K).
The rows of the matrix W can be considered as linear functions that map to the different
dimensions of the original D-dimensional space (W = [w1, . . . ,wD]T ). Both the linear
matrix and the latent variables are unknown and have to be estimated from the data. We
can specify prior distributions for the linear mappings to the different dimensions of the
original data. The prior treats the rows of the matrix W as independent variables distributed
according to a multivariate Gaussian distribution:
p(W) =
D∏
i=1
N (wi|0, σ2wI), (3.10)
where wi is the ith row in the W matrix. The prior distribution over the linear mapping
can be marginalised in order to estimate the likelihood of the data conditioning on the latent
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variables (the GPLVM score) :
p(Y|Z, σ2n, σ2w) =
D∏
i=1
∫
N (y˜i|ZTwi, σ2n)N (wi|0, σ2wI)dwi
=
D∏
i=1
N (y˜i|0, σ2wZTZ + σ2nI) =
1
(2pi)DN/2|C|D/2 exp
[
−1
2
tr(C−1YTY)
]
,
(3.11)
where y˜i is the ith row of the data matrix Y and C = σ2wZ
TZ + σ2nI. We note that the
marginalisation is performed with respect to the linear mappings and not with respect to
the latent variables. The above model specifies D independent linear regression models
that map from the latent space to each dimension of the observed data. We look for the
latent variables that maximise the marginal likelihood of the data. It can be shown that the
latent variables maximising the marginal likelihood are equivalent to a low-dimensional
projection extracted with PCA (Lawrence, 2004).
Most importantly, this formulation allows us to exchange the linear transformation with
a non-linear one. The linear regression can be exchanged with a GPR in a very simple way.
Instead of using a linear covariance matrix the GPLVM employs a kernel function such
as the squared exponential kernel function. In essence, we need to compute the kernel
matrix C in a different way. The GPLVM can then model nonlinear dependencies between
the latent variables and the original high-dimensional data. The GPLVM employs D GPR
models to capture the relation between the coordinates of the latent variables and the D
dimensions of the observed data.
Several extensions of the GPLVM have been proposed in the literature such as the
back constraints GPLVM (Lawrence and Quin˜onero Candela, 2006), the scaled GPLVM
(Grochow et al., 2004), the observation driven GPLVM (Gupta et al., 2008), the locally
linear GPLVM (Urtasun et al., 2007), the Gaussian process dynamical model (GPDM)
(Wang et al., 2006). The GPLVM has become a popular choice in the machine learning
community, and has been applied to various high-dimensional datasets. In the field of
computer vision it has been applied to facial expression recognition (Huang et al., 2010),
to face alignment (Huang et al., 2007), to body tracking (Hou et al., 2007), and in the
field of robotics it has been applied to reconstruction of paths (Hollinger et al., 2008) and
to grasping data (Hjelm et al., 2013). Recently, it has attracted attention also in the field
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Figure 3.3: A) The projection of the swiss-roll dataset with the GPLVM algorithm does
not reveal the geometry of the manifold clearly (see Fig. 2.3). B) The projection with the
Isomap algorithm has a higher GPLVM score. This means that the GPLVM can quantify
the goodnes of the projection but the direct optimisation of the GPLVM score could not
find the optimal solution.
of systems biology where it has been used to extract a low-dimensional representation
of samples characterising early stages of development (Buettner and Theis, 2012) or of
samples characterising different cell types part of the blood system (Moignard et al., 2013).
The optimisation of the GPLVM score is a nonlinear optimisation problem. In
Lawrence (2004) the following iterative procedure is proposed. In every iteration a subset
of latent variables are selected as active points and are optimised. We applied this procedure
using the gplvm toolbox (Lawrence, 2004) to the swiss-roll dataset that was presented in
chapter 2 (see Fig. 2.3). The estimated latent variables are shown in Figure 3.3. The
projection captures patterns in the data, but it can not unravel the geometry of the swiss-
roll in the low-dimensional space. The optimisation was performed several times and the
GPLVM scores were compared with the GPLVM score of the projection obtained with the
Isomap algorithm (Tenenbaum et al., 2000) (Fig. 3.3B). The Isomap projection has a better
score illustrating that the GPLVM can measure the goodness of the projection well, but that
the direct optimisation of the GPLVM score finds local minima. In chapter 5 we introduce
a score closely related to the GPLVM score that can be used to measure the goodness
of a low-dimensional projection. Instead of marginalising the prior model, we will use a
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cross-validation strategy.
3.3.2 Latent variable models for sequential data
In the previous section, we introduced latent variable models for vector data. In many
situations the observations are not independent, but they have an order. There are different
factors that can induce such an order, e.g., the factor of time in time series data. An
example of sequential data in the field of systems biology is time course gene expression
data, i.e. the expression profiles of genes measured at successive time points. The direct
application of latent variable models for vector data to sequential data ignores the order of
the observations. In this section, we focus on latent variable models specifically designed
for sequential data and in particular on the hidden Markov model (HMM) (Rabiner, 1989).
Similarly to latent variable models for vector data, latent variable models for sequential
data assume that there is a latent space and that a probabilistic model can describe the
relation between the latent variables and the observations. As the observations in the
sequence are not independent, LVMs for sequential data introduce a dynamical model in
the latent space. LVMs for sequential data usually make two assumptions. Firsly, the
dynamical model in the latent space is a first order Markov process, i.e. the probability
distribution of the latent variable depends only the latent variable in the previous period.
Secondly, the probability distribution of an observation is specified by the corresponding
latent variable and is independent from the other latent variables. Thus, LVMs for
sequential data integrate three probabilistic models: a model specifying the probability
distribution in the latent space in the first period of the sequence, a model describing
the dynamics of the system in the latent space, and a model of the emission probabilities
measuring the likelihood of an observation given a latent variable:
z1 ∼ p(z1|θ)
zt ∼ p(zt|zt−1,θ)
yt ∼ p(yt|zt,θ),
(3.12)
where as before zt denotes the latent variable, yt is an observation, t is the index of
the sequence, and θ are the model parameters. The first term describes the probability
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distribution of the system in the latent space in the first time period. The second term
models the dynamics in the latent space, that is the probability distribution of the latent
variable in step t conditioned on the latent variable in the previous time period. The third
equation describes the probability of observation yt conditioned on the latent variable zt.
There is a range of different LVMs for sequential data. To illustrate the range
of alternative approaches we will sketch the main differences between three models -
the hidden Markov model (HMM) (Rabiner, 1989), linear dynamical systems (LDS)
(Shumway and Stoffer, 1982), and the Gaussian process dynamical model (GPDM) (Wang
et al., 2006). In the HMM the latent space is discrete while in LDS and in the GPDM it
is continuous. The dynamics in the latent space are described by a Markov chain in the
HMM, by a linear operator in LDS, and by a Gaussian process in the GPDM. The emission
probabilities from the latent space to the observed data can be modelled by a collection of
multivariate Gaussian distributions defined for each latent state as in the HMM, by a linear
transformation of the latent variables as in LDS, or by a Gaussian process as in the GPDM.
Due to our interest in a latent variable model that can capture the behaviour of stochastic
biological systems we focus on the application of HMM. As the dynamics in the latent
space are described by a latent Markov chain, we believe that the HMM is well suited to
capture the structure in trajectories generated with a stochastic system. A drawback of the
HMM is that the discrete representation of the latent space might not reflect the observed
variables well when they are continuous. However, we can achieve a better approximation
by increasing the number of hidden states.
Hidden Markov models
Hidden Markov models have found various applications in the field of systems biology.
They have been used for example to model changes in the chromatin state (Ernst and Kellis,
2010; Larson and Yuan, 2010) and changes in the visual appearance of cells (Held et al.,
2010). Additionally, they have also been used as a probabilistic model in model-based
clustering of time series gene expression data (Schliep et al., 2003).
Similarly to other latent variable models for sequential data, the HMM has three
components: a model of the probability distribution in the first time period, a model of
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the dynamics in the latent space, and a model of the emission probabilities. We take the
Bayesian approach for modelling the HMM, and introduce both the model parameters and
their corresponding prior probability distributions. Let the observed data be the data matrix
Y = [y1, . . . ,yT ], where each observation is a D-dimensional vector with real numbers
(yi ∈ RD) and the index describes the order of the observations. The HMM models the
latent space as a discrete space withK hidden states. The latent variable zt describes which
of the latent states is responsible for the observation yt. We use a 1-of-K representation
of the latent variable zt: zt is a K-dimensional binary vector (zt ∈ {0, 1}K), with all but
one entries equal to zero (
∑K
k=1 zt(k) = 1). If the ith latent state accounts for the observed
data in period t, then the value of zt(i) is equal to one. Integrating the three components,
i.e. the probability distribution in the first time period, the dynamics in the latent space,
and the emission probabilities, we can define the probability distribution over the observed
data and the latent variables:
p(Y,Z|θ) = p(z1|θ)
[
T−1∏
t=1
p(zt+1|zt,θ)
][
T∏
t=1
p(yt|zt,θ)
]
(3.13)
The joint probability distribution factorises due to the assumptions of the HMM that the
latent dynamics are Markovian and that the emission probabilities depend only on the latent
variable in the current period.
The distribution of the latent variable in the first time period can be described by the
multinomial distribution:
p(z1|pi) =
K∏
k=1
pi(k)z1(k), (3.14)
where pi is a K-dimensional vector (
∑K
k=1 pi(k) = 1) that controls the multinomial
distribution. The conjugate prior for the multinomial distribution is the Dirichlet
distribution and we use it to model the prior distribution of pi:
p(pi) = Dir(pi|upi) =
Γ
(∑K
k=1 upi(k)
)
Γ (upi(1)) . . .Γ (upi(K))
K∏
k=1
pi(k)upi(k)−1 (3.15)
The dynamics in the latent space are described with a Markov chain (Fig. 3.4). The Markov
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Figure 3.4: A schematic representation of a HMM with three latent states. On the left we
show the three latent states and the corresponding latent Markov chain. Every latent state
is associated with a Gaussian distribution that maps to the data space (right).
chain is represented by a stochastic matrix A (A ∈ RK×K). The entry A(i, j) is equal to
the probability of transition from the ith latent state to the jth latent state. The ith row in
the matrix describes the probabilities of transition from the ith state to any latent state in
the next period (
∑K
k=1 A(i, k) = 1). We use again the multinomial distribution to model
the probability of the latent variable conditional on a given latent state having generated the
observation in the previous period:
p(zt|zt−1(i) = 1,A) =
K∏
k=1
A(i, k)zt(k) (3.16)
We assume that the prior distributions for the transition probabilities from the different
latent states are independent of each other: p(A) =
∏K
i=1 p(Ai), where Ai is the ith row
in matrix A. The prior distribution over the transition probabilities from a given state is
modelled with the Dirichlet distribution:
p(Ai) = Dir(Ai|uAi), (3.17)
where uAi is a parameter controlling the Dirichlet distribution.
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The final component of the HMM is the model of the emission probabilities, i.e. a
probabilistic model that maps from a latent state to the observed data. If the observed
data consists of high-dimensional vectors of real numbers, one possible generative model
is the multivariate Gaussian distribution. The likelihood of observing yt conditioning on
the hidden state zt is equal to:
p(yt|zt,φ) =
K∏
k=1
[N (yt|µk,Λ−1k )]zt(k) , (3.18)
where µk is the mean vector and Λk is the precision matrix (the inverse of the covariance
matrix) of the multivariate Gaussian distribution of the kth latent state. The set of all
parameters of the generative model is denoted by φ = {µ1,Λ1, . . . ,µK ,ΛK}. Note, that
we use multivariate Gaussian distributions with different parameters for the different latent
states. Therefore, by combining multiple simple models the HMM can describe data with
a complex geometry. The conjugate prior of the multivariate Gaussian distribution is the
Normal-Wishart distribution:
p(µk,Λk) = N (µ|µ0k, (β0Λk)−1)W(Λk|W0k, ν0) (3.19)
with parameters µ0k, β
0,W0k, ν
0.
The combination of all parameters of the HMM including the parameters of the
generative model, of the model describing the distribution in the first time period, and
of the transition probabilities between the latent states, are denoted by θ = {pi,A,φ}. The
model parameters have to be estimated from the data. A standard procedure for a maximum
likelihood estimation of the HMM is the Expectation Maximization algorithm (Dempster
et al., 1977). As the maximum likelihood method can overfit the data and does not take into
account the prior beliefs for the model parameters, here we discuss an alternative approach:
the variational Bayes (VB) framework (Hinton and van Camp, 1993; Bishop, 2006), a
framework for approximate Bayesian inference. The inference procedure for a HMM with
the VB framework was introduced in MacKay (1997). The general idea of the VB is to
approximate the posterior distribution of the model parameters and the latent variables
p(θ,Z|Y) with another distribution q(θ,Z). The approximate distribution is estimated by
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a minimisation of the Kullback-Leibler divergence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) between
the two distributions. The Kullback-Leibler divergence measures the similarity between
two distributions. The log marginal-likelihood of the data can be decomposed into two
terms
log p(Y) =
∑
Z
∫
q(θ,Z) log p(Y)dθ =
∑
Z
∫
q(θ,Z) log
p(Y,Z,θ)
p(θ,Z|Y) dθ
=
∑
Z
∫
q(θ,Z) log
p(Y,Z,θ)
q(θ,Z)
dθ −
∑
Z
∫
q(θ,Z) log
p(θ,Z|Y)
q(θ,Z)
dθ
= L(q) +KL(q||p) ,
(3.20)
where the first term (L(q)) is called the variational free energy and the second term
(KL(q||p)) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the posterior distribution and
the approximate distribution (q(θ,Z)). The KL divergence is always greater than zero and
we can therefore minimise the KL divergence by maximising the variational-free energy.
The variational free energy is a lower-bound of the marginal likelihood of the data.
The VB framework treats the model parameters and the latent variables in the same
way. To maximise the variational free energy, we assume that the approximate distribution
has a simple structure, i.e. the model parameters are independent from each other and the
approximate distribution can be factorised:
q(θ,Z) = q(Z)(Z)q(pi)(pi)qA(A)qφ(φ)
= qZ(Z)q(pi)(pi)
(
K∏
i=1
qA(Ai)
)(
K∏
k=1
q(µ,Λ)(µk,Λk)
)
=
Q∏
i=1
qi(Si),
(3.21)
where qi(Si) is the approximate distribution for the ith parameter. The variational free
energy is maximised iteratively. In every iteration, each distribution is updated by holding
the other approximate distributions fixed. The distributions are updated in the following
way:
qi(Si) =
exp(Ej 6=i[ln p(Y,S)])∫
exp(Ej 6=i[ln p(Y,S)])dSi
, (3.22)
where E[.] is an expectation taken using the approximate distributions. A detailed derivation
of the VB equations for the HMM is provided in Appendix A. We just note that the
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approximate distributions for the model parameters of the HMM have the same form as
the prior distributions: the distributions q(pi) and q(Ai) are Dirichlet distributions and the
distributions q(µk,Λk) are Normal-Wishart distributions.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we focused on machine learning methods and in particular on latent variable
methods. First, we introduced the GPR, a method for probabilistic regression. Then we
discussed how it is incorporated in the GPLVM method for dimensionality reduction. The
GPR will be an important component in the algorithms we present in chapters 5 and 6.
Finally, we introduced the HMM, a latent variable model for sequential data. In chapter
6 we will introduce the geometric hidden Markov model (GHMM). The GHMM is an
extension of the HMM incorporating a graph theoretical algorithm for manifold learning.
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Chapter 4
Discovering protein communities
associated with the process of
transcription
4.1 Introduction
In chapter 1 we introduced the crucial biomolecular process of transcription. During
transcription RNA molecules, one of the major components in all living organisms, are
synthesised. The transcription process is tightly regulated by various proteins that are
involved in different stages of the process. In this chapter we present our analysis of
data from an experiment Kedar Natarajan and Ana Pombo designed and conducted. The
experiment investigates the proteins associated with the transcription process. In the
experiment proteome-ChIP (pChIP) samples were collected and the relative association
of a large number of proteins at different stages of the process was quantified. To gain
better understanding of the relations between the proteins from the collected pChIP data we
developed a computational framework that attempts to answer several questions. Can we
organise the proteins into groups so that proteins with similar pChIP profiles are assigned to
the same group? What is the role of the different protein groups in the process? What is the
relation between the protein groups and which proteins can be considered as prototypical
for a group or for the relation between two groups?
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We performed a clustering analysis of the pChIP dataset in order to find protein groups
with similar profiles. The two most popular approaches for clustering of omics data are
algorithms for hierarchical clustering and the k-means algorithm (D’haeseleer, 2005) (see
also chapter 2). Although these algorithms perform well enough in many situations, they
have the important limitation that the number of clusters needs to be specified a priori. In
many situations, we don’t know the right number of clusters and we want to estimate it from
the data. Clustering can be performed also with mixture models, i.e. a latent variable model
with several latent states and with a probabilistic model describing the relation between the
latent states and the observations (Bishop, 2006; Murphy, 2012; Heller and Ghahramani,
2005; Cooke et al., 2011). Such algorithms often look for a partition that maximises the
likelihood of the data and therefore, they can estimate the suitable number of clusters.
However, they fail to identify whether a multi-scale organisation is present in the data.
In many datasets, one can find both a fine clustering with a large number of clusters and
few observations assigned to each cluster and a coarse clustering with a small number of
clusters and a larger number of observations assigned to each cluster. Finally, both the
k-means algorithm and mixture models assume that clusters with a particular shape are
present in the data. The k-means algorithm looks for clusters with globular shapes and in
mixture models the shape of the clusters depends on the chosen probabilistic model.
To address the latter issues we analysed the pChIP data using graph theoretical methods.
Clustering of vector data can be performed by combining a graph construction algorithm
with a graph partitioning algorithm. The application of graph theoretical approaches for
clustering of gene expression data has been investigated in Kochenberger et al. (2005);
Xu et al. (2002); Yu et al. (2007). In the computational framework that we propose
a protein similarity network is estimated with the PMST algorithm (Carreira-Perpin˜a´n
and Zemel, 2005) and the graph is subsequently partitioned with the Markov stability
algorithm (Delvenne et al., 2010). The advantage of the PMST algorithm is that it can
capture the geometry of observations that are in-homogeneously distributed, a property of
many experimental datasets. Importantly, the Markov stability algorithm can identify the
suitable number of clusters directly from the data. The number of clusters is detected by
investigating the evolution of a Markov process on the network. Markov time serves as
a resolution parameter and we can thus identify if a multi-scale organisation is present in
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the data, i.e. we can find well-defined fine and coarse clusterings of the same dataset.
Furthermore, in contrast to probabilistic models and to the k-means algorithm, graph
theoretical methods do not look for clusters that have a specific shape. To understand
the relations between the clusters, we estimated a network representation of the obtained
partition. In the network representation of a partition every node corresponds to a cluster
and a link between two nodes shows that the proteins in the two clusters are closely
related. Finally, we applied network measures to identify proteins that can be considered
as prototypical for a cluster or for the relation between two clusters.
4.2 Background on the transcription process
We now provide a brief background on the transcription process that was introduced in
chapter 1. The process of transcription can be described by three stages: transcription
initiation, transcription elongation, and transcription termination (Greive and von Hippel,
2005). In the transcription initiation stage the transcriptional machinery is assembled at
the beginning of a gene’s sequence and the two DNA strands are uncoiled. Then in the
transcription elongation stage the transcriptional machinery traverses the DNA segment
and assembles an RNA. Finally, in the transcription termination stage the synthesised RNA
molecule is released and the transcriptional machinery disassociates from the DNA. The
RNA polymerase protein is a key component of the transcriptional machinery. There
are three RNA polymerase proteins in mammalian organisms transcribing specific type
of genes: RNA polymerase I,II, and III (Roeder, 2005). One of the most important
RNA polymerases is RNA polymerase II (RNAPII). RNAPII transcribes protein-coding
genes and small structural RNA genes. The RNAPII is a protein complex composed of
12 subunits (RBP1 to RBP12). The largest subunit in the protein complex is the RBP1
subunit. The RBP1 subunit contains a carboxy-terminal-domain (CTD) composed of
repeats of the following sequence of aminoacids - Tyr1-Ser2-Pro3-Thr4-Ser5-Pro6-Ser7.
The CTD functions as a scaffold and various proteins can bind to it. The post-translational
modifications of the CTD indicate different stages of the transcription process (Buratowski,
2009) and are referred to as the CTD code (Buratowski, 2003; Egloff and Murphy, 2008) .
The pChIP experiment focuses on the phosphorylation of the three serine residues
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Figure 4.1: In the transcription process an RNAPII binds to the DNA and synthesises
an RNA. The RBP1 subunit of RNAPII has a CTD domain, and the different stages of
transcription are associated with the phosphorylation of the Ser5, Ser7, and Ser2 residues
of the CTD domain. In poised genes only phosphorylation of Ser5 is observed (Brookes
et al., 2012).
on the CTD domain (Ser2, Ser5, and Ser7), i.e. the addition of phosphate group to the
serine residues. We will refer to the phosphorylated versions of the serine residues at
positions 2, 5, and 7 as S2p, S5p, and S7p respectively. The phosphorylation of the serine
residues is considered to be indicative of the different stages of the transcription process.
Phosphorylation of Ser5 has been detected at promoter regions of protein-coding genes
and therefore, it is considered to be indicative of the transcription initiation stage (Hsin
and Manley, 2012). Phosphorylation of Ser7 occurs after the phosphorylation of Ser5
and before the phosphorylation of Ser2 (Brookes et al., 2012). Therefore it is thought
that it is related to the transition from transcription initiation to transcription elongation.
Phosphorylation of Ser2 has been found at coding regions and therefore it is considered
to be indicative for the transcription elongation stage (Brookes and Pombo, 2009). The
phosphorylation pattern in the different stages of transcription is shown in Figure 4.1.
Analysing which proteins associate with RNAPII bound chromatin depending on the
phosphorylation of the three serine residues can help us understand in which stages of
the transcription process the different proteins play a role.
Additionally, in embryonic stem cells, i.e. cells with the potential to differentiate into
different types of cells, a different phosphorylation pattern has been observed at some
developmental genes (Brookes et al., 2012; Brookes and Pombo, 2012). In embryonic stem
cells some developmental genes are silenced by the Polycomb repressor complexes (Simon
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and Kingston, 2009). These genes have the potential to be activated if their expression is
required during the differentiation process. Interestingly, it has been shown that RNAPII
binds to the DNA sequence of some Polycomb repressed genes, the poised genes (Stock
et al., 2007). The bound RNAPII has a specific phosphorylation pattern. It becomes
phosphorylated only at Ser5 (Brookes et al., 2012; Brookes and Pombo, 2012). The other
two serine residues, Ser2 and Ser7, do not become phosphorylated. Although RNAPII
bound to the sequence of the poised genes is detected, the genes are not expressed. The
particular phosphorylation pattern of the poised gene is shown in Figure 4.1.
The process of transcription is not performed solely by the RNA polymerase. A large
number of proteins assist at different stages of the process. The proteins perform different
functions. Some of them might modify the chromatin structure to enable the separation
of the DNA strands or they can also be involved in protecting the RNA molecule being
synthesised from degradation. Some of these proteins have been identified and their
function in transcription has been well understood. The pChIP experiment quantifies in
a systematic way how the association of proteins with RNAPII bound chromatin depends
on the phosphorylation pattern of the serine residues. It informs us not only which proteins
are related to the process, but it also provides information of their relative abundances in
the different stages of the process. We briefly describe the experimental procedures. Then
we present the computational framework and the results obtained with it.
4.3 Experimental procedures
The goal of the pChIP experiment was to find out which proteins associate with chromatin
bound by RNAPII and how their association with chromatin depends on the RNAPII
phosphorylation pattern. The experiment investigates in a systematic way the proteins that
play a role in the transcription process. Additionally, as the phosphorylation pattern of
the RNAPII indicates the stage of transcription, the comparison of the proteins’ relative
association with chromatin according to RNAPII phosphorylation patterns shows how the
proteins’ abundances compare in the different stages of transcription.
Here, we briefly sketch the design of the pChIP experiment. For extensive details on the
experimental procedure, we refer the reader to Natarajan (2013). First, murine embryonic
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cells (mES cells) were cultured in SILAC media (Stable isotope labelling of amino acids
in cell culture) (Ong et al., 2002). In the SILAC approach the cells are grown in a media
containing either a heavy or a light isotope. The labelling with an isotope allows us to
compare the relative protein abundance between two samples, one labelled with a heavy
isotope and another labelled with a light isotope. Chromatin was immunoprecipitated to
extract short chromatin fragments bound by RNAPII having a specific phosphorylation
pattern. In a single pChIP sample the relative abundance of proteins in two different
chromatin samples, one sample labelled with a heavy isotope and another sample labelled
with a light isotope, was measured with mass spectrometry (Altelaar et al., 2013).
Four types of chromatin were immunoprecipitated: S5p, S7p, S2p, and mock
chromatin. The S5p, S7p, and S2p chromatin were immunoprecipitated using an S5p
antibody, an S7p antibody, and an S2p antibody respectively. The antibodies are used
to pull out chromatin bound with RNAPII having a particular phosphorylation pattern, e.g.,
by using S5p antibody we can pull out chromatin bound by RNAPII phosphorylated at
Ser5. The mock chromatin was immunoprecipitated without an RNAPII specific antibody.
As the cells were labelled both with a heavy and with a light isotope, the four types of
chromatin were extracted independently with a heavy and with a light labelling. Equal
parts of the different types chromatin (either heavy or light) were combined together to
construct two new samples - a heavy and a light labelled Universe sample (Uni) (Fig. 4.2).
As a result, ten different types of chromatin labelled either with a heavy or with a light
isotope constitute the basis for the further analysis: S5p(h), S5p(l), S7p(h), S7p(l), S2p(h),
S2p(l), Uni(h), Uni(l), Mock(h) and Mock(l), where the letter in the brackets indicates
whether the samples are labelled with a heavy or a light isotope.
Two alternative approaches were used to investigate the proteome associated with
RNAPII bound chromatin: the Universe approach and the Pairwise approach (Fig. 4.3).
In the Universe approach, a sample is compared with a Universe sample. This allows us to
find out how the abundance of the proteins in a specific sample compares with the overall
abundance of this protein. The Pairwise approach is focused on proteins associated with
S5p RNAPII bound chromatin and thus, it compares an S5p sample either with an S2p or
with an S7p sample. The goal is to gain further insights into which proteins are specific
for S5p and might be involved in transcriptional processes at poised genes. Twelve pChIP
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Figure 4.2: Eight different types of chromatin, four labelled with a light isotope and four
labelled with a heavy isotope, are immunoprecipitated. The Universe is a combination of
equal parts of the four types (adapted from Natarajan (2013)).
measurements were done: eight using the Universe approach and four using the Pairwise
approach. The pChIP samples can be grouped into six distinct pairs. In a single pair, two
chromatin types with reverse labelling are analysed. In the first pChIP sample, the first
chromatin type is labelled heavy and the second chromatin type is labelled light and in the
second pChIP sample, the first chromatin type is labelled light and the second chromatin
type is labelled heavy. The six pairs are:
• Mock(h)/Uni(l), Mock(l)/Uni(h)
• S5p(h)/Uni(l), S5p(l)/Uni(h)
• S7p(h)/Uni(l), S7p(l)/Uni(h)
• S2p(h)/Uni(l), S2p(l)/Uni(h)
• S5p(h)/S7p(l), S5p(l)/S7p(h)
• S5p(h)/S2p(l), S5p(l)/S2p(h)
In all twelve pChIP samples, the measured relative abundances were log-transformed and
normalised to the relative abundance of RBP1, the largest subunit of RNAPII. The goal of
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Figure 4.3: The proteome associated with RNAPII bound chromatin is interrogated with
two approaches: a Universe and a Pairwise approach. Eight pChIP samples are investigated
using the Universe approach and four using the Pairwise approach (adapted from Natarajan
(2013)).
the normalisation is to account for experimental biases such as differences in the amount of
heavy and of light labelled chromatin, differences in the labelling efficiency with a heavy
or a light isotope.
We identified proteins that are not specific for transcription from the two pChIP
samples: Mock(h)/Uni(l) and Mock(l)/Uni(h). We classified a protein as non-transcription
specific if the protein is more abundant in the mock sample than in the universe sample in
at least one of the two experiments. According to this criterion 32 proteins were classified
as non-specific for transcription. Further analysis was performed on the other ten pChIP
samples with the remaining 705 proteins classified as specific for transcription. A logic
classification based on the direction of enrichment was done in Natarajan (2013). To
understand the structure of the dataset better, we performed analysis that takes into account
not only the direction of enrichment but also the value of the enrichment. Next we introduce
our methodology for data analysis.
4.4 Methods
Given the experimental measurements we wanted to answer several questions. First, can
we organise the proteins into groups so that proteins assigned to the same group have
similar pChIP profiles. We could then hypothesise that the proteins assigned to the same
group have a similar role in the transcription process. Secondly, we want to understand
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more about the relation between the different protein groups. Thirdly, we are interested in
identifying proteins that might play an important role in the process. Therefore, we look
on the one hand for proteins that can be considered as prototypical for a group of proteins
and on the other hand for proteins that can be considered as prototypical for the relation
between two groups.
To find groups of proteins with similar pChIP profiles we performed a clustering
analysis on the dataset. The clustering was performed with a method that combines a graph
construction algorithm and a graph partitioning algorithm. Once the data is preprocessed
and missing values are imputed, a protein similarity network representing the dataset
geometry is constructed from the pChIP profiles. A clustering analysis was performed
using a graph partitioning algorithm in order to find protein communities, i.e. a group
of proteins with similar pChIP profiles. From the connectivity of the protein similarity
network we extracted a network representation of the relations between the clusters and
identified proteins that are representative for a cluster or for the relation between two
cluster. Finally, we performed further analysis to understand the robustness of the proposed
methodology.
4.4.1 Data preprocessing
In the ten pChIP samples, 705 proteins were detected at least once. We note that some
of the proteins are observed only in some of the samples. There are various reasons for a
protein not to be observed in a pChIP sample, e.g., some of the proteins might be present
in small numbers or they might not be detected in the time frame of the mass spectrometry
analysis. One of the samples, S7p(h)/Uni(l), was removed due to the low detection rate;
only 31% of all proteins were detected in it. In the remaining nine pChIP samples 700
proteins were observed at least once and 445 proteins were observed in at least four of the
five pairs.
The missing values were imputed using k-nearest neighbour imputation. By imputing
the missing values we assume that the unobserved value for a protein in one pChIP sample
can be predicted given the observed values for the protein in the other pChIP samples and
the pChIP profiles of the other proteins. We believe that the experimental design supports
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the imputation of missing values. Firstly, there are four pairs of pChIP samples with reverse
labelling, that can be considered as technical replicates. Secondly, four different chromatin
types are analysed in nine pChIP samples. There are triples of pChIP samples such that
each pair of pChIPs in the triple contains information about the third pChIP in the triple,
e.g., in the triple S5p(h)/Uni(l), S7p(l)/Uni(h), and S5p(h)/S7p(l) the ratio of the first two
pChIPs can be considered as equivalent to the third pChIP. In essence, the intentionally
designed redundancies in the experiment serve as a basis for the imputation of the missing
values. In the k-nearest neighbour imputation, a missing value was imputed using the
average value of the k nearest neighbours (k = 5). We used the weighted Euclidean
distance metric to find the nearest neighbours. The weight is equal to the absolute value
of the correlation between the profiles in the sample with a missing value and in a sample
with an observed value. Further analysis was performed to find out whether the imputation
significantly influences the results of the clustering procedure. We will present this analysis
in the section discussing the robustness of the methodology.
4.4.2 Construction of a protein similarity network
The result of the preprocessing step is a matrix with the profiles of 700 proteins in the
nine pChIP samples. We can consider the pChIP profiles of the proteins as points in
a nine dimensional space. We applied graph theoretical methods to extract a network
representation of the dataset geometry (chapter 2). The geometry is described by a network,
in which the nodes represent the proteins and two nodes are linked by an edge if the
corresponding pChIP profiles are located close-by in the nine-dimensional space. The
weights of the edges are equal to the Euclidean distance between the corresponding pChIP
profiles. Our goal is to extract a network that captures the local structure in the data. In such
a network two proteins will not be connected if the weak similarity between their pChIP
profiles can be represented as a chain of strong similarities (a path on the network).
Most methods for network construction do not perform well when the points are not
homogeneously distributed in space. For example, linking two nodes if the distance
between them is below a threshold value can result either in a network consisting of several
components or in a network with very dense connectivity. In chapter 2.2 we described a
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Figure 4.4: The protein similarity network constructed with the PMST algorithm was
visualised with Gephi. The patterns in the experimental pairs were averaged (except
S7p/Uni) and overlaid on the network.
method for network construction, the perturbed minimum spanning tree (PMST) (Carreira-
Perpin˜a´n and Zemel, 2005), that can capture the geometry of point-clouds that are in-
homogeneously distributed. The PMST is an iterative algorithm that employs the minimum
spanning tree (MST). The MST is a spanning tree that minimises the sum of the edge
weights. Therefore, we can consider the MST as a connected network with a simple
connectivity. In every iteration of the PMST the pChIP profiles of all proteins are perturbed
and a MST is estimated. As the coordinates of the proteins are perturbed the connectivity of
the estimated MST can be different in comparison to the connectivity of the MST estimated
from the original data. In essence, every MST contains alternative paths between the
proteins. The final network combines the edge sets of all MSTs. The PMST is robust
to points that are in-homogeneously distributed because the perturbations are specific for
every protein. The perturbations depend on the local density of data that is approximated
by the distance to the k-nearest neighbour. The perturbations are small in areas with high
local density and large in areas with low local density of data.
We applied the PMST on the pChIP dataset performing 30000 iterations. When
perturbing the protein pChIP profiles, we ensured that the distance between the original
profile and the perturbed profile is less than αdk, where α is a positive constant (α = 0.5)
and dk is the distance to the k nearest neighbour (k = 1). We note some properties of the
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network hinting at the presence of a local structure in the dataset. The average node degree
in the network is close to 24, the maximal node degree is equal to 67, and the minimal
node degree is equal to 2. The network has sparse connectivity with only 3% of all possible
edges in the corresponding complete graph.
The network was visualised on a plane with the Gephi package (Bastian et al., 2009).
The visualisation was done using the ForceLayout and the NoOverlapLayout layout
algorithms. The profiles in a pair of experiments with reverse labelling, e.g., the pChIP
pair S2p(h)/Uni(l) and S2p(l)/Uni(h), were averaged and overlaid on the network. The
experiment S7p(l)/Uni(h) was overlaid without averaging as the reverse experiment was
discarded due to the low protein detection rate. In Figure 4.4, we show the visualised
network and the overlaid pChIP profiles. The network captures the pChIP patterns in the
five experimental pairs. The S5p/Uni, S2p/Uni, S5p/S2p plots show that the proteins at
the top of the network are more associated with S5p and the proteins at the bottom of the
network are more associated with S2p. The S7p/Uni and S5p/S7p pairs indicate a low
abundance of proteins associated with S7p.
4.4.3 Partitioning of the protein similarity network
We analysed the estimated protein similarity network to find groups of proteins with similar
pChIP profiles. First, the edge weights measuring the distances between the pChIP profiles
were converted to represent similarities so that a large value of an edge weight indicates
that two proteins have similar pChIP profiles. We used the following simple transformation
of the distances to calculate the adjacency matrix:
A(i, j) = maxd + mind−D(i, j), (4.1)
where D(i, j) is the Euclidean distance between the ith and the jth node and maxd and
mind are the maximal and the minimal distance between the pChIP profiles of two proteins
connected in the network correspondingly. This linear transformation preserves the range
of the edge weights, but the maximal edge weight will correspond to the minimal distance
between the pChIP profiles and the minimal edge weight will correspond to the maximal
distance between the pChIP profiles. The network was partitioned following the procedure
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Figure 4.5: Markov stability and the number of communities of the optimal partition are
shown at different Markov times.
in Delvenne et al. (2010). It was recursively bi-partitioned into finer and finer partitions
using the Shi-Malik algorithm (Shi and Malik, 1997). We then computed the Markov
stability (Delvenne et al., 2010) of all partitions at different Markov times to find which of
the computed partitions have a well defined community structure.
Markov stability measures the goodness of a partition considering how probability
diffuses on the network. If there is a well-defined community structure, a random walker
starting in a community has a small probability of escaping from this community for a
given period of Markov time. Markov time functions as a scaling parameter: Markov
stability favours finer partitions at small Markov times and coarser partitions at large
Markov times. The reason is that at small Markov times a random walker can explore
only a small subgraph in the network.
Markov stability was measured from Markov time t = 0.26 to t = 54 (Fig. 4.5).
At different Markov times the partitions were ranked according to the value of Markov
stability. In Figure 4.5, we show how the cardinality of the optimal partition and the
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Figure 4.6: A dendrogram showing the pChIP ratios in the partition with six clusters.
corresponding value of Markov stability change with the Markov time. Most of the
partitions do not become optimal at any Markov time and we find that only few partitions
have a well defined community structure. We found that for short Markov times partitions
with 25, 16, 14, and 8 clusters are optimal. From Markov time t ≈ 1.6 to t ≈ 12 the optimal
partition has six clusters. For larger Markov times the six clusters merge into two coarser
clusters. We decided to investigate the partition with six clusters as it provides rich details
into the structure of the biological process. This partition was also found to be optimal for
a long interval of Markov time indicating that it is robust and has a well defined community
structure. Moreover, focusing on very fine partitions is not justified due to the small number
of samples in the dataset (nine samples). Figure 4.6 shows the distinct pChIP profiles in
the six clusters. The proteins in the first and in the second cluster are associated with S5p.
The third cluster is slightly enriched both for S5p and S2p proteins. In the fourth cluster
the proteins have a pattern of association that is not correlated with the phosphorylation
patterns of RNAPII. The last two clusters, the fifth and the sixth, are enriched for S2p
proteins. The clustering assignment was overlaid on the network (Fig. 4.7). We find a good
correspondence between the visualisation of the network and the six-way partition, i.e. the
six clusters are well separated on the network.
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Figure 4.7: A) The six-way partition is overlaid on the protein similarity network. B)
The network model of the partition with six clusters describes the similarity between the
different clusters.
4.4.4 Analysis of the protein similarity network
We investigated the connectivity of the protein similarity network further in order to gain
a better understanding of the relations between the clusters in the six-way partition and to
find proteins that might play an important role in the transcription process. To describe
the relations between the clusters we extracted a network representation of the six-way
partition. In the network representation of the partition, a node corresponds to a cluster and
a link indicates that two clusters are closely related. The weight of an edge between two
clusters in the network model of a partition is equal to the sum of the edge weights between
nodes belonging to the corresponding clusters in the protein similarity network. As even a
single connection between two protein nodes in the protein similarity network will result
into a link between the corresponding two cluster nodes, we used a simple criterion to
identify edges that have significant weights in the network model of a partition.
To find the edges with significant weights, we compared the network model of a
partition with a random model of a network having similar characteristics, i.e. the same
number of nodes having the same degrees. We consider that an edge has a significant
weight, if the weight is greater than the expected edge weight in the random network. The
expected edge weight between two nodes in the random network is equal didj/2m, where
di is the degree of the ith node and the m is the sum of edge weights in the network. The
estimated network model of the partition with six clusters is shown in Figure 4.7B. It has six
nodes corresponding to the six clusters and it has sparse connectivity. A node is connected
to at most three other nodes. The extracted network model of the partition closely resembles
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Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Pole;Pole1 Jmjd1b;Kdm3b Eef1d;mCG 22130
Gtpbp9;Ola1 Sir2l1;Sirt1 Rps9
Prdm2;RP23185C16.1001 Ywhab;mCG 5429 Ark2;Aurkb;
Cxn-43;Gja1 Gm16409;mCG 22088 Acta;Acta1
Utf1;mCG 21628 mCG 12245;Rbbp4 Gm5451;Gm9822
Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6
H1f5;Hist1h1b Tardbp;Tdp43 Ddx23;mCG 18410
Hist1h2bp;H2bf Gm4340 Rbm17;Spf45
Gtf2f1;mCG 5591 Thoc2;BC005561 Bcas2;Dam1;mCG 6401
H1ft;H1t Dhx16;mKIAA0577 Smu1;mCG 9820;RP23-135L5.4-001
H1f3;Hist1h1d Hnrnpa0;Hnrpa0;Klhl3 Cwc15;Ed1
Table 4.1: The table lists the five proteins with largest eigenvector centrality scores in every
cluster.
the structure of the partition overlaid on the two-dimensional visualisation of the protein
similarity network.
The goal of the experiment was to systematically find out which proteins are associated
with the process of transcription, but also to propose proteins that may be key players in the
process. With the clustering analysis we extracted a simplified representation describing
the relations between the proteins, but these results alone do not provide clues about which
proteins should be targeted in further research. Thus, we are interested in identifying
proteins that might play an important role in the transcription process. We found these
proteins using the protein similarity network and the extracted six-way partition. We looked
for two types of proteins: proteins that are representative for a cluster and proteins that are
representative for the relation between two clusters. The proteins that are representative
for a cluster can be viewed as prototypes of the cluster. They are well connected with the
other proteins in the cluster. The proteins that are representative for the relation between
two clusters serve as bridges between them.
To find out which proteins are representative for each cluster we analysed the subgraphs
of the protein similarity network corresponding to the six clusters independently. We
computed the eigenvector centrality score (Bonacich, 1972) for the nodes in every subgraph
independently. The eigenvector centrality score is a positive score computed from the
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Cluster 1 Cluster 2
Baz2a;Kiaa0314 Esg;Tle3
Cnot1;Kiaa1007 Tif1;Tif1a
Tjp1;Zo1
Cluster 3 Cluster 4
Rpl18;RPL18 RP23-59M10.1-002;Th1l
Mat1;Mnat1 H1f5;Hist1h1b
Polr2l; Rbm12;mKIAA0765
Cluster 3 Cluster 5
Cstf2t;Kiaa0689 D10Wsu52e
Cluster 4 Cluster 5
Rbm12;mKIAA0765 D14Abb1e;Kiaa1105
Kiaa1111;Phf8 D10Wsu52e;
Ilf2;Nf45
Cluster 5 Cluster 6
Pc4;Rpo2tc1 Cwc27;Sdccag10
Snrpf;mCG 4969
Rbm8;Rbm8a
Table 4.2: The table lists proteins that serve as bridge nodes between clusters connected in
the network model of the six-way partition. We listed bridge nodes that are part of at least
10% of the shortest paths between proteins in the corresponding two clusters.
network connectivity and it measures the importance of every node. The score is defined
recursively: a node is important if it is well connected to other important nodes. The
eigenvector centrality score of a node is the scaled sum of the eigenvector centrality
scores of its neighbours. It can be described by the following system of linear equations
Aw = λw, where w is a vector with the scores of all nodes and A is the adjacency matrix.
The eigenvector centrality scores are contained in the eigenvector of the adjacency matrix
with the largest eigenvalue, as only this eigenvector has only positive entries. We selected
the top five proteins with largest scores in each cluster and listed them in Table 4.1.
The proteins that are representative for the relation between the clusters will be referred
to as bridge proteins, as they function as bridges between two clusters. They are found
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C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
C1 14 2 0 0 0 0 0
C2 3 39 56 41 0 8 3
C3 1 0 66 95 3 22 8
C4 0 0 1 0 21 3 1
C5 0 0 5 10 1 124 4
C6 1 1 0 2 0 6 100
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
C1 14 0 0 0 0
C2 125 35 1 0 0
C3 11 174 16 4 2
C4 0 3 18 1 0
C5 0 9 1 138 1
C6 0 4 0 40 70
(A) (B)
Table 4.3: The distribution of proteins in the original six-way partition and in: A) the seven-
way partition obtained from the S1 dataset; B) the five-way partition extracted from the S2
dataset.
in the following way. We investigated successively the six subgraphs composed of pairs
of clusters connected in the network model of the six-way partition. Our analysis focused
on the bridge proteins, i.e. proteins that are connected to proteins in both clusters in the
protein similarity network. We defined a score, the bridgeness centrality, that measures the
importance of the bridge nodes. The measure is motivated by the centrality score (Freeman,
1977) used to quantify the importance of nodes in a network. Given a pair of clusters, we
computed the shortest path between every pair of nodes belonging to the two clusters. We
measured the percentage of paths a bridge node is part of. If a large proportion of the paths
pass through a given bridge node, this node is considered to be important for the relation
between the two clusters. We list the bridge nodes through which more than 10% of the
shortest paths pass in Table 4.2. Investigating the importance of the identified proteins is a
direction for further research.
4.4.5 Robustness of the analysis
We performed further analysis to understand the robustness of the described methodology
with respect to the number of experimental samples and to the imputation procedure. We
analysed how these two factors influence the results of the clustering procedure.
Robustness to the selected pChIP samples
We first looked at the sensitivity of the computational framework to the number of
experimental samples. If the computational procedure is sensitive the results will be
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biased by the chosen pChIP samples and more importantly we can not expect that
additional experimental measurements will not impact our conclusions. To measure the
sensitivity of the framework to the selection of pChIP samples we compared the original
clustering with clusterings obtained from subsets of pChIP samples. We applied the
computational procedure on two subsets of samples. The first subset of samples S1 consists
of the following five samples: S5p(h)/Uni(l), S2p(h)/Uni(l), S7p(l)/Uni(h), S5p(h)/S2p(l),
and S5p(h)/S7p(l). In the second subset S2 we selected S5p(l)/Uni(h), S2p(l)/Uni(h),
S7p(l)/Uni(h), S5p(l)/S2p(h), and S5p(l)/S7p(h). The two subsets are composed of samples
with a reverse labelling. The only exception is the S7p(l)/Uni(h) sample that is part of both
datasets. Note that as we consider only a subset of the pChIP samples, the two datasets
have a fewer number of proteins than the complete dataset. There are 641 proteins in the
S1 dataset and 667 proteins in the S2 dataset. The complete computational procedure, i.e.
imputation of missing values, graph construction and graph partitioning, was applied on
each of the two datasets. We found a well defined partition with seven clusters in the S1
dataset and with five clusters in the S2 dataset. We compared the distribution of proteins in
each of the two partitions with the distribution in the six-way partition obtained from the
complete dataset in Table 4.3. The incidence matrices have almost diagonal structures with
most proteins distributed along the diagonal. This indicates that the results obtained from
the subsets of samples closely resemble the result obtained from the complete dataset.
To check the robustness of the procedure with respect to the number of samples
further, we analysed random subsets of samples independently. We constructed all nine
combinations of eight samples and thirty subsets of seven, of six, and of five randomly
selected samples. These datasets were analysed with the described computational pipeline.
We compared the six-way and the two-way partitions of the complete dataset with the six-
way and the two-way partitions of the partial datasets. Additionally, for every partition
of a partial dataset we constructed a surrogate partition. The surrogate partition has the
same characteristics, i.e. the same number of clusters with the same number of proteins in
every cluster, but with the proteins being randomly assigned to the clusters. The similarity
between the partitions was measured with the normalised variation of information (Meila˘,
2003, 2007), i.e. the variation of information normalised by 2 logK whereK is the number
of clusters. The range of the normalised variation of information is between zero and
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Figure 4.8: Partitions with six and with two clusters were estimated from eight, seven,
six, five, and four randomly selected pChIP samples. For every partition, we constructed a
surrogate partition that has the same characteristics (number of clusters, number of proteins
in a cluster), but the proteins were randomly distributed in the clusters. The graph shows
the mean normalised variation of information between the partitions extracted from the
complete dataset and the partitions estimated from the partial datasets as well as between
the partitions extracted from the complete dataset and the surrogate partitions.
one. It is equal to zero when the two partitions are identical (up to a permutation) and
it is equal to one when the observations are randomly assigned to the partitions. Figure
4.8 shows how the average variation of information depends on the number of selected
samples. The average variation of information increases gradually when we select only
a subset of the samples. This means that the partitions estimated from random subsets
of samples are similar to the partitions estimated from the complete dataset and they
gradually become more and more dissimilar. As expected the variation of information
of the surrogate partitions is close to one, i.e. to the theoretical upper bound. These results
show that the computational procedure is robust with respect to the number of samples. The
six-way partition extracted from the complete dataset has a similar structure compared to
the partitions extracted from subsets of samples selected either based on the experimental
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C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
C1 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
C2 0 85 3 0 1 0 0
C3 0 1 108 1 20 0 0
C4 0 0 0 15 0 0 0
C5 0 0 1 0 24 82 3
C6 0 0 0 0 0 1 94
Table 4.4: The distribution of proteins in the six-way partition obtained from the complete
dataset and in the seven-way partition obtained from the analysis of the 445 proteins
selected with a stringent filtering criterion (i.e. proteins are selected only if they are
observed in at least four of the five pChIP pairs).
design or randomly.
Robustness to the imputation procedure
Next, we analysed the sensitivity of the results with respect to the imputation procedure. We
performed the same analysis on a subset of proteins that are well detected in the experiment.
The subset of proteins was selected with a stringent filtering criterion. The stringent
filtering criterion is that the proteins are observed in at least four of the five distinct pChIP
pairs. We considered that a protein is observed in a pChIP pair if it is observed in at least one
of the two samples. There are 445 proteins in the dataset that pass the filtering criterion. The
corresponding pChIP profiles required less imputation than the protein profiles discarded
by the filtering criterion. We performed the complete computational analysis on this subset
of proteins: data imputation, graph construction, and graph partitioning. We found that the
partition with seven clusters is optimal for a long period of Markov time. We compared
the seven-way partition with the six-way partition estimated from the complete dataset. In
Table 4.4, we show the distribution of proteins. Note, that the incidence matrix has a quasi-
diagonal structure and most of the proteins are distributed along the diagonal. This shows
that the proteins are assigned to similar clusters in the two partitions and that the imputation
does not influence the clustering analysis significantly. In summary, the robustness analysis
showed that the computational framework is robust both with respect to the number of
samples and with respect to the imputation procedure.
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4.5 Analysis of the extracted groups of proteins
Using the described computational pipeline integrating a graph construction and a graph
partitioning algorithm we obtained a six-way partition of the pChIP dataset. To understand
the different clusters better we did a Gene Ontology (GO) analysis on the six groups
of proteins. Additionally, we compared our results with external datasets obtained with
different experimental techniques. The goal of the analysis is to find out what is the role of
the different protein groups in the transcription process.
Gene Ontology analysis
The Gene Ontology database is a curated database in which genes are associated with
particular GO terms. Our discussion here focuses on the genes that encode the proteins
we detected. We looked whether the genes in a given cluster are associated with specific
GO terms. The GO terms a group of genes is enriched for can provide insights into their
role and function. The GO analysis was performed with the topGO package (Alexa et al.,
2006). A summary of the GO results is shown in Figure 4.9.
Cluster 1 contains only 16 genes that are associated with S5p chromatin (Fig. 4.6). The
genes are not significantly associated with any GO terms. The roles of two genes in the
cluster give insights into its significance. The first gene is Utf1 and it has been shown
to associate with Polycomb complexes (Jia et al., 2012). As we discussed poised genes
are genes that are repressed by the Polycomb complexes in stem cells and are associated
only with S5p RNAPII. Therefore, we hypothesise that Utf1 might be involved in the
transcriptional regulation of poised genes. The second gene is Edc4 and it is involved
in the process of mRNA decapping (Fenger-Grøn et al., 2005). The process of mRNA
decapping determines the life-time of mRNA molecules by controlling the degradation of
mRNA (Coller and Parker, 2004). The decapping might be a mechanism that explains why
gene expression products of poised genes are not detected although RNAPII binds to the
genes’ sequences.
There are 166 genes in cluster 2. They are associated with RNAPII S5p bound
chromatin. The pattern of enrichment is similar to the one in cluster 1, but the genes do
not have so high S5p values. The genes in this cluster are involved in different chromatin
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Figure 4.9: A Gene Ontology analysis of the six clusters. The genes in the first cluster are
not enriched for any GO terms.
processes. They play a role not only in chromatin remodelling, but also in epigenetic
silencing of gene expression. Proteins that are involved in epigenetic silencing include the
Polycomb protein Ring1b, the HDAC1 gene that is part of the histone deacetylase complex,
as well the Cbx3 and the Cbx5 genes that can repress expression by binding to methylated
histone H3. The genes in the cluster are associated with GO terms such as ’transcription,
DNA-dependent’, ’chromatin remodeling’ or ’negative regulation of gene expression’.
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Cluster 3 is the largest cluster. It contains 218 genes that have low enrichment scores.
The cluster contains genes that are part of the core transcriptional machinery and their
presence is independent of the phosphorylation pattern. The RBP1 gene, on which the
experimental procedure is based, is assigned to this cluster. The gene is connected in the
protein similarity network to five other subunits of RNAPII that are also part of the same
cluster. The cluster contains also general transcription factors (GTF2E, GTF2H1) as well
transcription co-factors such as Rpap3 (RNAPsII associated protein). The genes in this
cluster are enriched with GO terms such as ’translation’ and ’cell division’.
Cluster 4 has 27 genes including all histone subunits. The histones are proteins that
are involved in the structural organisation of the DNA. The DNA strand is wrapped around
a complex of histone proteins. The combination of the DNA strand and the histones is
known as a nucleosome and the genes in this cluster are associated with the ’nucleosome
assembly’ GO term.
Cluster 5 contains 156 genes. The genes are associated with RNAPII S2p bound
chromatin. These genes are associated with GO terms related to RNA processing such
as ’mRNA processing’ and ’RNA splicing’. During splicing segments from the mRNA,
known as introns, are removed and the remaining segments of the mRNA, known as exons,
are combined. The splicing is performed by a protein complex, the spliceosome. Cluster
5 contains genes that are associated with the recruitment of the splicing machinery such as
the snRNP complex, the CSTF complex, and the hnRNP complex.
There are 117 genes in cluster 6. Similarly to the genes in cluster 5, the genes in
cluster 6 are enriched in RNAPII S2p bound chromatin. The difference between cluster
5 and cluster 6 is that the genes in cluster 6 are less associated with RNAPII S7p bound
chromatin. The genes are also enriched for GO terms related to RNA processing such
as ’RNA splicing’ and ’mRNA processing’. Whereas cluster 5 contained genes that are
involved in the recruitment of the spliceosome, cluster 6 contains genes that are associated
with the splicing reaction such as U4/5/6 tri-snRNP and the THO/THREX complex.
The two-way partition of the pChIP dataset is formed by merging the first three and
the last three clusters of the six-way partition. The first cluster of the two-way partition
combines genes that are related to transcription initiation, to chromatin remodelling, and
that are part of the core transcriptional machinery. The second cluster combines genes that
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Figure 4.10: The proteins in the human mRNA bound proteome dataset (A) (Baltz et al.,
2012) and in the mitotic RNAPII interactome dataset (B) (Mo¨ller et al., 2012) are overlaid
on the network.
are involved in the later stages of transcription and whose function is mainly focused on
the processing of the RNA being synthesised.
Comparison with external datasets
The experimental procedure does not reveal the specific type of functional interaction
between a protein and the RNAPII: whether it is direct, mediated by the chromatin, by
another protein or by the RNA. To find out whether some types of physical interactions
are correlated with the phosphorylation pattern of RNAPII we compared our results with
two external datasets. One of the datasets captures mRNA-protein interactions and the
other focuses on protein-protein interactions in the context of the transcription process. As
both datasets were generated from human cells the analysis was done on the corresponding
homologue proteins.
The first dataset is the human mRNA bound proteome dataset (Baltz et al., 2012).
It contains 779 proteins that interact with mRNA. Therefore, the human mRNA bound
proteome captures mRNA-protein interactions. The proteins have various functions such
as protecting the mRNA from degradation or splicing the mRNA. There are 288 proteins
that are common both to the pChIP dataset and to the human mRNA bound proteome
dataset. The assignment of these proteins in the six-way partition is shown in Figure
4.10A, where the common proteins are shown as enlarged nodes. We note that they are
not uniformly distributed throughout the six clusters. We performed Fisher’s one sided test
to find clusters in which there are significantly more proteins than expected. We found that
cluster 5 and cluster 6 are significantly enriched in proteins detected in the mRNA bound
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proteome dataset. This is in line with our expectations given that these two clusters were
associated with GO terms related to mRNA processing.
The second dataset is the mitotic RNAPII interactome dataset (Mo¨ller et al., 2012).
The dataset contains 404 proteins that are part of the RNAPII complex. During mitosis
the transcriptional machinery unbinds from the chromatin but the proteins involved in
transcription remain bound together. Thus, the second dataset captures protein-protein
interactions between proteins part of the core transcriptional machinery. We found 195
common proteins in the pChIP dataset and in the mitotic RNAPII interactome dataset. We
visualised the common proteins as before by enlarging the size of the nodes (Fig. 4.10B).
The majority of the proteins in the mitotic RNAPII interactome are part of cluster 3 and it
is the only significant cluster according to Fisher’s one sided test. This is not surprising as
many proteins part of the core transcriptional machinery such as the six RNAPII subunits
are part of this cluster.
The two external datasets provided insights into the functional interactions captured
with the pChIP dataset. The results that only specific clusters are enriched in proteins
detected in the external datasets are in line with the results of the GO analysis. Furthermore,
we should note that with the pChIP experiment we found a large number of proteins that are
neither part of the mRNA bound proteome dataset nor of the mitotic RNAPII interactome
dataset.
4.6 Discussion
We presented a methodology for analysis of a dataset measuring the relative abundance
of a large number of proteins in different stages of the transcription process. The relative
association of proteins with RNAPII bound chromatin depending on the phosphorylation
pattern of RNAPII was measured in order to quantify their association with the transcription
process. As the phosphorylation pattern of RNAPII is indicative for the stage of
transcription, the dataset captures which proteins play a role in the different stages of the
process. The goal of the analysis was to unravel protein groups with a similar pattern of
association, to describe the relations between the different protein groups, and to propose
proteins that might play an important role in the transcription process.
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The clustering of the dataset was performed with a combination of a graph construction
and a graph partitioning algorithm. First, a protein similarity network that describes the
relations between the different pChIP profiles is estimated with the PMST algorithm.
The network does not represent physical interactions between the proteins but it serves
as a model of the dataset geometry instead. As the PMST uses both local and global
characteristics of the data, it performs well on samples that are in-homogeneously
distributed. The constructed network was partitioned with the Markov stability method.
Markov stability studies the dynamics of a Markov process on the network in order to
find out whether there exists a partition with a well defined community structure. Markov
time functions as a scaling parameter. Partitions with fine communities are favoured at
small Markov times and partitions with coarse communities are favoured at large Markov
times. Thus, the number of clusters does not have to be specified in advance but it can be
determined from the dataset automatically. Additionally, as different partitions might be
found to be optimal at different Markov times we can identify partitions with hierarchical
organisation. Another advantage of the methodology we propose is that in comparison to
other clustering techniques, it does not look for clusters with specific shapes, e.g., globular
shapes.
The analysis showed that there is a well defined partition with six clusters. A Gene
Ontology analysis revealed that the genes in the six clusters are associated with distinct
GO terms: the genes in the second cluster are related to the transcription initiation stage,
the third cluster contains the core transcriptional machinery, the histones were assigned to
the fourth cluster, genes involved in mRNA processing and especially in the recruitment
of the splicing machinery were part of the fifth cluster, and the genes in the sixth cluster
were associated with processes on the mRNA, e.g., splicing of the mRNA. The first cluster
contained only a few genes that were not associated with any GO terms. Closer inspection
showed that these genes are likely to be related to transcriptional processes occurring at
poised genes, i.e. developmental genes that are silenced by the Polycomb complexes in
stem cells.
The clusters we found correspond to protein groups involved in different stages
of the transcription process. To understand the relations between the clusters a
network representation of the six-way partition was extracted. In the extracted network
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representation every node corresponds to a group of proteins. The network representation
of the six-way partition has sparse connectivity showing that the protein groups are related
in a simple way. Further the estimated protein similarity network was used to detect
proteins that might be of special interest. Some of the detected proteins can be considered
as prototypical for a cluster and others can be considered as prototypical for the relation
between two clusters.
The framework was applied on a dataset of pChIP ratios but it can be applied also on
transcriptomic, epigenomic or metabolomic datasets. Although we focused on the relations
between different functional units, the same methodology can be used to disentangle the
relations between samples, e.g., samples characterising the expression of the genes in
different cell types or disease models. In summary, by taking a graph theoretical perspective
on clustering analysis, we can find a partition with a suitable number of clusters, estimate a
network model describing the relations between the different clusters, and find observations
in the dataset that are representative for the clusters or for the relations between the
clusters.
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Chapter 5
Unravelling Waddington’s landscape
from transcriptomic data
5.1 Introduction
The state of a cell can be characterised by a large number of variables such as the mRNAs’
or the proteins’ profiles. In chapter 1, we discussed several experimental techniques
that can provide measurements characterising the cellular state. For example, with the
microarray technology we can simultaneously quantify the mRNA expression profiles of a
large number of genes in a population of cells. With mass spectrometry we can measure
the abundances of the different proteins. Such techniques allow us to compare different
states of a cell. We can thus analyse, for example, the differences between samples from
healthy and from diseased individuals or between different cell types such as neural and
muscle cells.
In many situations the samples do not characterise independent groups, but trace the
evolution of a biological process. To investigate a biological process experimental data is
usually collected at specific stages of the process or at successive time points. Such data is
useful as it could improve our understanding of the relations between the different stages, of
the changes in the gene expression patterns, and of the events that trigger the transition from
one stage to another. In order to elucidate the differences between the samples and to gain
insights into the structure of the biological process under investigation the experimental
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data has to be analysed with computational methods. There are several major challenges
associated with the computational analysis of high-dimensional observations characterising
the state of a biological system. Firstly, the state of the system is described by a large
number of variables, e.g., a microarray measures the expression of several thousand genes.
In comparison to the large number of variables, the datasets usually consist of a much
smaller number of samples due to the high-cost of the experimental procedures. Secondly,
only a subset of all variables will contain information about the biological process under
investigation. For example, the expression patterns of many genes are influenced by
external factors or change due to other biological processes that act concurrently and thus,
their expression is not correlated with the evolution of the process under investigation.
In this chapter we will address both issues. We present an algorithm that unravels the
structure of the process by projecting high-dimensional samples characterising different
stages of the process to a low-dimensional space. By projecting the data we extract a small
number of variables that represent the high-dimensional samples. Additionally, to extract
a low-dimensional representation of good quality we look for the features in the data that
contain information about the process under investigation. The extracted low-dimensional
representation of the data provides insights into the relations between the different stages
of the process and into their ordering during the evolution of the process.
Here, we consider biological processes from the perspective of a ’landscape’ that
describes how the system’s state might evolve in time. Different high-dimensional
processes have been considered from the perspective of a ’landscape’ including
evolutionary processes (Wright, 1932), protein folding dynamics (Dobson, 2003), and
cellular processes (Waddington, 1957). Our ’landscape’ perspective on cellular processes
is mainly influenced by Waddington’s work (Waddington, 1957). Waddington used the
’landscape’ abstraction to describe the process of stem cell differentiation. The process
of stem cell differentiation was introduced in chapter 1. In essence, a stem cell has the
potential to become a fully differentiated cell such as a skin cell, a neural cell, or a muscle
cell. The specialisation of a stem cell in a particular type of cell is known as the stem cell
differentiation process. There are several intermediate stages between a stem cell and a
fully differentiated cell that are known as progenitors. The progenitor cells have lost the
potential of the stem cells to become any type of cells and they can differentiate only into
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a subset of all possible cell types.
Waddington depicted the stem cell differentiation process with a hill landscape
(Fig. 5.1, upper left corner). The phenotype of a stem cell is represented as a ball lying
on the top of the hill. The ball can roll down the hill following branching channels
and intermediate valleys. The rolling of the ball represents the differentiation process,
and the intermediate valleys correspond to the progenitor stages. Although the focus of
Waddington’s landscape is on the stem cell differentiation process, recently it has been
proposed as a general framework for analysis of high-dimensional biomolecular processes
(Huang et al., 2009; Huang, 2012; Marusyk et al., 2012). The landscape representation
integrates two ideas that are important for our work. Firstly, it emphasises that biological
processes are continuous, i.e. a small displacement on the landscape corresponds to a
small change of the cellular state. Thus, data collected at different stages is endowed with a
measure of continuity induced by time. Secondly, even if the state of the system is described
by a vector with thousands of variables, the process might have a simple structure. In
this chapter we present an algorithm that projects high-dimensional samples characterising
different stages of the stem cell differentiation process to a low-dimensional space in order
to unravel the structure of Waddington’s landscape from experimental data.
A simplified representation of the high-dimensional data can be extracted by projecting
the samples to a low-dimensional space. We consider that the projection captures the main
features of the process if samples corresponding to the same stage are closely located to
each other and are clearly separated from other samples, and if the order of the samples in
the low-dimensional space corresponds to the order of the stages in time. Linear methods
for dimensionality reduction such as PCA (chapter 2) have been used to project large
transcriptomic datasets on a linear subspace (Lukk et al., 2010; Schmid et al., 2012).
However, the low-dimensional projections extracted with linear methods do not have a
well resolved structure, as the dynamics of biological processes are not confined to a linear
subspace. Low-dimensional projections have been extracted both with graph theoretical
algorithms for manifold learning (Dawson et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2008) and with latent
variable models (Buettner and Theis, 2012; Moignard et al., 2013). Additionally, manifold
learning methods have been applied also to in-silico data generated with a small model of a
gene regulatory circuit in order to extract a ’variable-free’ model of the circuit (Erban et al.,
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2007). The application of graph theoretical algorithms for manifold learning is closely
related to the application of graphs such as the minimum spanning tree to represent the
relations between samples (Magwene et al., 2003; Qiu et al., 2011). In the case of a large
number of samples, the MST has been combined with a clustering algorithm to extract
a network describing the relations between groups of samples (Bendall et al., 2011). A
’landscape’ representation has also been directly extracted from a model of a regulatory
circuit by applying a graph layout algorithm on the state transition network of a Boolean
model (Choi et al., 2012). Although a wide range of approaches have been proposed in the
literature, how to extract the structure of Waddington’s landscape from high-dimensional
experimental data remains an open question.
We describe a novel computational framework that extracts a low-dimensional
representation of a process from high-dimensional data characterising different stages
of the process (Fig. 5.1). The computational framework that we introduce combines
an algorithm for feature extraction and an algorithm for feature selection. The feature
extraction algorithm extracts a simplified representation of the process by projecting the
high-dimensional observations to a low-dimensional space. The algorithm for feature
selection looks for variables that contain information about the process. We define feature
selection as an optimisation problem. We look for a subset of variables from which a
projection of good quality can be extracted. To illustrate the computational framework,
we analysed two large microarray datasets consisting of hundreds of microarrays.
The microarrays characterise the gene expression patterns in different stages of the
hematopoietic stem cell differentiation process, i.e. the differentiation of hematopoietic
stem cells into various cell types that are part of the blood system. The projections extracted
with our novel computational framework capture the structure of the hematopoietic stem
cell differentiation process. Samples from different stages are generally well separated and
the coordinates of the samples resemble the lineage tree describing the relation between
the different stages. With the feature selection algorithm we can separate genes whose
expression profiles contain information about the process from genes whose expression
profiles can be explained by external factors. Additionally, we show how the extracted low-
dimensional representation can be used as a basis for analysis of gene expression patterns.
We analysed samples from a murine leukemic model and found genes that have different
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Figure 5.1: Waddington’s landscape describes the process of stem cell differentiation. The
fate of a stem cell is represented as a ball rolling down the landscape and the color of the
balls describes the cellular state. Our hypothesis is that samples characterising different
cell types have tree-like geometry in the high-dimensional space spanned by the gene
expression profiles. Given gene expression data characterising different cell types we
can extract a low-dimensional representation using linear methods or graph theoretical
methods. Whereas linear methods fail to unravel the structure of the process, graph
theoretical methods for manifold learning can extract a low-dimensional representation
capturing key aspects of the process.
expression profiles in the leukemic and in the non-leukemic samples. We first introduce the
computational framework. Then, we present the results and discuss in greater details how
the extracted representation can be used as a basis for analysis of gene expression patterns.
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5.2 Methods
The goal of the computational framework is to provide insights into the structure of a
process using high-dimensional observations characterising different stages of the process.
A representation of the data is extracted by projecting the observations to a low-dimensional
space. The ordering of the projected samples in the low-dimensional space can be
considered as a description of the relations between the different stages of the process.
The methodology was applied to two large transcriptomic datasets. In the transcriptomic
datasets, a sample measures the expression of a large number of genes in a specific type of
cells. Each sample is annotated with the cellular type that it characterises. A key feature of
the methodology that we propose is that it does not rely on the annotation of the samples
and they are used only for visualisation purposes.
The computational framework has two main components: an algorithm for feature
extraction and an algorithm for feature selection. In the feature extraction step we
apply a graph theoretical algorithm for manifold learning to extract a low-dimensional
representation of the experimental data. The coordinates of the samples in the low-
dimensional space are the extracted features. The goal of the manifold learning algorithm
is to find a projection of the samples in the low-dimensional space that elucidates the
structure of the process and the relations between its stages. We use the RMST-Isomap
algorithm to project the data. The RMST-Isomap algorithm combines a novel algorithm
for graph construction that we developed, the relaxed minimum spanning tree (RMST),
and the Isomap algorithm (Tenenbaum et al., 2000).
In the feature selection step, we look for genes that contain information about the
process. Separating the genes that contain information about the process from those that
do not is a difficult task as a change in the expression profile of a gene is not necessarily
correlated with the evolution of the process. Changes in the expression of a gene can be
induced by external factors or by other biological processes that act concurrently. We can
think of these genes as noisy genes. Including the expression profiles of the noisy genes
in the feature extraction step would affect the quality of the extracted low-dimensional
representation. Therefore, in the feature selection step we want to discriminate between the
genes whose expression profiles contain information about the process and the noisy genes.
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The feature selection is defined as an optimisation problem. We look for a subset of genes
from whose expression profiles we can extract a projection of good quality. Therefore, we
introduce a measure of the goodness of a low-dimensional projection as well a heuristic for
gene ranking. The gene ranking and the goodness measure form the basis of an iterative
optimisation algorithm.
Firstly, we introduce the RMST-Isomap algorithm for dimensionality reduction. Then,
we present the measure of the goodness of a projection and the heuristic for ranking of
genes. Finally, we discuss how they can be integrated into an iterative algorithm that
optimises the low-dimensional projection by refining the selection of genes.
5.2.1 The RMST-Isomap algorithm for manifold learning
We extract a simplified representation of a process by projecting high-dimensional
observations characterising different stages of the process to a two-dimensional space
(plane). The nonlinear projection is performed with a graph theoretical algorithm for
manifold learning. As discussed in chapter 2, manifold learning algorithms can unravel the
geometry of observations lying on a low-dimensional manifold embedded nonlinearly in a
high-dimensional space. The geometry of the manifold can be understood by modelling the
local neighbourhood of every observation. Graph theoretical methods for manifold learning
use a graph to describe the local neighbourhoods. In the graph every node corresponds to an
observation (a vector) and two nodes are connected only if the observations are identified
as local neighbours. The edge weights are equal to the distances between the observations.
The graph is a model of the continuity of the data and of the underlying low-dimensional
manifold. Thus the relation between observations that are closely located is described by
a direct edge between the corresponding nodes and the relation between observations that
are not closely located is represented by paths on the graph. The length of the path between
two nodes can be greater compared to the direct distance between them, but the path will be
a better model of the manifold continuity if the edges on the path represent small distances.
The connectivity of the graph is estimated from the data. The construction of the
graph is an important step because the graph is a model of the dataset geometry. We
described several algorithms for graph construction in chapter 2. Most algorithms for graph
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construction are not able to capture the dataset geometry when the observations are in-
homogeneously distributed on the manifold. For example, consider a simple heuristic that
connects two observations in the graph if the distance between them is below a threshold
value. In the case of in-homogeneously distributed observations, its application results in
two undesired scenarios (i) if the threshold value is small, the graph will consist of several
disconnected components (ii) if the threshold value is large, the graph will be connected
but the geometry of well sampled areas of the manifold will not be correctly described
as the corresponding nodes will be densely connected. The inhomogeneous distribution
of the observations is a feature of many real world datasets. In the case of biological
datasets, there is a range of factors that can cause an inhomogeneous distribution of the
observations. For example, some stages of the process may have been well investigated
whereas other stages may have been poorly characterised. Additionally, some stages of the
process might not be known or even if they are known it may not be possible to observe
them experimentally. Therefore, if we want graph theoretical algorithms for manifold
learning to be of practical use, we need to consider algorithms for graph construction that
can deal with in-homogeneously distributed data.
An algorithm that is robust to in-homogeneously distributed data is the perturbed
minimum spanning tree (PMST) (Carreira-Perpin˜a´n and Zemel, 2005) presented in chapter
2. The PMST is an iterative algorithm that is based on the minimum spanning tree (MST).
The algorithm considers how sensitive is the connectivity of the MST to perturbations of
the data. The algorithm perturbs the coordinates of the vectors and estimates a MST from
the perturbed data. This procedure is performed several times and the final graph is the
union of the edge sets of all estimated MSTs. A main feature of the algorithm is that the
perturbation of every observation is different and it depends on the local density of data
around the point. This is how the algorithm accounts for the in-homogeneous distribution
of the samples on the manifold. The perturbation is small in areas with high density of
samples and it is large in areas with low density of samples.
A main disadvantage of the PMST algorithm is that it is a computationally expensive
algorithm because after every perturbation the algorithm computes the pairwise distances
between all samples and estimates a MST. We designed a simpler heuristic for graph
construction, the relaxed minimum spanning tree (RMST), that is motivated by the PMST
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and the MST. The advantage of the RMST is that it has lower computational complexity and
can efficiently deal with large high-dimensional datasets. Additionally, the RMST heuristic
is applied directly to the distance matrix and thus, it is independent from the distance metric
being used. The RMST uses the MST as a basis, and exploits a key property of the MST:
the path between two nodes in the MST is the one that minimises the maximal edge weight
along a path between them. This means that there does not exist a path between two nodes
on which all edges have smaller weights than the maximal edge weight on the MST path
between them. As the paths in the MST are composed of edges with small weights they
are a good initial model of the data continuity. The heuristic that we propose uses this
property of the MST paths and considers whether the MST path between two nodes is a
significantly better model of the data continuity in comparison to the direct edge between
them. We compare the maximal edge weight on the MST path with the direct edge weight.
If the maximal edge weight on the MST path is much smaller than the direct edge weight,
then the MST path is a better model of the data continuity and we do not include a direct
edge between the two nodes. If the maximal edge weight on the MST path and the weight
of the direct edge are similar, then we conclude that the direct edge can also be considered
as a good model of the data continuity and the two nodes are connected by a link. The
adjacency matrix E is calculated in the following way:
E(i, j) =
{
1, if mwi,j + γ(dki + d
k
j ) > di,j
0, otherwise,
(5.1)
where γ is a positive constant, dki is the distance to the k-nearest neighbour of the ith
observation, mwi,j is the maximal edge weight in the MST path between the ith and the jth
node, and di,j is the weight of the direct edge between the ith and the jth node. Similarly
to the PMST, the heuristic takes into account the local density of data around every
observation with the factor γdki . It has a small value in areas with high density and a large
value in areas with low density. The RMST can efficiently deal with in-homogeneously
distributed point-clouds, because it takes into account both local characteristics of the data,
i.e. the local density of data around every observation, and global characteristics of the
data, i.e. the maximal edge weight on the MST path.
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Once the graph is constructed the data is projected with the Isomap algorithm
(Tenenbaum et al., 2000). The Isomap algorithm employs the estimated graph to measure
the distances between the observations in a different way. The new distance metric is the
geodesic distance on the graph, i.e. the length of the shortest path between two nodes. Then
the data is projected with the MDS algorithm (Cox and Cox, 1994) using the new distance
matrix.
Let the gene expression dataset Y consist of N samples (Y = [y1, . . . ,yN ]). Each
sample measures the expression profiles of G genes (yi ∈ RG). The algorithm for feature
extraction performs the following steps:
1. The pairwise distances between all samples are calculated using the ’cosine’ metric
(the application of other distance metrics is also possible):
D(i, j) = 1− yi.yj||yi||||yj|| (5.2)
2. A MST is estimated from the distance matrix D. Additionally, we find the maximal
edge weight on the MST path between every pair of nodes.
3. The RMST heuristic is applied to construct a graph representing the geometry of the
dataset (γ = 0.5, k = 1).
4. A matrix S with the geodesic distances between every pair of nodes is computed.
5. The data is projected using the metric MDS algorithm described in chapter 2 (Cox
and Cox, 1994). The observations are projected to a plane (two dimensions).
The coordinates of the projected samples are the columns of the matrix X (X =
[x1, . . . ,xN ]; xi ∈ R2). The MDS algorithm minimises the sum of the weighted
squared differences between the geodesic distances and the Euclidean distances in
the low-dimensional space:
Xrstress = argmin
X
N∑
i,j=1
1
S(i, j)2
(dX(xi,xj)− S(i, j))2
= argmin
X
N∑
i,j=1
(
dX(xi,xj)− S(i, j)
S(i, j)
)2 (5.3)
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where S(i, j) is the geodesic distance between the ith and the jth node and dX(xi,xj)
is the Euclidean distance between the projected vectors xi and xj . The weights of
the errors are inversely proportional to the squared original distance between the
corresponding vectors. Using this weighing scheme we minimise the relative error
and thereby focus not only on greater distance where we can expect larger errors but
also on smaller distances. The objective is minimised with the SMACOF algorithm
(de Leeuw, 1977).
5.2.2 Feature selection
Experimental techniques such as the microarray technology can characterise the expression
profiles of a large number of genes simultaneously. A subset of these genes will not
be involved in the biological process under investigation. Some of these genes can be
easily identified in the dataset. They will exhibit an approximately constant level of
expression. Other genes can show a dynamic pattern of expression in the dataset but may
nevertheless have no relation to the process. There are different confounding factors that
can influence the gene expression patterns. For example, different laboratory groups use
different experimental protocols or techniques for preparation of the biological samples.
Additionally, there are other biological processes that act concurrently and their dynamics
can influence the genes’ expression levels. We can think of all genes whose expression
profiles exhibit a dynamic pattern of expression and are not correlated with the process
under investigation as ’noisy’ genes. If we perform a dimensionality reduction using the
expression profiles of all genes the projection will not be clearly resolved because of the
inclusion of the noisy genes. Therefore, we need to separate the noisy genes from those
whose expression profiles are actually correlated with the process.
There are two classical strategies to select the genes that define a process. The first
strategy is to select the genes relying on prior knowledge about the biological process under
investigation. There are several curated databases such as the Gene Ontology database
that rely on the existing literature to associate genes and biological terms. However,
the selection of genes using curated databases biases the analysis by relying on the
findings of previous studies and on their focus of investigation. The second approach is
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to apply statistical tests for identification of differentially expressed genes. The samples
are separated into groups according to their annotation and the gene expression patterns in
the different groups are compared with statistical methods. Statistical methods often suffer
from a high positive false rate in the presence of a large number of groups (Pawitan et al.,
2005) and different methods provide different results (Jeffery et al., 2006). Additionally,
the procedure requires the separation of the data into different groups, a feature of the
dataset that we would like to reveal with our computational framework.
Therefore, we propose a novel strategy for feature selection. The procedure for feature
selection does not rely on existing knowledge about the process and it does not use the
annotation of the samples. We formulated the feature selection task as an optimisation
problem. We look for a subset of genes from whose expression profiles a projection of
good quality can be extracted. The optimisation was performed with an iterative algorithm
combining a score that measures the goodness of a projection and a heuristic for ranking
of genes. The ranking of the genes reveals the genes whose expression profiles contain
information about the cellular process. We begin by introducing the score measuring the
goodness of a projection and the heuristic for ranking of genes and we then show how they
can be combined together in an iterative algorithm.
Both the goodness of a projection and the ranking of the genes are derived using the
Gaussian process regression (GPR) (Rasmussen and Williams, 2005), which was presented
in detail in chapter 3. Here we focus on the integration of the GPR in the feature selection
algorithm. All computations related to the GPR were performed using the gpml toolbox
(Rasmussen and Nickisch, 2010). With the GPR we model the relation between the
coordinates of the projected samples, i.e. the independent variables, and the expression
profile of every gene, i.e. the dependent variable. Let the coordinates of the projected
samples be the columns of the matrix X (X = [x1, . . . ,xN ]). The expression profile of the
ith gene is an N -dimensional vector y˜i. The expression profiles of the genes are the rows
of the gene expression matrix Y (Y = [y˜1, . . . , y˜G]T ).
The GPR models the dependent variable as a realisation of a stochastic process, a
Gaussian process. A key property is that a finite collection of variables from a Gaussian
process have a multivariate normal distribution. A Gaussian process is described by a
mean function m and a kernel function k. The mean function specifies the expected value
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of the dependent variable and the kernel function describes to what extent the values of
the dependent variable of two observations vary together. Here, we use a constant mean
function equal to zero (m(x) = 0) and the squared exponential kernel function:
k(xi,xj) = σ
2
f exp
(
− 1
2l2
|xi − xj|2
)
, (5.4)
where l is the length-scale and σ2f is the signal variance of the process.
We can use the coordinates of the samples in the low-dimensional space and the
expression profile of the ith gene as a training dataset. We assume that we observe a
noisy version of the dependent variable, where the noise term comes from a Gaussian
distribution with variance σ2n. Given a set of M new points in the low-dimensional space
X? (X? = [x?1, . . . ,x
?
M ]) the GPR prediction for the expression profile of the ith gene at
these new points is:
f?|X?, y˜i,X ∼ N (m(X?) +K(X?,X)[K(X,X) + σ2nI]−1y˜i,
K(X?,X?)−K(X?,X)[K(X,X) + σ2nI]−1K(X,X?)) ,
(5.5)
where f? are the estimates for the new set of points, K(X,X?) is a matrix with the output
of the kernel function applied on all pairs of samples in X and X? (K(X,X?) ∈ RN×M ) ,
and m(X) is a vector with the mean function applied on all samples in X (m(X) ∈ RN ) .
The GPR makes a probabilistic prediction for the dependent variable in the test dataset. The
probabilistic prediction is a Gaussian distribution that can be used to measure the likelihood
of different values. The predictive mean of the GPR is equal to:
h(X?, y˜i,X) = m(X
?) +K(X?,X)[K(X,X) + σ2nI]
−1y˜i (5.6)
Such a regression model can be estimated for each gene in the dataset. Both the goodness of
a projection and the ranking of the genes are obtained with a leave-one-out (LOO) cross-
validation strategy. The LOO cross-validation strategy considers every sample as a test
sample and estimates a model from the remaining samples. We use the following notation:
the expression of the ith gene in the jth sample is Y(i,j), the expression of the ith gene
in all samples except the jth is the vector Y(i,−j), and the same notation holds also for
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the coordinates in the low-dimensional space Xj , X(−j). The hyperparameters of the GPR
(θ =
{
σ2f , l, σ
2
n
}
) are estimated by maximisation of the loo predictive probability:
θloo = argmax
θ
G∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
log p(Y(i,j)|Xi,Y(i,−j),X(−j)), (5.7)
where the likelihood is estimated with equation 5.5.
We first describe how to measure the goodness of the low-dimensional projection. Our
goal is to extract a low-dimensional projection that captures the structure of the biological
process. Therefore, genes whose expression profiles are correlated with the process should
have a well defined pattern on the low-dimensional projection. The goodness of the
projection is defined by how well it can account for the expression patterns of all genes.
For every gene we consider each sample as a test sample and train a GPR model with the
remaining samples. With the trained model we measure the negative log-likelihood of the
expression level of the gene. If the negative log-likelihood has a small value then the model
can account for the expression profile of the gene. The goodness of the low-dimensional
projection is the sum of the negative log-likelihoods of all genes. We refer to the score as
the GPR-LOO predictive probability (GLP) score and it is defined as follows:
GLP(Y,X) = −
G∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
log p(Y(i,j)|Xj,Y(i,−j),X(−j)), (5.8)
where the likelihood is derived using equation 5.5. We note that the GLP score is similar
to the GPLVM score presented in chapter 3. However instead of measuring the marginal
likelihood (model evidence) we use a cross-validation strategy. The difference between the
two approaches is that the GPLVM score measures how well the prior beliefs for the model
account for the observed data whereas the GLP score uses a cross-validation strategy that
does not rely on our prior beliefs.
The second component of the feature selection algorithm is a heuristic for ranking of
the genes. The goal of the ranking is to find to what extent the expression profile of a
gene contains information about the process. The heuristic measures how well a low-
dimensional projection can account for the expression profile of a gene. We consider
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that the projection represents the structure of the process. Therefore, if the projection
can account for the expression profile of a gene, then the gene expression profile is
correlated with the evolution of the process. We assume that the expression profiles of
genes that are well explained by the extracted representation of the process in turn contain
information about it. The genes are ranked according to a score measuring how well
the low-dimensional projection can account for their expression profile in comparison to
a simpler model. First, we measure how well the expression profile of the ith gene in
the dataset can be predicted with the GPR model using the leave-one-out cross-validation
strategy:
looi =
N∑
j=1
(
Y(i,j) − h(Xj,Y(i,−j),X(−j))
)2
, (5.9)
We compare the cross-validation error of the GPR with the error from a simple model
of constant gene expression. If the samples originate from several datasets, we define a
constant expression level for every dataset. The error of the simple model of constant gene
expression for the ith gene is:
cgei =
∑
d=|D|
∑
j∈Dd
(Y(i,j) − µi,d)2 (5.10)
where D is a set of vectors with the indices of the samples in the different datasets and µi,d
is the mean expression of the ith gene in the dth dataset. The genes are ranked according
to the ratio of the GPR cross-validation error and the error of the simpler model of constant
gene expression:
si =
looi
cgei
(5.11)
If the score of a gene is close to zero then its expression profile has a defined pattern in
the low-dimensional space that can not be explained by the simpler model. If the score is
around or greater than one, the projection does not provide more insights into the expression
profile of the gene in comparison to the simpler model of constant expression. We can rank
the genes according to this score so that the genes with small scores are at the top of the
ranking and the genes with large scores are at the bottom of the ranking.
The GLP score and the heuristic for ranking of genes are the components of an
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Figure 5.2: The flowchart describes the steps in the iterative algorithm that optimises the
low-dimensional projection by refining the selection of genes.
iterative greedy algorithm for optimisation of the low-dimensional projection (Fig. 5.2).
The projection is optimised by refining the selection of genes, i.e. looking for the subset
of genes from whose expression profiles a projection with the lowest GLP score can be
extracted. The algorithm is initialised with a selection of genes Y?. The initial selection
can be all genes, a random selection of genes, or genes selected on the basis of existing
knowledge about the process. A low-dimensional projection X? is extracted from the
initial selection of genes Y?. We measure the goodness of the projection with the GLP
score (GLP(X?,Y)) using the expression profiles of all genes. We use the described
ranking procedure to rank all genes. A series of projections ({X1, . . . ,Xt}) are constructed
from the expression profiles of subsets of genes of increasing size ({Y1, . . . ,Yt}). The
genes in every subset are the top genes in the ranking. We measure the goodness
of all constructed projections. If the optimal projection is better than the current one
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(GLP(Xi,Y) < GLP(X?,Y)), we exchange the tuple (X?,Y?) with (Xi,Yi) and the
algorithm iterates. The algorithm terminates when the GLP score can not be optimised
further. We note that the iterative greedy algorithm can find a different optimal solution
depending on the initialisation. Therefore, it is better to perform several optimisations
starting from different initial conditions. We later show how the ensemble of solutions can
be used to devise a simple gene classification procedure.
5.3 Application to transcriptomic data
To illustrate the described computational framework we analysed two large microarray
datasets each consisting of hundreds of microarrays. In both datasets the biological samples
are obtained by Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). With the FACS technology
cells that express a specific combination of genes can be extracted from a heterogeneous
population of cells. Both datasets characterise the transcriptome of different cell types
that are part of the blood system in mice. Therefore, we can consider that the datasets
contain samples characterising different stages of the process of hematopoietic stem
cell differentiation. There are several models describing the hematopoietic lineage tree
(Ceredig et al., 2009). In the classical model of the hematopoietic stem cell differentiation
process (Kawamoto et al., 2010), the hematopoietic stem cells give rise either to the
myeloiderythroid progenitors or to the common lymphoid progenitors. The myeloid-
erythroid progenitors have the potential to differentiate into cells from the erythropoietic,
granulopoietic, or monopoietic lineages. The common lymphoid progenitor is the
progenitor of the lymphopoietic lineage tree consisting of both the B-lymphopoietic and
the T-lymphopoietic lineages.
The first microarray dataset, the Mo4302 dataset, consists of 223 Affymetrix Mouse
Genome 430 2.0 microarrays characterising the transcriptome of 42 different cell types. We
assembled the dataset by combining microarrays from 16 publicly available datasets (Table
B.1). The microarrays were preprocessed with the frma package (McCall et al., 2010).
The preprocessing consists of three standard steps: background correction, normalisation,
and probe summarisation. As the assembled dataset integrates microarrays from different
laboratories we performed a quality assessment of the microarrays with the GNUSE metric
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Figure 5.3: The optimal RMST-Isomap projection of the Mo4302 dataset captures main
features of the process of hematopoietic stem cell differentiation. In the figure crosses
represent the coordinates of the projected samples and the ellipses are used to delineate
microarrays with the same annotation. Samples from different cell types are well separated
in the low-dimensional space and the ordering resembles a lineage tree with four branches
corresponding to the processes of B-lymphopoiesis, T-lymphopoeisis, granulopoiesis, and
erythropoiesis.
(McCall et al., 2011). In the Mo4302 dataset all 223 microarrays have a GNUSE value
below 1.3. The log-transformed expression profiles were exported, and all further analysis
was performed in Matlab R©. We applied a simple variability criterion to select genes
that have a dynamic pattern of expression in the samples. The criterion selects genes
whose difference between maximal and minimal expression is above a threshold value
(max(y) − min(y) > td), where the threshold value that we used is equal to 6 (td = 6).
Our filtering criterion selected 3779 genes and all further analysis was conducted on this
subset of genes.
We performed 30 optimisations using the RMST-Isomap algorithm for manifold
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learning to project the high-dimensional samples to a plane: one optimisation was
initialised with all genes and 29 were initialised with a random selection of genes. The
optimal RMST-Isomap projection is shown in Figure 5.3. The crosses represent the
projected samples and the ellipses are introduced only for visualisation purposes as they
enclose all samples with the same annotation. The optimal projection captures the main
features of the process. Samples of different cell types are generally well separated
from each other. The constructed graph has a tree-shaped structure with four branches
corresponding to the processes of T-lymphopoiesis, B-lymphopoiesis, erythropoiesis, and
granulopoiesis. The hematopoietic stem cells are located near the root of the tree. The
ordering of the different cell types generally corresponds to the ordering of the different
stages in time. For example, the first stages of T-lymphopoiesis: dn1, dn2, dn3, and dn4
are ordered sequentially along the T-lymphopoietic branch.
The importance of the optimisation procedure becomes clear in Figure B.9 (Appendix
B). We plotted the GLP scores in the iterations of the optimisation procedure. The initial
projections obtained from all genes or from a random subset of genes have high GLP scores.
The GLP scores decrease during the optimisation procedure indicating that the extracted
projections are improved by refining the selection of genes. Additionally, we show that the
projection extracted from all genes is not clearly resolved. We note that the feature selection
procedure is robust to the initial conditions as the optimisations converge to similar GLP
scores. The optimal RMST-Isomap projection captures the structure of the process and
resembles the lineage tree of the hematopoietic stem cell differentiation process.
We used the ensemble of solutions to devise a simple classification procedure for the
genes. The goal of the classification procedure is to identify the genes whose expression
profiles define the structure of the process. It is likely that these genes are either directly
involved in the process or are influenced by its evolution. The genes were classified
into three groups: as core genes if they were included in every optimised projection, as
informative genes if they were selected only in some of the optimised projections, and as
noninformative genes if they were never part of an optimised projection. We consider that
the expression profiles of the core and of the informative genes contain information about
the process and that the expression profiles of the noninfomative genes do not contain
information about the process. This simple heuristic classified 420 genes as core, 1579
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Figure 5.4: Continuous models of five genes estimated with the GPR. The models show
the relation between the gene expression levels and the evolution of the process. The
expression profile of a gene classified as noninformative is shown as a scatter plot. The
gene is upregulated in female mice and is downregulated in male mice. Its expression is
not correlated with the hematopoietic stem cell differentiation process and it does not have
a pattern in the low-dimensional space.
genes as informative, and 1780 genes as noninformative genes in the Mo4302 dataset. A
Gene Ontology analysis of the three groups of genes showed that they are associated with
distinct GO terms. Whereas the core and the informative genes are associated with terms
related to immune system development and hematopoiesis, the noninformative genes are
enriched in terms related to metabolic processes (Table B.4, Fig. 5.5).
The projection can be used to visualise changes in the gene expression patterns during
the process of hematopoietic stem cell differentiation. In Figure 5.4, we show the GPR
models estimated for the following five genes: Klf1, Cd22, Cd117, Ndn, and Cd3g. The
expression profiles of the genes are correlated with the process. They are upregulated
only in specific branches of the lineage tree. For example, the Cd3g gene is upregulated
only during T-lymphopoiesis and the Klf1 gene is upregulated during erythropoiesis.
Additionally, we visualise the expression of a gene classified as non-informative, the Xist
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Figure 5.5: The genes classified as core, informative, and noninformative genes are
associated with distinct GO terms. A hierarchical clustering analysis was performed on
the core and the informative genes. A continuous model of the average expression in every
cluster was estimated with the GPR. The clusters have average expression profiles with a
well-defined pattern, i.e. they are overexpressed only in particular branches of the extracted
lineage tree.
gene. The gene plays a role in X-chromosome inactivation (Chow et al., 2005). It is
upregulated in female mice and downregulated in male mice. The gene expression profile of
Xist is not correlated with the process of hematopoietic stem cell differentiation, and it does
not have a pattern on the low-dimensional projection. The different levels of its expression
can be attributed to the gender of the experimental animal that the different laboratories are
using. We performed classical hierarchical clustering analysis on the expression profiles of
the informative and the core genes in order to understand the results of the classification
procedure better (Fig. 5.5). The hierarchical clustering analysis was conducted using the
cosine metric and the average linkage criterion. We estimated continuous models of the
average expression profiles in the different clusters with the GPR using the low-dimensional
projection. The average expression profiles in the clusters are distinct: the genes are
upregulated in different branches of the extracted lineage tree. The genes in the second
cluster are overexpressed during the process of B-lymphopoeisis and the genes in the third
cluster are overexpressed in the erythropoietic lineages.
To check the robustness of the proposed computational framework, we analysed
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a second microarray dataset. The second dataset, the Mo10ST dataset, is a subset
of the microarray dataset provided by the Immgen consortium (Heng et al., 2008).
The Mo10ST dataset consists of 302 Mouse Genome 1.0 ST microarrays characterising
the transcriptomic profiles of 76 cell types. The microarrays were preprocessed with
the aroma.affymetrix package (Bengtsson et al., 2008) using the same three
preprocessing steps: background correction, normalisation, and probe summarisation.
Further analysis was performed on the 1052 genes that passed our variability criterion.
There are several differences between the Mo4302 and the Mo10ST dataset. Firstly,
the two datasets use different microarray platforms. Secondly, the Mo10ST dataset
characterises a larger number of different cell types. The dataset is focused on the
immune system development, and therefore contains a large number of microarrays
corresponding to different stages of the process of T-lymphopoiesis and B-lymphopoiesis,
and a smaller number of microarrays characterising the different myeloid lineages.
Finally, an important difference is the origin of the microarrays. Whereas the Mo4302
dataset combines microarrays from different laboratories that might be using different
experimental procedures, the microarrays in the Mo10ST dataset were all collected using
the same protocols. Thus, we expect that fewer genes are differentially expressed due to
external factors in the Mo10ST dataset than in the Mo4302 dataset. The lower variability in
the Mo10ST dataset is already evident when looking at the much smaller number of genes
that passed the variability filtering criterion.
In Figure 5.6 we show the optimal RMST-Isomap projection of the Mo10ST dataset.
Microarrays from different cell types are clearly separated. The projection has a tree-like
structure with clearly defined branches. Although the dataset contains only a few samples
from the myeloid lineages, they are clearly separated from each other. Two of the branches
correspond to the processes of B-lymphopoiesis and of T-lymphopoiesis. Due to the large
number of T-lymphopoietic and B-lymphopoietic lineages the two branches have a clearly
resolved structure. If we inspect the well characterised branch corresponding to the process
of T-lymphopoiesis more closely, we note that the ordering of the different stages on the
branch corresponds well to the lineage tree proposed by the Immgen consortium (Jojic
et al., 2013).
The obtained projection of the Mo10ST dataset can be utilised in the same way as
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Figure 5.6: A) The optimal RMST-Isomap projection of the Mo10ST dataset. B) The blow-
up shows the clearly resolved branch of T-lymphopoeisis and the corresponding branch of
the lineage tree proposed by the Immgen consortium (Jojic et al., 2013).
the Mo4302 projection. We applied our classification procedure to find the core, the
informative, and the noninformative genes. There are 460 genes classified as core, 267
genes classified as informative, and 325 genes classified as noninformative. Further
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reflecting the reduced variability in the Mo10ST, the GO analysis of the three groups of
genes showed that they are associated with similar GO terms (Table B.5). In contrast to the
Mo4302 dataset where the noninformative genes constituted the majority, in the Mo10ST
dataset most genes were classified as core genes (Fig. B.10). In Figure B.1 we used the
low-dimensional projection to visualise the expression profiles of four genes during the
process of hematopoietic stem cell differentiation. The Cd3g gene is overexpressed during
the process of T-lymphopoeisis and the expression of the Cd38 gene is upregulated in the B-
lymphopoietic lineages. We performed a hierarchical clustering analysis on the expression
profiles of the core and of the informative genes (Fig. B.4). The results of the clustering
analysis closely resemble the results for the Mo4302 dataset. The average gene expression
profiles of the clusters have a well-defined pattern in the low-dimensional space and they
are upregulated only in some areas of the extracted lineage tree.
We compare the quality of the projections obtained with the RMST-Isomap algorithm
with the projections extracted with the Isomap algorithm and with PCA. We use the
following procedure for the Isomap algorithm. First, we construct a graph using a k-
nearest neighbour approach, where k is specific for the dataset and corresponds to the
minimal value resulting in a graph with a single component. Then, we compute the pairwise
geodesic distance, normalise the distance matrix and project the points using classical
MDS. The optimal projections for the Mo4302 and for the Mo10ST datasets extracted
with PCA (Fig. B.7, 5.7A) and with Isomap (Fig. B.5, B.2) do not reveal the structure of
the biological process. Firstly, samples from different cell types are not clearly separated.
Secondly, the projections do not capture the continuity of the process as the samples are
organised into several point-clouds. This visual conclusions are confirmed also by the
difference in the GLP scores. Not only are the GLP scores of the RMST-Isomap projections
smaller than the GLP scores of the Isomap and of the PCA projections, but in addition the
optimisation procedure with the RMST-Isomap is more robust to the initial conditions, i.e.
the initial selection of genes (Fig. 5.7B, B.8, B.6, B.3).
So far we have focused on the properties of the obtained low-dimensional projections
and on the information that they provide about the genes. Additionally, we can use the
extracted low-dimensional projections as a basis for analysis of external samples from the
perspective of the biological process. We analysed samples from an MLL-AF9 murine
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Figure 5.7: A) In the optimal PCA projection of the Mo10ST dataset the samples are
organised in several point-clouds. Samples from different cell types have overlapping
locations. The relation between the groups is not clearly represented and the projection
does not capture the continuity of the process. B) The GLP scores of the projections
extracted from the Mo10ST dataset with the RMST-Isomap algorithm and with PCA. The
GLP scores of the projections extracted with the RMST-Isomap algorithm have much lower
values showing that the RMST-Isomap algorithm performs better than PCA.
leukemic model using the optimal RMST-Isomap projection of the Mo4302 dataset in
order to understand better the relation between the leukemic and the non-leukemic samples
and to find differentially genes in the leukemic samples. The sixteen samples from the
leukemic model are part of the E-GEOD-10627 dataset (Table B.2) and characterise the
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transcriptomic profiles of four different cell types: cmp, clp, hsc, and gmp. We note that
the control microarrays in the E-GEOD-10627 dataset that characterise the corresponding
cell types in a non-leukemic strain are part of the Mo4302 dataset. The leukemic samples
were preprocessed using the same pipeline as the Mo4302 dataset. We used the following
procedure to project the leukemic samples on the extracted representation of the process.
First, we measured the pairwise distances between a leukemic and the non-leukemic
samples. Then the leukemic sample was integrated into the network of non-leukemic
samples. For every leukemic sample we found the nearest neighbour in the existing network
and we used the RMST heuristic to decide whether additional edges have to be introduced.
Finally, the leukemic samples were projected with the MDS algorithm by minimising the
relative stress.
The projected leukemic samples are shown in Figure 5.8A. They are located close-by
to the corresponding non-leukemic samples. This means that the overall gene expression
patterns in the leukemic and in the non-leukemic samples are comparable. This is to be
expected as both the leukemic and the corresponding non-leukemic samples characterise
the same cell types. We were interested in finding genes that are differentially expressed
in the leukemic samples. We trained a GPR model with the data from the non-leukemic
samples and computed with it the negative log-likelihood of the gene expression profiles in
the leukemic samples. We measured the negative log-likelihood for all core and informative
genes, i.e. the genes whose expression profiles contain information about the process. A
large value of the negative log-likelihood shows that a gene is differentially expressed.
One of the genes with the largest values of the negative log-likelihood is the Mecom
gene. In Figure 5.8B, we show the GPR model of the Mecom gene estimated from the
expression levels in the non-leukemic samples. Additionally, we visualised the expression
levels of the gene in the leukemic samples. The Mecom gene is a well known oncogenic
marker (Buonamici et al., 2003). Our analysis shows that it is upregulated in the leukemic
samples in comparison to the non-leukemic samples. A small value of the negative log-
likelihood indicates that a gene has similar levels of expression in the leukemic and in the
non-leukemic samples. For example, the expression profile of the Cd3g gene does not
significantly differ between the leukemic and the non-leukemic samples (Fig. 5.8C). Table
B.6 lists the top 30 genes with largest values of the negative log-likelihood, i.e. genes that
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Figure 5.8: A) A projection of microarray samples from a MLL-AF9 murine leukemic
model using the optimal RMST-Isomap projection of the Mo4302 dataset as a basis. The
leukemic samples are located close-by to the corresponding non-leukemic samples. B) We
found with the GPR that the Mecom gene, a well-known oncogenic marker, is differentially
expressed. C) In contrast to the Mecom gene, the Cd3g gene shows similar pattern of
expression both in the leukemic and in the non-leukemic samples.
show differential pattern of expression in the leukemic samples.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter we presented a computational framework for analysis of high-dimensional
data characterising different stages of a biological process. The goal of the framework is
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to unravel the structure of the biological process from the high-dimensional samples. A
simplified representation of the process is extracted by a nonlinear projection of the high-
dimensional samples to a low-dimensional space. We consider that the projection captures
main features of the process if samples from different stages are well separated and the
order of the samples in the low-dimensional space resembles the order of the stages in
time.
The computational framework that we proposed integrates a graph theoretical algorithm
for manifold learning, the RMST-Isomap algorithm, and a procedure for feature selection
that looks for genes whose expression profiles are correlated with the process. The
RMST-Isomap algorithm combines a novel approach for graph construction, the RMST
algorithm, and the Isomap algorithm for dimensionality reduction. The RMST algorithm is
designed to construct a graph from vectors that are in-homogeneously distributed on a low-
dimensional manifold. The algorithm uses the MST as a basis and expands it with a simple
heuristic that combines both local and global characteristics of the dataset. Due to the
simplicity of the RMST algorithm it can be efficiently applied on large high-dimensional
datasets.
The goal of the feature selection procedure is to discriminate between genes whose
expression profiles contain information about the process and genes whose expression
profiles do not. The reason is that the inclusion of the expression profiles of genes that are
not correlated with the evolution of the process in the analysis results in a low-dimensional
projection that does not have a clearly resolved structure. The selection of the genes is
formulated as an optimisation problem: we look for the genes from whose expression
profiles a projection of good quality can be extracted. The procedure combines the GLP
score measuring the goodness of a projection with a heuristic for ranking of genes. They are
both derived with Gaussian process regression models that describe the relation between the
coordinates of the projected samples and the expression profile of every gene. The iterative
algorithm for optimisation of the projection by refining the selection of genes shows how
two very different approaches, a graph theoretical algorithm and a probabilistic model, can
be applied together.
One advantage of the described optimisation algorithm is its modular structure. It uses
three components: an algorithm for dimensionality reduction, a function measuring the
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goodness of a projection, and a heuristic for ranking of genes. This modular design allows
us to easily assess the performance of the components of the framework and to compare
them with similar methods. For example, in this chapter we investigated the performance
of two different algorithms for dimensionality reduction: the RMST-Isomap algorithm and
PCA.
The framework was illustrated with two large microarray datasets characterising
different stages of the process of hematopoietic stem cell differentiation. The optimal
RMST-Isomap projections capture the main characteristics of the process. Samples
corresponding to different stages are well separated and the ordering of the samples in
the low-dimensional space resembles the lineage tree of the differentiation process. To
compute the low-dimensional representation of the process, it is necessary to integrate
both the graph theoretical algorithm for manifold learning and the procedure for feature
selection. The application of one of the two methods independently provided unsatisfactory
results. In the first case the application of the RMST-Isomap algorithm on the expression
profiles of all differentially expressed genes without the feature selection procedure results
into a projection of the Mo4302 dataset that does not have a clearly resolved structure. In
the other case the optimisation of a linear projection extracted with PCA instead with the
RMST-Isomap algorithm does not reveal the continuity in the data as the projected samples
are organised into several point-clouds.
The methodology provides not only a simple way for visualisation of high-dimensional
data, but it can also be used as a basis for analysis of gene expression patterns in the context
of the underlying biological process. We developed a gene classification procedure using
the ensemble of solutions of the optimisation procedure in order to discriminate between
genes whose profiles define the process and genes whose profiles do not. Additionally,
the low-dimensional projections were used to visualise the expression profiles of genes
as well the average expression profiles of groups of genes. Finally, we showed how
the projection can be employed for the analysis of external samples using a dataset with
samples from a murine leukemic model. The external samples were projected using
the optimal RMST-Isomap projection as a basis. We found that the leukemic samples
are located close-by to the corresponding non-leukemic samples showing that the overall
gene expression patterns are similar in the leukemic samples and in the corresponding
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non-leukemic samples. Additionally, we used the low-dimensional projection to identify
differentially expressed genes and we found that some of the differentially expressed genes
are well known oncogenic markers.
Although the framework was presented with two datasets characterising the process of
hematopoietic stem cell differentiation, we envisage that it can be applied to the study of
other biological processes. For example, we could unravel the relation between different
stages of a disease or consider how a biological system responds to various external
stimuli. Additionally, the methodology can be used not only with transcriptomic datasets
but also with other high-dimensional biological data such as proteomic, epigenomic, or
metabolomic datasets.
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Chapter 6
The geometric hidden Markov model
6.1 Introduction
Multivariate biomolecular data collected at successive time periods can characterise how
the state of a biological system changes during the evolution of a biological process. The
problem how to understand the dynamics of a system from high-dimensional time series
data is common to different fields. In many situations, a few factors may be sufficient to
account for the observed data. An intuitive example is that, in a sequence of images taken
during the day, the intensity of light can explain the changes in pixel values. Similarly, in
biological processes the stage of the process could account for the overall observed patterns.
In some biological processes the relation between the different stages can be
represented in a simple way. In the last chapter, we discussed the process of stem cell
differentiation, in which a stem cell can differentiate into any type of cell, e.g., neural,
muscle, skin cell. In the stem cell differentiation process, the different cell types correspond
to the different stages of the process and the cell type can account for the observed gene
expression patterns. The relations between the different stages of the process can be
described as a branching tree also known as the lineage tree (Zhou and Huang, 2011).
Another example is the process of cell division. The relation between the different phases
of cell division, i.e. the G1, the S, the G2, and the M phases, can be depicted as a cycle
(Lodish et al., 2008). Both the branching tree and the cycle have a simple structure that
can be represented in a low-dimensional space. The question we address in this chapter
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is how to extract a model of the system’s dynamics that reflects the simple geometry of
the process from multivariate time series data. The multivariate time series data quantifies
how the state of a biological system changes in time. We can think of the multivariate
time series data as trajectories generated by a high-dimensional biomolecular system. The
main assumption we make is that the biological process has a simple structure and thus the
trajectories are confined to a noisy low-dimensional manifold embedded nonlinearly in the
high-dimensional space. This means that although the samples are high-dimensional the
local neighbourhood of every observation can be represented in an Euclidean space having
lower dimensionality. Our approach to infer a model from the data is the following: we first
unravel the geometry of the low-dimensional manifold and we then estimate a model of the
dynamics with a latent variable model for sequential data using the extracted representation
of the geometry as a basis.
A simple representation of high-dimensional datasets can be extracted with algorithms
for dimensionality reduction. Linear methods such as PCA assume that the observations
lie on a linear subspace and therefore, can not recover the geometry of a low-dimensional
manifold embedded nonlinearly in a high-dimensional space (chapter 2). In the previous
chapter, we presented a computational framework that extracts a simplified representation
of a biological process from high-dimensional samples characterising different stages
of a process. The simplified representation was extracted by projecting the high-
dimensional data to a low-dimensional space using a graph theoretical algorithm for
manifold learning. Graph theoretical methods for manifold learning represent the geometry
of the dataset and of the underlying low-dimensional manifold with a graph (Tenenbaum
et al., 2000; Roweis and Saul, 2000). The graph is then used to find a projection of
the high-dimensional observations to a low-dimensional space. Whereas in chapter 5 we
investigated independent observations characterising different stages of a process, here we
extend our work to multivariate time series data characterising the evolution of a process in
time. Because of their geometrical motivation graph theoretical algorithms usually ignore
the factor of time. Some graph theoretical algorithms have been modified to take into
account the factor of time in time series data (Jenkins and Mataric´, 2004; Lewandowski
et al., 2010). However, even these algorithms ignore the directionality of time, a main
feature of time series data. Additionally, graph theoretical algorithms focus only on the
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geometry of the point-cloud and do not model the dynamics of the system. Therefore, they
can not be applied to investigate the behaviour of the system, e.g., for prediction purposes.
In contrast to the geometric focus of graph theoretical algorithms for manifold learning,
latent variable models employ a probabilistic model to account for the observed data
(Bishop, 2006). The probabilistic model describes the relation between latent variables and
the observations. The latent variables usually have a simpler structure than the observed
data and thus, can be considered as a simplified representation of the original data. Latent
variable models can be naturally extended to capture the factor of time in time series data by
introducing a model of the dynamics in the latent space. A number of latent variable models
have been proposed in the literature such as the hidden Markov model (HMM) (Rabiner,
1989), linear dynamical systems (LDS) (Shumway and Stoffer, 1982), and the Gaussian
process dynamical model (GPDM) (Wang et al., 2006). The HMM uses a Markov chain to
describe the dynamics in the latent space and therefore we think it is suitable for modelling
data generated by stochastic systems. In this chapter, we propose the geometric hidden
Markov model that is an extension of the HMM.
The geometric hidden Markov model (GHMM) is a computational framework for
analysis of multivariate time series data. We assume that the high-dimensional time series
lie on a noisy low-dimensional manifold embedded nonlinearly in a high-dimensional
space. The GHMM integrates two approaches to estimate a model of the system’s
dynamics: a graph theoretical method for dimensionality reduction and a latent variable
model for sequential data. The two approaches have been investigated in Cheng et al.
(2008), where the coordinates extracted with a manifold learning algorithm have been used
as a training dataset for latent variable models. The GHMM uses the low-dimensional
projection extracted from the high-dimensional data to initialise the prior beliefs for the
parameters of the HMM instead. Firstly, the data is projected to a low-dimensional space
using an algorithm from the field of manifold learning. In this first step we ignore the time
component and we treat the observations as independent samples. We use then the obtained
low-dimensional projection to initialise the prior beliefs for the HMM parameters. The
prior beliefs reflect the low-dimensional geometry of the data. In particular, we focus
on the prior probability distributions for the stochastic transition matrix modelling the
dynamics in the latent space and for the parameters of the emission probabilities describing
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the relation between the latent states and the observed data. The prior distribution for the
stochastic transition matrix encodes our beliefs that it has a sparse structure due to the
low-dimensional geometry of the manifold. The prior distributions for the parameters of
the emission probabilities are initialised using regression models representing the relation
between the low-dimensional projection and the original data in order to trace the geometry
of the low-dimensional manifold.
We applied the GHMM to time series data generated with a stochastic model of the
repressilator, a gene regulatory circuit that can exhibit oscillatory behaviour (Elowitz and
Leibler, 2000). The data characterises the abundance of the mRNAs in time. We investigate
whether the inferred GHMM captures the dynamics of the repressilator. We analysed
the dynamics of the inferred latent Markov chain and in particular, how the probability
mass diffuses through it. Our results show that the probability mass does not diffuse
uniformly, but rather it is concentrated on latent states with circular arrangement reflecting
the oscillatory behaviour of the repressilator. As the GHMM approximates the dynamics
unravelling on a low-dimensional manifold, the inferred model might have a large number
of latent states. Therefore, we show how a coarse-grained description of the system’s
dynamics can be obtained by partitioning the latent Markov chain. Finally, we discuss how
the dynamics of repressilator models with different parametrisations can be compared with
the GHMM.
6.2 Methods
The problem that we address in this chapter is how to understand the dynamics of a system
from multivariate time series data characterising changes of the system’s state in time.
We assume that the multivariate time series data is confined to a noisy low-dimensional
manifold and that therefore the local neighbourhood of every high-dimensional sample can
be also represented in a low-dimensional space. A model of the dynamics exploiting the
low-dimensional geometry of the data can provide us with a much simpler representation
of the system’s dynamics than the observed data. We propose the GHMM, a probabilistic
latent variable model that couples a graph theoretical algorithm for manifold learning
with a latent variable model for sequential data, the HMM. Firstly, we discuss how to
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unravel the geometry of the low-dimensional manifold with the graph theoretical algorithm
for manifold learning. Then we describe the HMM. Finally, we propose how the two
components can be integrated together. This is achieved by initialising the prior beliefs of
the HMM parameters using the extracted low-dimensional projection.
6.2.1 Manifold learning using the RMST-Isomap algorithm
The main assumption of the GHMM is that the trajectories, i.e. multivariate time series
data characterising the state of a high-dimensional system in time, lie on a low-dimensional
manifold. Let each observation be a D-dimensional vector (yi ∈ RD) and let the trajectory
Y consist of T observations (Y = [y1, . . . ,yT ]), where the index corresponds to the factor
of time. The high-dimensional samples are projected to a low-dimensional space with a
graph theoretical algorithm for manifold learning in order to recover the structure of the
low-dimensional manifold. The graph theoretical algorithm for manifold learning ignores
the factor of time and treats the time series data as a set of independent observations.
We apply the RMST-Isomap algorithm for manifold learning that we introduced in
chapter 5. The RMST-Isomap algorithm combines the relaxed minimum spanning tree
(RMST) algorithm for graph construction that we developed and the well known Isomap
algorithm (Tenenbaum et al., 2000). In chapter 2 we explained that the geometry of a
dataset can be described by a graph. The nodes in the graph represent the observations in
the dataset and the weight of an edge is equal to the distance between the corresponding
observations. The graph connectivity represents the local neighbourhood structure in the
data. Two nodes are linked by an edge if the corresponding observations can be considered
as local neighbours. The relation between observations that are not directly connected in
the graph can be represented as a path on the graph that traces the continuity of the low-
dimensional manifold.
The graph connectivity is computed from the dataset. In chapter 2 we reviewed different
algorithms for construction of a graph from a set of vector observations. A major challenge
for most algorithms can be the inhomogeneous distribution of observations on the manifold.
The application of a simple thresholding heuristic, i.e. two nodes are connected if the
distance is below a threshold value, results either in a graph with several components or
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in a graph with a dense connectivity. In chapter 5 we presented the RMST algorithm, an
algorithm for graph construction that can construct a graph capturing the geometry of the
manifold even when the observations are in-homogeneously distributed. The RMST uses
the minimum spanning tree (MST) as a backbone and expands it with a simple heuristic.
The MST is a spanning tree that minimises the sum of the edge weights. The RMST
uses an important property of the MST: the MST path between two nodes minimises the
maximal edge weight on a path between them, i.e. there does not exist a path between two
nodes where all edges have smaller weights than the maximal edge weight in the MST path
between them. The RMST checks whether the MST path between two nodes is a better
model of the data continuity than the direct edge between them. We introduce a direct edge
when the MST path is not a significantly better model than the direct edge. We employ the
following simple heuristic to estimate the adjacency matrix E:
E(i, j) =
{
1, if mwi,j + γ(dki + d
k
j ) > di,j,
0, otherwise,
(6.1)
where di,j is the distance between the ith and the jth observation, mwi,j is the maximal
edge weight on the MST path between the ith and the jth node, dki is the distance to
the k-nearest neighbour of the ith node, and γ is a positive constant. The term γdki
approximates the local density of data around the ith observation. The RMST is robust
to data that is in-homogeneously distributed on the manifold as the heuristic combines both
local characteristics of the data, i.e. a measure of the local density of data around every
observation, and global characteristics, i.e. the maximal edge weight in the MST path.
After we estimate the connectivity of the graph with the RMST algorithm, we project
the observations with the Isomap algorithm (Tenenbaum et al., 2000) (chapter 2). The
Isomap algorithm computes the geodesic distance between every pair of nodes, i.e. the
length of the shortest path between them on the graph. Then to find the low-dimensional
coordinates of the samples (X = [x1, . . . ,xT ]), the data is projected with the MDS
algorithm (Cox and Cox, 1994) by minimising the relative stress:
Xrstress = argmin
X
T∑
i,j=1
1
S(i, j)2
(dX(xi,xj)− S(i, j))2, (6.2)
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where dX(xi,xj) is the Euclidean distance between the projected vectors xi,xj and S(i, j)
is the geodesic distance between the corresponding nodes in the graph.
6.2.2 The hidden Markov model
The GHMM uses the hidden Markov model (HMM) to estimate a probabilistic model
of the dynamics from the multivariate time series data. In this section we introduce the
components of the HMM. In the next section we will show how the prior beliefs for
the HMM parameters can be initialised using the low-dimensional projection obtained
with the RMST-Isomap algorithm for manifold learning. The HMM is one of the most
popular latent variable models for sequential data (chapter 3) (Rabiner, 1989). In the HMM
there are K discrete latent states and every latent state is associated with a probabilistic
model specifying the probability that an observation is generated by this particular latent
state. These probabilistic models are known as the emission probabilities. A possible
probabilistic model for high-dimensional vectors is the multivariate Gaussian distribution
defined by a mean vector and a precision matrix, i.e. the inverse of the covariance matrix.
To account for the factor of time in the time series data, the HMM estimates a dynamic
model in the latent space. The dynamics in the latent space are represented by a latent
Markov chain. The latent Markov chain describes the probability of transition from a given
latent state to another latent state. By employing a latent Markov chain we assume that the
transition probabilities depend only on the current latent state and that they are independent
from the previous ones. To infer the HMM we will use a method for approximate Bayesian
inference as it allows us to integrate our prior beliefs about the model parameters.
Let the dataset consist of D-dimensional vectors collected in T periods. The
observations are the columns of the data matrix Y (Y = [y1, . . . ,yT ]). Let the HMM have
K latent states. We introduce a latent variable zt describing the latent state of the system
in period t. The latent variables for the T time periods are the columns of the matrix Z
(Z = [z1, . . . , zT ]). The matrix Z represents a trajectory in the latent space. We use a 1-of-
K representation for the latent variables. A latent variable is a K dimensional vector with
all entries equal to zero except one entry that is equal to one (zt ∈ {0, 1}K ,
∑
i zt(i) = 1),
where zt(i) equal to one encodes that the ith latent state has generated the observation in
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period t.
The probability distribution of the latent variable in the first time period is modelled
with the multinomial distribution:
p(z1|pi) =
K∏
k=1
pi(k)z1(k), (6.3)
where pi is a K-dimensional vector controlling the distribution (
∑K
i=1 pi(i) = 1, 0 ≤
pi(i) ≤ 1). The probability that the latent trajectory starts in the ith latent state is equal
to pi(i). The conjugate prior for the multinomial distribution is the Dirichlet distribution
p(pi) = Dir(pi|upi), where upi is a parameter controlling the Dirichlet distribution (upi ∈
RK+ ).
The latent Markov chain is represented by a stochastic transition matrix A (A ∈ RK×K ,∑K
j=1 A(i, j) = 1). The entry A(i, j) is equal to the probability of transition from the ith
to the jth state. Given that a particular latent state has generated the observation in the
previous period, the latent variable in the current time period has a multinomial distribution:
p(zt|zt−1(i) = 1,Ai) =
K∏
k=1
A(i, k)zt(k) (6.4)
We model the transition probabilities from the different latent states as independent
variables (p(A) =
∏K
k=1 p(Ai)). The prior probability distribution of every row in
the stochastic transition matrix can be modelled with the Dirichlet distribution p(Ai) =
Dir(Ai|uA), where uA is a parameter controlling the Dirichlet distribution (uA ∈ RK+ ).
The final component of the HMM are the emission probabilities of the latent state. As
our observations are high-dimensional vectors we use a multivariate Gaussian distribution
to model the emission probabilities. The multivariate Gaussian distribution for the kth
latent state is specified by a mean vector µk and a precision matrix Λk. The probability
distribution of observing yt conditioned on the corresponding latent variable zt is equal to:
p(yt|zt,φ) =
K∏
k=1
[N (yt|µk,Λ−1k )]zt(k) , (6.5)
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where φ is the set with all parameters of the emission probabilities (φ =
{µ1,Λ1, . . . ,µK ,ΛK}). The conjugate prior for the multivariate Gaussian distribution is
the Normal-Wishart distribution:
p(µk,Λk) = N (µk|µ0k, (β0Λk)−1)W(Λk|W0k, ν0), (6.6)
where the variable µ0k,W
0
k, ν
0, β0 are the parameters of the Normal-Wishart distribution.
We denote the set of all HMM parameters by θ = {A,pi,φ}.
Integrating the three components of the HMM we can define the joint probability
distribution over the the latent variables and the observed data:
p(Y,Z|θ) = p(z1|pi)
[
T−1∏
t=1
p(zt+1|zt,A)
][
T∏
t=1
p(yt|zt,φ)
]
(6.7)
To estimate a model from the data we use the variational Bayes (VB) framework (Hinton
and van Camp, 1993; Bishop, 2006), a framework for approximate Bayesian inference. We
approximate the posterior distribution over the HMM parameters and the latent variables
p(θ,Z|Y) with an approximate distribution q(θ,Z) (MacKay, 1997). In the approximate
distribution we assume that the parameters are independent from each other and thus the
distribution can be factorised:
q(θ,Z) = q(Z)(Z)q(pi)(pi)
[
K∏
k=1
q(µ,Λ)(µk,Λk)
][
K∏
k=1
q(A)(Ak)
]
(6.8)
The estimation of an approximate distribution that is similar to the posterior distribution
can be performed by minimisation of the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between them
(Kullback and Leibler, 1951). The VB framework shows that the minimisation of the KL
divergence is equivalent to the maximisation of another term: the variational free energy.
The log marginal likelihood of the data (model evidence) can be decomposed into the sum
of the KL divergence and the variational free energy:
log p(Y) =
∑
Z
∫
q(θ,Z) log
p(Y,Z,θ)
q(θ,Z)
dθ −
∑
Z
∫
q(θ,Z) log
p(θ,Z|Y)
q(θ,Z)
dθ
= F(q) +KL(q||p),
(6.9)
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where the first term (F(q)) is the variational free energy and the second term (KL(q||p)) is
the KL divergence between the approximate distribution and the posterior. Therefore, we
can minimise the KL divergence by maximising the variational free energy. The variational
free energy is a lower-bound on the marginal likelihood of the data.
The variational Bayes framework maximises the variational free energy iteratively. In a
single iteration the approximate distribution for every parameter is updated by holding the
others fixed. The VB update steps for the HMM are presented in more details in Appendix
A. The VB framework offers several advantages in comparison to alternative approaches
such as the expectation maximisation framework (Bishop, 2006). First of all we can specify
the prior beliefs for the model parameters. In the next section, we discuss how the prior
beliefs can be initialised using the low-dimensional projection extracted with the algorithm
for manifold learning. Furthermore, the application of the Bayesian framework allows us
to determine the optimal number of latent states in the HMM. The number of latent states
determines the complexity of the HMM. If the number of latent states is too small, the latent
states will not account for the structure in the data and if the number of latent states is too
large, the model will overfit the data. To find the number of latent states in the HMM, we
infer HMMs with different numbers of hidden states and look for the model with a maximal
value of the variational-free energy, i.e. the lower bound of the marginal likelihood.
6.2.3 The geometric hidden Markov model
The geometric hidden Markov model (GHMM) combines the RMST-Isomap algorithm for
manifold learning with the HMM. We discussed how the low-dimensional manifold can
be unravelled with a graph theoretical algorithm for manifold learning. In this section we
propose how to initialise the prior beliefs for the HMM parameters using the extracted
low-dimensional projection. The goal is to learn a HMM that captures the dynamics on
the low-dimensional manifold. We use the low-dimensional projection to initialise the
parameters of the prior probability distributions for the stochastic transition matrix and for
the emission probabilities. We assumed that the high-dimensional trajectories are confined
to a low-dimensional manifold with local structure and thus our prior beliefs encode that
in the latent Markov chain there is a positive probability of transition from a latent state
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only to its local neighbours. Additionally, we initialise the prior beliefs of the emission
probabilities so that they trace the geometry of the low-dimensional manifold.
The geometry of the low-dimensional manifold was extracted by projecting the high-
dimensional samples to a low-dimensional space. Let the coordinates of the projected
samples be the columns of the matrix X (X = [x1, . . . ,xN ]). To initialise the prior beliefs
for the HMM parameters, we construct a mesh in the low-dimensional space. The mesh
serves as a prototype for the latent Markov chain. We note that the mesh is initialised
independently from the projected observations. Let the mesh have K nodes and let the
coordinates of the mesh nodes be the columns of the matrix X? (X? = [x?1, . . . ,x
?
K ]).
The nodes in the mesh correspond to the latent states in the HMM. The mesh has sparse
connectivity that reflects the low-dimensional geometry of the manifold. A node in the
mesh is connected only to its local neighbours. An edge in the mesh shows that our prior
belief is that there is a positive probability of transition between the two corresponding
latent states in the HMM. The prior beliefs for the stochastic matrix of the latent Markov
chain reflect the connectivity of the mesh:
p(Ai) = Dir(Ai|uALi), (6.10)
where Li is the ith row of the mesh adjacency matrix L and uA is a constant. If the prior
probability of transition from one latent state to another is equal to zero, then the inferred
posterior probability will also be equal to zero. We use a non-informative prior to encode
the distribution in the first time period. Our prior beliefs are that every latent state is equally
likely in the first time period:
p(pi) = Dir(pi|upi1), (6.11)
where 1 is a K-dimensional vector of ones and upi is a constant.
As described before the relation between the latent states and the high-dimensional
observations is modelled with multivariate Gaussian distributions. Next we discuss how
to initialise the parameters of the Normal-Wishart distributions that act as the priors
for the multivariate Gaussian distributions. Our goal is to initialise the Normal-Wishart
distributions so that they trace the geometry of the low-dimensional manifold. Therefore,
we look for parameters of the Normal-Wishart distribution specific for every latent state.
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The Normal-Wishart distribution has four parameters: µ0,W0, β0, ν0. We use the same
parameters ν0 and β0 for all latent states. The other two parameters µ0 and W0 are
initialised independently for each latent state so that they take the geometry of the low-
dimensional manifold into account. We derive them using D regression models that
describe the relations between the coordinates of the mesh nodes in the low- dimensional
space and each dimension in the high-dimensional data space.
We describe the relation between the coordinates of the observations in the low-
dimensional space and each dimension of the original data with the Gaussian process
regression (chapter 3) (Rasmussen and Williams, 2005). The coordinates in the low-
dimensional space are the independent variables and a single dimension of the original
data is the dependent variable. The Gaussian process regression (GPR) models the data
as a realisation of a Gaussian process that is defined by a mean function and a kernel
function. Here, we use a constant mean function equal to zero (m(x) = 0) and the squared-
exponential kernel function:
k(xi,xj) = σ
2
f exp(−
1
2l2
|xi − xj|2), (6.12)
where l is the length-scale of the process and σ2f is the signal variance, and xi are the
coordinates of the ith projected sample in the low-dimensional space.
We estimate D GPR models, one for every dimension of the original data. Let y˜i
be a vector with the values of the projected samples in the ith dimension of the original
high-dimensional space (y˜i ∈ RN ). We can learn a GPR model describing the relation
between the coordinates of the projected samples in the low-dimensional space and the ith
dimension of the original high-dimensional space. The model is estimated from the training
dataset {X, y˜i}, where the matrix X contains the independent variables and the vector y˜i
contains the values for the dependent variable. We assume that the observed values of the
dependent variable include a noise term coming from a Gaussian distribution with variance
σ2n. The hyperparameters of the GPR (l, σ
2
f , σ
2
n) are estimated using a cross-validation
approach (chapter 3). We can employ the trained GPR model to make a prediction for
the nodes of the mesh (X? = [x?1, . . . ,x
?
K ]) and for their corresponding values in the ith
dimension of the high-dimensional space. The GPR makes a prediction for the dependent
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variable of the kth mesh node (fk(i)) in terms of a normal distribution with a mean mk(i)
and a variance σ2k(i) equal to :
fk(i)|x?k, y˜i,X ∼ N (mk(i), σ2k(i))
mk(i) = K(x
?
k,X)[K(X,X) + σ
2
nI]
−1y˜i
σk(i)
2 = k(x?k,x
?
k)−K(x?k,X)[K(X,X) + σ2nI]−1K(X,x?k),
(6.13)
where K(X,X) is the output of the kernel function applied on all pairs of observations
in X. We perform independent predictions for all D dimensions. The estimated mean
and variance values for the D-dimensions are employed to initialise the parameters of
the Normal-Wishart distribution in the following way: µ0k = [µk(1), . . . , µk(D)] and
W0k = (νdiag[σ
2
k(1), . . . , σ
2
k(D)])
−1. The expected value of the mean vector µk and of
the precision matrix Λk of the Normal-Wishart distribution are equal to:
E[µk] = [µk(1), . . . , µk(D)]
E[Λk] = diag[1/σ2k(1), . . . , 1/σ
2
k(D)].
(6.14)
We note again that the parameters of the Normal-Wishart distribution are specific for every
latent state and reflect the low-dimensional geometry of the manifold.
6.3 Application to time series data generated with a model of the
repressilator
We illustrate the computational framework using multivariate trajectories generated
with a computational model of the repressilator (Elowitz and Leibler, 2000), a well-
known biochemical circuit. The goal is to find out whether a GHMM inferred from
multivariate trajectories generated with the stochastic model can capture the dynamics of
the biochemical circuit. The repressilator consists of a sequence of genes. Every gene
represses through its proteins the expression of the next gene in the sequence and the last
gene represses the expression of the first gene (Fig. 6.1). Repressilators with an odd number
of genes can have oscillatory behaviour. We can describe the repressilator using a stochastic
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Figure 6.1: A) The repressilator consists of a sequence of genes in which every gene
represses the expression of the next gene in the sequence and the last gene represses the
expression of the first one. B) A single simulation of the mRNA profiles for a repressilator
with 5 genes.
model with the following four reactions defined for every gene:
∅
α0+
αm
1+βph
i−1→ gi
gi
γmgi→ ∅
∅ αpgi→ pi
pi
γppi→ ∅ ,
(6.15)
where the four terms correspond to mRNA transcription, mRNA degradation, protein
translation, and protein degradation. The mRNA transcription of the ith gene (gi) depends
on the basal transcription rate (α0), the transcription rate αm, the Hill coefficient (h). The
mRNA degradation depends on the mRNA degradation rate (γm). The protein abundance
of the ith gene (pi) is a function of the protein translation rate αp and the protein degradation
rate γp.
The data we analyse is generated with a model of the repressilator with five genes.
We generated 100 stochastic trajectories with Gillespie’s SSA algorithm (Gillespie, 1977)
using the following parameters α0 = 0.2;αm = 20;h = 2; β = 1e-05; γm = 0.1;αp =
3; γp = 0.05. The initial conditions of all simulations were no abundance of mRNAs or
proteins in the system. The model was simulated up to te = 1000 and we subsampled
the time series data at interval ts = 1.66. All further analysis was performed only on the
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A B
Figure 6.2: A) Projection of the samples to a plane with the RMST-Isomap algorithm. B)
The geometry of the mesh constructed in the plane.
mRNA profiles to be consistent with experimental techniques that usually measure either
the mRNA or the protein numbers. Every trajectory is a sequence of 600 five-dimensional
vectors. One trajectory with the mRNA profiles of the five genes is shown in Figure 6.1B.
We projected the high-dimensional data to a low-dimensional space with the RMST-
Isomap algorithm for manifold learning. Due to the large number of observations the
manifold learning algorithm was applied on one thousand observations selected with the
following heuristic. We looked for a subset of observations that maximises the minimal
distance between two observations in the selection. The selected one thousand samples
were projected to the plane with the RMST-Isomap algorithm using the Euclidean metric
and the following parameters for the RMST algorithm: k = 1, α = 0.5. The projection of
the selected observations is shown in Figure 6.2A. The projected samples have a circular
arrangement. The colour of the points indicates the time period of the observation. Note
that samples corresponding to the initial time periods are located in the centre of the circular
arrangement and the observations from the later periods form a circular orbit in the low-
dimensional space. This suggests that the centrally located samples correspond to the
transient dynamics of the repressilator model.
Next, we constructed a mesh in the low-dimensional space that serves as a prototype
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Figure 6.3: Continuous models estimated with the GPR from the expression profiles of two
genes.
for the HMM. Due to the symmetrical structure of the low-dimensional projection the mesh
has the same number of rows and columns. The node coordinates of a mesh with ten
rows are shown on Figure 6.2B. The nodes in the mesh correspond to the latent states of
the HMM. Every node in the mesh is connected only to its local neighbours: a node is
connected with at least 3 and at most 8 mesh nodes. We employed the low-dimensional
projection to initialise the prior beliefs for the HMM parameters as previously described.
We estimated regression models that describe the relation between the extracted two-
dimensional projection and the expression pattern of every gene. The GPR profiles for the
first and for the second gene are shown in Figure 6.3. Both genes have a well defined pattern
in the low-dimensional space that can be represented by a smooth continuous function. We
used the estimated GPR models to initialise the parameters µ0i ,W
0
i of the Normal-Wishart
distributions as previously described. The remaining parameters of the prior distributions
were initialised as upi = 1;uA = 1; β0 = 10; ν0 = 10.
To determine the right number of latent states we inferred HMMs with different
numbers of latent states. Figure 6.4A shows how the variational free energy (lower bound of
the marginal likelihood) changes with respect to the number of latent states. The maximal
value of the variational free energy is attained with a HMM with 900 latent states. Due to
our assumption that the latent Markov chain captures the dynamics on a low-dimensional
manifold, our prior beliefs about the latent Markov chain are that it has sparse connectivity.
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Figure 6.4: A) The variational free energy attains a maximal value for a mesh with 30
rows/columns. B) An initialisation of the GHMM having 900 latent states with a mesh
with a maximal degree of eight results into maximal variational fee energy.
In order to find out whether our prior beliefs about a sparse latent Markov chain are
supported by the data, we investigated how the variational free energy changes with respect
to the prior beliefs for the latent Markov chain. As we described an edge in the mesh means
that the prior distributions encode that there is a positive probability of transition between
the corresponding two latent states. In Figure 6.4B we show that maximal variational free
energy for a GHMM with 900 latent states corresponds to a maximal node degree in the
mesh equal to eight. A further increase in the density of the mesh results in a model with
lower value of the variational free energy.
We investigated the GHMM estimated from the mesh with 30 rows and columns and a
maximal node degree of eight in greater detail. In the inferred GHMM the probability that
some latent states have generated an observation is close to zero. Such states do not take
“responsibility” for the data. We note that only 422 latent states account for the observed
data (Fig. 6.5A).
We studied the behaviour of the expected latent Markov chain in order to gain further
insights into the dynamics of the inferred probabilistic model better. In particular, we
investigated the diffusion of probability in the long-term and in the short-term. To
learn about the long-term behaviour of the inferred model we looked at the stationary
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Figure 6.5: A) The latent states that account for the observations are shown in black. B)
The stationary distribution of the expected latent Markov chain.
distribution of the latent Markov chain (Fig. 6.5B). The stationary distribution of the latent
Markov chain is multimodal with five peaks and it is concentrated in states with a circular
arrangement on the plane. The circular arrangement reflects the oscillatory behaviour of
the repressilator. An example of the short-term behaviour is shown in Figure 6.6, where we
show how the probability mass diffuses throughout the latent Markov chain. Initially, the
probability mass was concentrated in a single latent state and we show its distribution after
20 and 40 periods. We note that the probability does not diffuse uniformly throughout the
latent Markov chain. The diffusion follows a circular trajectory in a clock-wise direction
further indicating that the estimated model captures the oscillations of the repressilator.
The inferred GHMM is a model of the repressilator’s dynamics reflecting the continuity
of the collected multivariate time series data. To account for the continuity of the low-
dimensional manifold the GHMM employs a large number of latent states. Due to the
large number of latent states, we investigated how a simpler description of the system can
be obtained from the GHMM. To find such a description we looked for a coarse-grained
representation of the latent Markov chain. We extracted a coarse-grained representation by
partitioning the latent Markov chain with the Markov stability algorithm (Delvenne et al.,
2010). The goal is to organise the latent states into several groups. To find a partition of the
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Figure 6.6: The diffusion of probability in the latent Markov chain shows the expected
behaviour of the system.
latent Markov chain, Markov stability investigates how probability diffuses on the Markov
chain. In a partition with a well defined structure, a random walker will be trapped with
a high probability within a community of states for a given Markov time. Markov time
serves as a resolution parameter as finer partitions are favoured at small Markov times and
coarser partitions are favoured at large Markov times. We searched for the partition with
the maximal Markov stability value at different Markov times with the Louvain algorithm
(Blondel et al., 2008), a greedy algorithm for graph partitioning. To find the Markov time at
which the algorithm detects a robust partition, the ensemble of solutions obtained with the
Louvain algorithm for each Markov time was analysed with the variation of information
as in Delmotte et al. (2011). The variation of information measures the similarity between
two partitions (Meila˘, 2003). The variation of information always has a non-negative value
and it is equal to zero when two partitions are equivalent. A robust partition is present when
the variation of information is close to zero. This means that the algorithm finds similar
solutions in the different optimisations.
The analysis we described was performed only on latent states that are responsible
for the observations (see Fig. 6.5A). Latent states that are not responsible were removed
and the latent Markov chain was normalised. The partition of the latent Markov chain
that minimises the variation of information has six clusters (Fig. 6.7). The first cluster
corresponds to a group of latent states, in which the probability mass is concentrated in the
initial time periods. The other five clusters have a circular arrangement. To understand the
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Figure 6.7: A) A coarse-grained description of the latent Markov chain is obtained by
partitioning the latent Markov chain with Markov stability. The most robust partition is
found at Markov time 7 when the variation of information of the ensemble of solutions
has a minimal value. B) The latent Markov chain is partitioned in six clusters and every
cluster corresponds to a specific state of the repressilator. In five of the clusters one
gene is overexpressed, two are partially over-expressed and two are downregulated. The
probability flow in the coarse-grained description indicates the oscillatory behaviour of the
system.
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relation between the six clusters and the mRNA profiles of the five genes of the repressilator
we looked at the inferred mean vectors for the multivariate Gaussian distributions. We
considered that a gene is overexpressed in a latent state if the corresponding value in the
inferred mean vector is above the average. The five clusters have distinct patterns of gene
expression. In the first cluster all genes are down-regulated. In the remaining five we
observe a similar pattern: one gene is overexpressed, two genes are down-regulated and the
remaining two genes following in the repressilator loop are overexpressed only in around
half of the latent states. Next, we estimated the probability flow in the coarse-grained
description of the latent Markov chain. The probability flow is shown in Figure 6.7B and
the width of the arrows represents the probability mass transmitted from one cluster to
another. The figure shows that the probability flow in the coarse-grained description follows
a circular orbit due to the oscillatory behaviour of the system.
Finally, we used the presented GHMM to investigate how different parameter values
of the repressilator model influence the system’s behaviour. We simulated 100 trajectories
with two different values for the protein degradation rate: γp = 0.09 and γp = 0.03. Figure
6.8A shows two trajectories with the mRNA profiles obtained with the two different values
of the protein degradation rate. The difference between the two trajectories is the amplitude
of the oscillations due to the decrease of the protein degradation rate. We wanted to find
out whether we can detect the different behaviour of the two repressilator models with the
described framework. We analysed the time series data in the following way. Firstly, we
combined the two datasets obtained with the two degradation rates and estimated a GHMM
from the two time series. To compare how the behaviour of the repressilator depends on
the protein degradation rate, we analysed the two datasets independently using the inferred
GHMM. For every dataset independently, we reestimated only the latent Markov chain
and the probability distribution in the first time period without modifying the emission
probabilities. As the emission probabilities are the same, the latent states in the two
GHMMs are comparable. Thus, the difference between the two GHMMs is only in the
dynamics in the latent space due to the different behaviour of the repressilator under the
different parameters. The stationary distributions of the two latent Markov chains are
shown in Figure 6.8B. The stationary distributions capture the changes in the system’s
behaviour. In both latent Markov chains the probability mass is focused as before in latent
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Figure 6.8: A) Trajectories were generated with a model of the repressilator using two
different sets of parameters. B) The stationary distributions of the latent Markov chains
estimated from the two datasets reflect the change in the amplitude of oscillations.
states with a circular arrangement due to the oscillatory behaviour of the repressilator.
However, the two orbits differ in their size. In the second latent Markov chain, the orbit is
much smaller reflecting the decrease in the amplitude of the repressilator oscillations.
6.4 Discussion
In this chapter we presented the GHMM, a computational framework that extracts a
probabilistic model from multivariate time series data. The main assumption in our
work is that trajectories generated by a high-dimensional system lie on a noisy low-
dimensional manifold. To estimate a model of the low-dimensional dynamics, we
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integrated two different approaches: a graph theoretical algorithm for manifold learning
and a probabilistic model for sequential data. While the graph theoretical algorithm
unravels the geometry of the low-dimensional manifold ignoring the factor of time, the
probabilistic model attempts to capture the observed dynamics. In order to learn a
probabilistic model that reflects the geometry of the low-dimensional manifold, we show
how the prior beliefs for the parameters of the probabilistic model can be initialised with
the results obtained with the graph theoretical algorithm for manifold learning.
To reveal the geometry of the low-dimensional manifold we project the high-
dimensional samples to a low-dimensional space with the RMST-Isomap algorithm. We
use the low-dimensional projection to initialise the prior beliefs for the HMM parameters.
A mesh with sparse connectivity that serves as a prototype of the HMM is constructed in the
low-dimensional space. The nodes in the mesh correspond to the latent states in the HMM
and an edge in the mesh corresponds to a non-zero prior probability of transition between
the corresponding two latent states. The prior distribution for the transition matrix of the
latent Markov chain encodes our beliefs that it is sparse because the trajectories are confined
to a noisy low-dimensional manifold. The prior beliefs for the emission probabilities are
derived using regression models that describe the relation between the low-dimensional
space and each dimension of the original data space. The prior beliefs for the emission
probabilities are specific for every latent state and they effectively trace the geometry of the
low-dimensional manifold in the high-dimensional space.
We used the described approach to infer a GHMM from data generated with a stochastic
model of the repressilator, a biochemical circuit with oscillatory behaviour. We studied the
inferred GHMM to understand to what extent the estimated model captures the dynamics
of the repressilator. In particular, we studied the latent Markov chain that describes the
dynamics of the inferred model. We investigated how probability diffuses through the
latent Markov chain in order to gain insights both into the short term and into the long term
behaviour of the model. We found that the diffusion of probability mass is not uniform but
that it is concentrated on a subset of latent states with a circular arrangement. The circular
arrangement reflects the oscillatory dynamics of the repressilator. Further, we extracted a
simple coarse-grained description of the dynamics by partitioning the latent Markov chain.
In the coarse-grained description the latent states are grouped into six clusters and every
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cluster corresponds to a group of latent states that account for distinct gene expression
patterns. Finally, we studied how parameter changes of the repressilator model influence
the system’s dynamics. We analysed trajectories generated with two different models of the
repressilator having different amplitude of oscillations. We inferred two GHMMs having
the same emission probabilities and compared the two inferred latent Markov chains. We
found that the probability mass in the stationary distributions is concentrated in latent states
with a circular arrangement. The two circular arrangements have different size due to the
different amplitudes of oscillation in the two repressilator models.
In summary, the GHMM allowed us to understand better the dynamics of a biochemical
circuit only from multivariate time series data simulated with the circuit. A main advantage
of the GHMM is that it is a purely data-driven computational method and it does not require
any information about the system that has generated the data. The GHMM can be applied
both to experimental and to simulated data. The goal of this chapter was to show that a
GHMM estimated from data generated with the well studied repressilator model captures
the dynamics of the system. The results we presented serve as a proof of concept and
further research will focus on the application of the GHMM to systems that have a more
complex behaviour.
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Chapter 7
Summary and perspectives
A better understanding of biological processes such as developmental processes or disease
progression is important not only for gaining insights into how biological systems function
but it is also a prerequisite for their successful regulation in the biomedical practice. An
important feature of biomolecular systems is the large number of units that play a role
in a biological process. Therefore, observations characterising the profile of the units
at different stages of the process or at successive time points contain a large number
of variables. Due to the high-dimensionality of the observations we need to apply
computational methods in order to extract a simplified representation or a model from
the data. In this thesis we introduced novel computational methods that aim to provide
insights into the behaviour of biological processes from high-dimensional data, e.g., from
transcriptomic or proteomic data.
We presented computational methods for unsupervised learning that extract a simplified
representation or a model from the data. The extracted representation provides information
about the relations between the functional units or between the different stages of the
process. We focused on the following three questions. Firstly, how can we understand the
relations between the different functional units from samples characterising their profiles
at different stages of a process? Secondly, how can we extract a simple representation of a
process from samples characterising different stages of the process? Thirdly, how can we
estimate a model of the system’s dynamics from multivariate time series data characterising
the changes of the system’s state in time?
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The proposed computational methods combine two approaches: graph theoretical
algorithms and probabilistic models. Graph theoretical algorithms focus on the geometry
of a dataset. The geometry is described with a graph where every node represents
an observation and two nodes are connected if the corresponding observations can be
considered to be local neighbours. The graph is a model of the data continuity: relations
between observations that are not directly connected are described by paths on the
graph. Classical techniques for unsupervised data analysis such as clustering analysis and
dimensionality reduction can be then performed using graph partitioning algorithms and
graph theoretical algorithms for manifold learning.
While graph theoretical algorithms have a geometrical motivation, probabilistic models
look for a model that can account for the observations. We focused on developing methods
using two probabilistic models: the Gaussian process regression (GPR), a framework for
nonparametric probabilistic regression, and the hidden Markov model (HMM), a latent
variable model for sequential data. One of the contributions of this thesis is that we
presented methods that integrate graph theoretical algorithms with probabilistic models.
The graph theoretical methods are used to extract a simplified representation of the dataset
geometry and we then infer a probabilistic model using the extracted representation as a
basis. In chapter 5 we described a framework that combines a graph theoretical algorithm
for feature extraction and a heuristic for feature selection based on a probabilistic model.
In chapter 6, we showed how the prior beliefs of a probabilistic model can incorporate
the knowledge about the dataset geometry extracted with a graph theoretical algorithm for
manifold learning.
Graph theoretical algorithms
Graph theoretical algorithms are a fundamental component in all of the methods developed
in this thesis. Graph theoretical algorithms use a graph to describe the geometry of the data.
The construction of the graph is an important step and we discussed that most algorithms
fail to capture the geometry when the samples are in-homogeneously distributed. The
PMST algorithm (Carreira-Perpin˜a´n and Zemel, 2005) is a method for graph construction
that deals with in-homogeneously distributed data robustly because the decision whether
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two observations are local neighbours is based both on local and on global characteristics
of the data. The PMST algorithm was employed in the analysis in chapter 4 to construct a
protein similarity network from a dataset measuring the relative association of proteins at
different stages of the transcription cycle.
A drawback of the PMST algorithm is that due to its computational complexity it is
not applicable to large and high-dimensional datasets. In chapter 5 we introduced a novel
heuristic for graph estimation motivated by the PMST: the relaxed minimum spanning tree
(RMST) algorithm. The RMST algorithm uses the MST as a backbone and then expands
it with a simple heuristic. In essence, the heuristic checks whether a path in the MST
is a better model of the data continuity in comparison to the direct edge between the
two nodes. The method is also robust to in-homogeneously distributed observations as
the heuristic relies on both local and global characteristics of the data. The RMST has
lower computational complexity than the PMST and efficiently handles large and high-
dimensional datasets. Additionally, the RMST heuristic is applied directly to the matrix
with pairwise distances and therefore it is independent of the distance metric being used.
The RMST was used in chapters 5 and 6 to estimate a graph from samples characterising
the activity of functional units at different stages of a process or at successive time points.
The graphs estimated with the PMST or the RMST can be considered as a model of
the local structure present in the data. In the datasets we analysed in this thesis the local
structure is induced by the evolution of different biological processes in time. However,
generally we lack prior knowledge whether a local structure is present in the data. Thus, an
important direction for further research is the development of statistical methods that can
assess whether local structure is present in the data.
Discovering protein communities associated with transcription
Chapter 4 focused on the problem of understanding the relations between functional units
from a dataset measuring their profiles at different stages of a biological process. The
computational method we proposed organises the functional units in groups so that units
assigned to the same group have similar profiles at different stages of the process. The
methodology was applied on a dataset from a novel experiment characterising how the
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association of proteins with RNAPII bound chromatin depends on the phosphorylation
pattern of RNAPII. The phosphorylation pattern of RNAPII is indicative of the transcription
stage and the dataset contains information about the abundance of different proteins at the
different stages of transcription.
We reformulated the clustering problem as a graph partitioning algorithm. We estimated
a protein similarity network with the PMST algorithm and then applied Markov stability
for community detection to partition the graph. The framework offers several advantages in
comparison to standard approaches for clustering of vector data. Firstly, the methodology
does not look for clusters with specific shapes, e.g., globular shapes. Secondly, by using
Markov stability for community detection we can automatically detect the right number
of clusters in the data. Finally, Markov stability can also identify multiscale partitions,
i.e. coarse and fine clusterings of the same dataset. We found that the partition with six
clusters has a well defined structure. The six clusters contained proteins that have distinct
functional roles. The proteins in the first cluster are likely to be involved in transcriptional
processes occurring at poised genes, i.e. important developmental genes whose expression
is repressed in stem cells. The proteins in the second cluster are related to the transcription
initiation step. The proteins part of the core transcriptional machinery were assigned to the
third cluster and the fourth cluster contains the histone subunits. The proteins in the fifth
cluster are involved in mRNA processing and especially in the recruitment of the splicing
machinery. The proteins in the sixth cluster are also associated with mRNA processes such
as the splicing process.
The estimated network allows us not only to perform a clustering analysis of the data,
but also to understand the relations between the clusters and the importance of the different
functional units. We estimated a network representation of the six-way partition, where
each node is a cluster and a connection between two clusters shows that they are closely
related. The network model of the partition has sparse connectivity showing that the
different protein groups are related in a simple way. Finally, we used graph theoretical
measures to find proteins that can be considered as representative for a cluster or for the
relation between two clusters.
The procedure illustrates the power of graph theoretical methods. With the estimated
protein similarity network we described the geometry of vector observations in a high-
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dimensional space. In contrast to classical applications of networks in the field of
systems biology, the estimated network does not represent any physical interactions. The
connectivity of the network shows which proteins have similar experimental profiles. It
emphasises the relations between proteins with similar profiles thereby downplaying the
importance of relations that do not correspond to strong similarities. Markov stability has
been applied to different types of networks, but in this thesis we showed that it can be
applied successfully also to clustering analysis of vector data.
In the analysis we took the functional units’ perspective and focused on the relations
between the different functional units. However, we can also take the samples’ perspective
and investigate the relations between the samples. A direction for further research is the
application of the methodology to datasets with large numbers of samples, e.g., massive
microarray datasets, to find groups of samples with similar profiles. Such methodology is
especially valuable for the study of samples from different diseases in order to understand
which diseases have similar biomolecular signatures.
Unravelling Waddington’s landscape from transcriptomic data
In chapter 5 we investigated the second question: how to extract a representation of a
process from samples characterising different stages of the process. The goal is to find
a representation that provides insights into the relations between the different stages and
into the expression profiles of the genes. The simplified representation was extracted by
projecting the high-dimensional observations to a low-dimensional space. We consider
that the projection captures the structures of the process if samples from different stages
are well separated and the order of the samples in the low-dimensional space corresponds
to the order of the stages in time.
The methodology that we proposed integrates two different steps: a feature extraction
step and a feature selection step. In the feature extraction step the samples are projected
to a low-dimensional space with the RMST-Isomap algorithm for manifold learning.
The RMST-Isomap algorithm combines the introduced RMST heuristic and the Isomap
algorithm for dimensionality reduction. In the feature selection step, we look for
genes whose expression profiles contain information about the process and genes whose
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expression profiles do not. The feature selection step was formulated as an optimisation
problem, we looked for genes from whose expression profiles a low-dimensional projection
of good quality can be extracted. We devised an iterative optimisation procedure that
employs the GLP score, a novel measure of the goodness of a low-dimensional projection
and a gene ranking showing which genes contain information about the process. Both the
GLP score and the gene ranking were derived using Gaussian process regression models
describing the relation between the coordinates of the samples in the low-dimensional
space and the expression profiles of the genes. The contribution of this chapter is not
only in introducing the different components of the algorithm such as the RMST graph
construction algorithm, the GLP score, and the gene ranking procedure, but also the general
idea that feature selection and feature extraction can be performed simultaneously.
The framework was applied on two large microarray datasets measuring the expression
profiles of thousands of genes in different stages of the hematopoietic stem cell
differentiation process. The extracted low-dimensional representations capture main
features of the process. Samples corresponding to different stages are well separated and
the order of the different stages in the low-dimensional space resembles the corresponding
lineage tree. The projections provided several insights into the data and into the biological
process. Firstly, we showed that the transcriptomic profiles contain information about the
relation between the different cell types in the context of the stem cell differentiation
process. Secondly, with the optimisation of the low-dimensional projection we found
genes that are informative about the process as well genes that are non-informative.
In the first microarray dataset the two groups are associated with distinct GO terms:
the non-informative genes were enriched for GO terms that were not related to the
biological process under investigation. Thirdly, the procedure not only provides an intuitive
visualisation of the complex data but it can also be used as a basis for analysis of gene
expression patterns. We used the low-dimensional projection to analyse external samples.
Samples from a murine leukemic model were additionally projected to the low-dimensional
space using the non-leukemic samples as a basis. We found that the leukemic samples are
located close by to the corresponding non-leukemic samples meaning that the overall gene
expression patterns are similar. We then used the low-dimensional projection to look for
differentially expressed genes and we identified that some well known oncogenic markers
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have different patterns of expression in the leukemic samples in comparison to the non-
leukemic samples.
The algorithm we presented can be applied to investigate a wide range of cellular
processes. It has been applied to the study of the stem cell differentiation process, but it can
also be applied to datasets characterising disease development or the response of biological
systems to external stimuli. Additionally, we can study other high-dimensional processes
that have been considered from the landscape perspective as for example, protein folding
dynamics. Trajectories generated with computer simulations of protein folding dynamics
have been investigated with graph theoretical methods for dimensionality reduction (Das
et al., 2006). The approach that we propose offers several advantages. Firstly, with the
RMST we can efficiently work with in-homogeneously distributed data. Secondly, with
the feature selection algorithm we can find features that contain information about the
process. In the context of protein folding dynamics the features are the coordinates of
the atoms. Using the feature selection algorithm we could find which atoms follow the
dominant trajectory and which atoms could be viewed as exhibiting random behaviour.
In our work we assumed that the data traces the evolution of a single biological process
and that some of the genes will be correlated with the process under investigation. The
noisy genes, i.e. the genes whose expression profiles do not contain information about
the process, play a role in other biomolecular processes that act simultaneously. The
expression profiles of the noisy genes contain information about these processes. This
information was ignored in our analysis as we focused on a single biological process only.
A possible extension of the algorithm is to look for several low-dimensional representations
of the same dataset. The different low-dimensional projections will be extracted from
different subsets of genes, and will represent different processes. Each subset of genes
will correspond to groups of genes whose expression profiles are correlated with different
biomolecular processes.
The geometric hidden Markov model
In the final chapter of this thesis we investigated the third question: how to understand the
dynamics of a biomolecular system from multivariate time series data that characterises the
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system’s state during the evolution a process in time? To gain insights into the dynamics we
extracted a probabilistic model from the multivariate time series data. We assumed that the
time series data is confined to a noisy low-dimensional manifold embedded nonlinearly in
the high-dimensional space and that therefore the local neighbourhood of every observation
can be represented also in a low-dimensional space. The goal of the proposed methodology
is to extract a model that reflects the dynamics on the low-dimensional manifold.
We proposed the geometric hidden Markov model, a probabilistic model that integrates
two different approaches: a graph theoretical algorithm for dimensionality reduction and
a latent variable model for sequential data. The graph theoretical algorithm unravels the
geometry of the low-dimensional manifold by projecting the high-dimensional data to a
low-dimensional space. The projection is performed with the RMST-Isomap algorithm
that we introduced in chapter 5. Then a HMM is estimated from the multivariate time
series data. The GHMM contributes to the literature with a procedure for initialisation of
the prior beliefs for the HMM parameters using the low-dimensional projection extracted
from the high-dimensional data. In particular, the prior beliefs for the multivariate Gaussian
distributions describing the relation between the latent states and the observed data trace
the geometry of the noisy low-dimensional manifold.
We applied the methodology on time series data generated with a stochastic model
of the repressilator. The repressilator is a biochemical circuit that can exhibit oscillatory
behaviour. We wanted to find out whether the inferred GHMM can capture the dynamics
of the repressilator. The GHMM models the dynamics with a latent Markov chain and thus
to understand the behaviour of the estimated model, we studied the latent Markov chain
of the inferred GHMM. The diffusion of probability in the latent Markov chain shows the
expected long term and short term behaviour of the estimated model. The expected long
term behaviour is encoded in the stationary distribution of the latent Markov chain and
we note that is concentrated in latent states with a circular arrangement. To illustrate the
short-term behaviour we explored the diffusion of probability throughout the latent Markov
chain. It is not uniform and follows a circular orbit reflecting the oscillatory behaviour of
the repressilator. As the GHMM can have a large number of latent states, we extracted a
coarse-grained description of the model by partitioning the latent Markov chain with the
Markov stability graph partitioning algorithm. We found a partition with only six groups
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of latent states where each group of latent states corresponds to distinct gene expression
patterns of the repressilator. Furthermore, we showed that the GHMM can detect the
different patterns in multivariate trajectories generated with models of the repressilator
with different parameterisations.
A direction for future research is the application of the GHMM to experimental data or
to trajectories generated with more complex stochastic models. For example, as already
pointed out models of protein folding dynamics produce high-dimensional trajectories
tracing the positional changes of the atoms in time. These datasets have been independently
analysed with graph theoretical methods for dimensionality reduction (Das et al., 2006) and
with Markov state models (Chodera et al., 2007). For example, in the Markov state models
the different conformations of the protein have been clustered and the factor of time has
been used to determine the transition rate from one cluster to another. With the GHMM the
two approaches can be combined together in order to learn a dynamic model of the protein
folding landscape.
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Appendix A
The hidden Markov model
A.1 Introduction to the hidden Markov model
This appendix discusses the hidden Markov model (HMM) in greater detail. In particular,
we focus on the application of the HMM to multivariate time series data. The HMM is
a latent variable model for sequential data. Let the sequence of observations be denoted
by Y = [y1, . . . ,yT ], where the index shows the order of the observations and let each
observation be a D-dimensional vector (yi ∈ RD). We use the notation style and some of
the derivations presented in Bishop (2006).
The HMM uses a discrete latent space with K latent states. Every observation has
a corresponding latent variable zt, where the latent variable is a K-dimensional binary
vector (zt ∈ {0, 1}K). With the sequence of observations we associate a corresponding
sequence of latent variables (Z = [z1, . . . , zT ]). We use a 1-of-K representation for the
latent variables, i.e. only one entry of the vector is equal to one (
∑K
k=1 zt(k) = 1). The
latent state corresponding to the entry equal to one accounts for the observation.
There are two important assumptions made in the HMM. The first assumption is that
the dynamics in the latent space are Markovian. Therefore, the probability distribution
of a latent variable depends only on the latent variable in the previous period. The second
assumption is that the probability of a given observation depends only on the corresponding
latent variable. Therefore conditioned on the latent variable the probability distribution of
an observation is independent from the other observations and the other latent variables.
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With these two assumptions the joint distribution of the observations and the latent variables
can be factorised as we will see in this chapter.
The HMM has three components:
1. a probability distribution of the latent variable in the first time period: p(z1|θ)
2. a model of dynamics in the latent space: p(zt+1|zt,θ)
3. a model of the emission probabilities, quantifying the likelihood of an observation
conditioning on a latent variable: p(yt|zt,θ)
where θ denotes all HMM parameters. A main feature of latent variable models is that
the latent variables are not observed and have to be estimated from the data. Combining
the three components of the HMM we can compute the conditional joint probability
distribution of the latent variables and the observed data:
P (Y,Z|θ) = p(z1|θ)
[
T−1∏
t=1
p(zt+1|zt,θ)
][
T∏
t=1
p(yt|zt,θ)
]
(A.1)
The probability distribution of the latent variable in the first time period is specified by
a multinomial distribution controlled by a parameter pi:
p(z1|pi) =
K∏
k=1
pi(k)z1(k), (A.2)
where pi is a K-dimensional vector (pi(i) ≥ 0,∑Kk=1 pi(k) = 0). The corresponding prior
distribution for the parameter pi is the Dirichlet distribution:
p(pi|u0pi) = Dir(pi|u0pi) =
Γ
(∑K
k=1 u
0
pi(k)
)
Γ(u0pi(1)) . . .Γ(u
0
pi(K))
K∏
k=1
pi(k)(u
0
pi(k)−1) (A.3)
where Γ(.) is the gamma function and u0pi is a K-dimensional vector (u
0
pi ∈ RK+ ).
The dynamics in the latent space are described by a latent Markov chain with a
stochastic transition matrix A. The probability of transition from the ith latent state to
the jth latent state is equal to A(i, j). The probability of a latent variable conditioning on
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the latent variable in the previous period is equal to:
p(zt+1|zt,A) =
K∏
k=1
K∏
l=1
A(k, l)zt(k)zt+1(l) (A.4)
The transition probabilities from the ith latent state to any other latent state is defined by
the ith row of the stochastic matrix A. We consider that the transition probabilities from
the different latent states are independent variables:
p(A) =
K∏
k=1
p(Ai) (A.5)
The prior distribution for a row of the stochastic transition matrix is the Dirichlet
distribution:
p(Ai|u0A) = Dir(Ai|u0A) =
Γ
(∑K
k=1 u
0
A(k)
)
Γ(u0A(1)) . . .Γ(u
0
A(K))
K∏
k=1
A(i, k)(u
0
A(k)−1), (A.6)
where u0A ∈ RK+ . As we are interested in modelling multivariate observations, we use the
multivariate Gaussian distribution to model the emission probabilities. The probability of
observation yt conditioning on the corresponding latent variable zt is defined as:
p(yt|zt) =
K∏
k=1
[N (yt|µk,Λ−1k )]zt(k) , (A.7)
where the parameters of the multivariate Gaussian distribution are the mean vector µk
and the precision matrix Λk, i.e. the inverse of the covariance matrix. Let φ be a set
with all parameters of the emission probabilities : φ = {µ1,Λ1, . . . ,µK ,ΛK}. The
prior distribution for the mean vector and the precision matrix is the Gaussian-Wishart
distribution:
p(µk,Λk) = N (µk|µ0k, (β0Λ0k)−1)W(Λ0k|W0k, ν0) (A.8)
with parameters β0, ν0,µ0k,W
0
k.
Given the three components of the HMM we can compute the joint probability over the
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observed data and the latent variables :
p(Y,Z|θ) = p(z1|pi)
[
T−1∏
t=1
p(zt+1|zt,A)
][
T∏
t=1
p(yt|zt,φ)
]
(A.9)
The joint distribution factorises due to the assumptions that the dynamics in the latent space
are Markovian and that the probability of an observation depends only on the corresponding
latent variable.
A.2 The variational Bayes framework
In the Bayesian approach for model inference, the posterior distribution of the model
parameters and the latent variables has to be estimated. As the posterior distribution can
not be estimated directly, we consider an approach for approximate Bayesian inference.
In frameworks for approximate Bayesian inference an approximate distribution q(θ,Z)
that is similar to the posterior distribution p(θ,Z|Y) is estimated. Here we consider the
variational Bayes framework (Hinton and van Camp, 1993; Bishop, 2006) that estimates
an approximate distribution that is similar to the posterior by minimisation of the Kullback-
Leibler divergence between the approximate distribution and the posterior distribution
(Kullback and Leibler, 1951). The Kullkack-Leibler divergence has a non-negative value
and it is equal to zero when the two distributions are equivalent. As a direct minimisation of
the Kullback-Leibler divergence requires the estimation of the posterior, the VB framework
shows how the minimisation of the KL divergence can be reformulated as a simpler
problem. The log marginal-likelihood of the data can be decomposed into two terms:
log p(X) =
∑
Z
∫
q(θ,Z) log p(X)dθ =
∑
Z
∫
q(θ,Z) log
p(X,Z,θ)
p(θ,Z|X) dθ
=
∑
Z
∫
q(θ,Z) log
p(X,Z,θ)q(θ,Z)
p(θ,Z|X)q(θ,Z) dθ
=
∑
Z
∫
q(θ,Z) log
p(X,Z,θ)
q(θ,Z)
dθ −
∑
Z
∫
q(θ,Z) log
p(θ,Z|X)
q(θ,Z)
dθ
= L(q) +KL(q||p) ,
(A.10)
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the variational free energy (L(q)) and the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL(q||p)).
Therefore, the minimisation of the Kullback-Leibler divergence is equivalent to the
maximisation of the variational free energy.
A.3 Inference of a hidden Markov model using the variational Bayes
framework
The VB procedure for learning of a HMM from a sequence with discrete observations was
introduced in MacKay (1997). As the observations were discrete variables the emission
probabilities were modelled with multinomial distributions. Here we extend the results and
consider that the observations are multivariate vectors and that the corresponding emission
probabilities are multivariate Gaussian distributions. We assume that the approximate
distribution has a simple form, i.e. the variables are independent:
q(θ,Z) = qpi(pi)
[
K∏
k=1
qA(Ai)
][
K∏
k=1
q(µ,Λ)(µk,Λk)
]
qZ(Z) =
L∏
i=1
qi(Si), (A.11)
where Si is the ith variable. Note that in the VB framework, both the model parameters and
the latent variables are treated in the same way. In the VB framework, the variational free
energy is maximised iteratively. In every iteration each of the approximate distributions is
updated in the following way:
qi(Si) =
exp(Ej 6=i[log p(Y,S)])∫
exp(Ej 6=i[log p(Y,S)])dSi
=
1
M
exp(Ej 6=i[log p(Y,S)]) (A.12)
where M is a normalisation constant and E[.] is an expectation taken with respect to the
approximate distributions. For the sake of simplicity we will derive the log-distributions:
log qi(Si) = Ej 6=i[log p(Y,S)] + const. (A.13)
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The joint distribution of the data and the parameters (HMM parameters and the latent
variables) is equal to:
p(Y,S) = p(Y,Z,θ) = p(Y,Z|θ)p(θ)
= p(z1|pi)
[
T−1∏
t
p(zt+1|zt,A)
][
T∏
t=1
p(yt|zt,φ)
]
p(A)p(pi)p(φ)
(A.14)
First, we introduce the approximate distributions for the HMM parameters and we then
discuss the approximate distribution for the latent variables. The approximate distribution
of the model parameter pi is:
log q(pi) = E[log p(Y,S)]Si 6=pi + const.
= 〈log p(θ) + log p(Y,Z|θ)〉q(Z)q(φ)q(A) + const.
= log p(pi) + 〈log p(z1|pi)〉q(Z) + const.
=
K∑
i=1
(u0pi(i)− 1) logpi(i) +
K∑
i=1
〈z1(i)〉q(Z) logpi(i) + const.
=
K∑
i=1
(u0pi(i) + 〈z1(i)〉q(Z) − 1) logpi(i) + const.
(A.15)
The approximate distribution is the following Dirichlet distribution:
q(pi) = Dir(pi|upi)
upi(i) = u
0
pi(i) + 〈z1(i)〉q(Z)
(A.16)
The approximate distribution for a row in the transition matrix is:
log q(Ai) = E[log p(Y,S)]Sj 6=Ai + const.
= 〈log p(θ) + log p(Y,Z|θ)〉q(Z)q(pi)q(φ)q(A−i) + const.
= log p(Ai) +
T−1∑
t=1
〈log p(zt+1|zt(i) = 1,Ai)〉q(Z) + const.
=
K∑
j=1
(u0A(j)− 1) log A(i, j) +
K∑
j=1
T−1∑
t=1
〈zt(i)zt+1(j)〉q(Z) log A(i, j) + const.
=
K∑
j=1
(
u0A(j)− 1 +
T−1∑
t=1
〈zt(i)zt+1(j)〉q(Z)
)
log A(i, j) + const.
(A.17)
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The approximate distribution for the transition probabilities from a given latent state is the
following Dirichlet distribution:
q(Ai) = Dir(Ai|uAi)
uAi(j) = u
0
A(j) +
T−1∑
t=1
〈zt(i)zt+1(j)〉q(Z)
(A.18)
The approximate distribution for the mean and the precision matrix of the multivariate
Gaussian distribution is:
log q(µk,Λk) = E[log p(Y,S)]Si 6={µk,Λk} + const.
= 〈log p(θ) + log p(Y,Z|θ)〉q(Z)q(φ−k)q(A)q(pi) + const.
= log p(µk,Λk) +
T∑
t=1
〈log p(yt|zt)〉q(Z) + const.
= log p(µk,Λk) +
T∑
t=1
〈zt(k)〉q(Z) logN (yt|µk,Λ−1k ) + const.
(A.19)
For the sake of simplicity we introduce the following variables:
rt(k) = 〈zt(k)〉q(Z)
Nk =
T∑
t=1
rt(k)
y¯k =
1
Nk
T∑
t=1
rt(k)yt
Sk =
1
Nk
T∑
t=1
rt(k)(yt − y¯k)(yt − y¯k)T
(A.20)
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The approximate distribution is a Gaussian-Wishart distribution with the following
parameters:
q(µk,Λk) = N (µk|mk, (βkΛk)−1)W(Λk|Wk, νk)
βk = β
0 +Nk
mk =
1
βk
(β0µ0k +Nky¯k)
νk = ν
0 +Nk
Wk =
(
(W0k)
−1 +NkSk +
β0Nk
β0 +Nk
(y¯k − µ0k)(y¯k − µ0k)T
)−1
(A.21)
We note that the approximate distributions for the HMM parameters are the same as the
corresponding prior distributions. The approximate distribution for the mean vector and the
precision matrix is the Normal-Wishart distribution. The approximate distribution for the
probability of the different latent states in the first time period is the Dirichlet distribution.
The approximate distribution for a row of the stochastic transition matrix is again the
Dirichlet distribution. The updating procedure requires the following two expectations
computed using the approximate distribution for the latent variables: 〈zt(k)〉q(Z) and
〈zt(i)zt+1(j)〉q(Z).
Next we look at the approximate distribution for the latent variable Z:
log q(Z) = E[log p(Y,Z|θ)]S 6=Z + const.
= 〈logP (Z|Y,θ)〉q(θ) + const.
=
K∑
i=1
z1(i) 〈logpi(i)〉q(pi) +
T−1∑
t=1
K∑
i=1
K∑
j=1
zt(i)z(t+1)(j) 〈log A(i, j)〉q(A)
+
T∑
t=1
K∑
i=1
zt(i)
〈
logN (yt|µi,Λ−1i )
〉
q(φ)
+ const.
(A.22)
The approximate distribution for the latent variables specifies a new HMM with a
different probability distribution in the first time period p˜i, a different transition matrix
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A˜, and different emission probabilities:
p˜i(i) = 〈logpi(i)〉q(pi)
A˜(i, j) = 〈log A(i, j)〉q(Ai)
p˜(yt|zt(i) = 1) =
〈
logN (yt|µi,Λ−1i )
〉
q(µi,Λi)
(A.23)
We use the approximate distributions derived for the HMM parameters q(pi),q(Ai),
q(µk,Λk) to estimate the expected values:
〈log A(i, j)〉q(Ai) = ψ(uAi(j))− ψ
(
K∑
k=1
uAi(k)
)
〈logpi(i)〉q(pi) = ψ(upi(i))− ψ
(
K∑
k=1
upi(k)
)
〈
logN (yt|µi,Λ−1i )
〉
q(µi,Λi)
= −D
2
log 2pi − D
2βi
+
1
2
E[log |Λi|]− νi
2
(yt − µi)TWi(yt − µi),
(A.24)
where ψ(.) is the digamma function. The term E[log |Λi|] is equal to:
E[log |Λi|] =
D∑
j=1
ψ
(
νk + 1− j
2
)
+D log 2 + log |Wi| (A.25)
We use the forward-backward recursion (Rabiner, 1989) in order to estimate the
distribution of the latent variables for this new HMM from the data and to derive 〈zt(k)〉q(Z)
and 〈zt(i)zt+1(j)〉q(Z). We need to estimate the following two probability distributions from
the new HMM:
γ(zt) = p˜(zt|Y) = p˜(Y|zt)p˜(zt)
p˜(Y)
ξ(zt−1, zt) = p˜(zt−1, zt|Y)
(A.26)
We use the following standard notation:
α(zt) ≡ p˜(y1, . . . ,yt, zt)
β(zt) ≡ p˜(yt+1, . . . ,yT |zt)
(A.27)
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The probability distributions we are interested in can be factorised as:
γ(zt) =
α(zt)β(zt)
p˜(Y)
ξ(zt−1, zt) =
α(zt−1)p˜(yt|zt)p˜(zt|zt−1)β(zt)
p˜(Y)
(A.28)
The distributions α(zt) and β(zt) can be estimated recursively with the forward-backward
recursion (Rabiner, 1989) (also known as the Baum-Welch algorithm (Baum, 1972)).
α(zt) = p˜(yt|zt)
∑
zt−1
α(zt−1)p˜(zt|zt−1)
β(zt) =
∑
zt+1
β(zt+1)p˜(zt+1|zt)p˜(yt+1|zt+1)
p(Y) =
∑
zt
α(zt)β(zt)
(A.29)
These results are the basis for the following iterative procedure of the VB framework. In
every iteration we perform the following two steps. In the first step, we use the approximate
distributions of the HMM parameters to construct a new HMM. We perform the forward-
backward recursion in order to estimate the expectations over the latent variables. In the
second step, we use the results obtained with the forward-backward recursion to update
the approximate distributions for the parameters of the original HMM. As these steps are
reminiscent of the steps in the Expectation Maximization algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977),
they are often referred to as the VB-E and the VB-M step.
A.4 Distributions
The presented HMM was based on the following five distributions, which we describe for
the sake of completeness. More details about these distributions can be found in (Bishop,
2006).
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Gaussian distribution
The mutlivariate Gaussian distribution for a D-dimensional vector is defined by a mean
vector µ and a covariance matrix Σ:
N (x|µ,Σ) = 1
(2pi)D/2
1
|Σ|1/2 exp
(
−1
2
(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ)
)
(A.30)
Often it is more easier to work with the precision matrix Λ, i.e. the inverse of the covariance
matrix (Λ ≡ Σ−1).
Wishart distribution
The Wishart distribution is the conjugate prior distribution for the precision matrix of the
multivariate Gaussian distribution:
W(Λ|W, ν) = B(W, ν)|Λ|(ν−D−1)/2 exp
(
−1
2
Tr(W−1Λ)
)
(A.31)
where
B(W, ν) ≡ |W|(−ν/2)
(
2(νD/2)piD(D−1)/4
D∏
i=1
Γ
(
ν + 1− i
2
))−1
(A.32)
Gaussian-Wishart distribution
The Gaussian-Wishart distribution (or Normal-Wishart) is the conjugate prior distribution
for the mean and for the precision matrix of a multivariate Normal distribution:
p(µ,Λ|m, β,W, ν) = N (µ|m, (βΛ)−1)W(Λ|W, ν) (A.33)
and has four parameters (m, β,W, ν).
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Multinomial distribution
The multinomial distribution is defined over a K-dimensional binary vector x (x ∈
{0, 1}K) with only one entry equal to one (∑Kk=1 x(k) = 1).
p(x|µ) =
K∏
k=1
µ(k)x(k), (A.34)
where µ ∈ RK ,µ(k) ≥ 0,∑Kk=1µ(k) = 1.
Dirichlet distribution
The Dirichlet distribution is the conjugate prior distribution of the multinomial distribution:
Dir(µ|α) = C(α)
K∏
k=1
µ(k)(α(k)−1) (A.35)
where α ∈ RK+ and the term C(α) is equal to:
C(α) =
Γ(
∑K
k=1 α(k))
Γ(α(1)) . . .Γ(α(K))
(A.36)
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Figure B.1: Continuous models of four genes in the Mo10ST dataset were estimated with
the GPR. The continuous models show how the gene expression patterns change in the
different stages of the process.
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Figure B.2: The optimal Isomap projection of the Mo10ST datset does not reveal the
structure of the hematopoietic stem cell differentiation process.
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Figure B.3: The GLP scores of the projections extracted from the Mo10ST dataset in the
optimisation procedure using the RMST-Isomap algorithm and using the Isomap algorithm.
The GLP scores of the projections obtained with the RMST-Isomap algorithm have much
lower values showing that the RMST-Isomap algorithm performs better in comparison to
Isomap.
Figure B.4: A hierarchical clustering analysis was performed on the expression profiles
of the core and the informative genes in the Mo10ST dataset. A continuous model of the
average expression in every cluster was estimated with the GPR.
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Figure B.5: The optimal Isomap projection of the Mo4302 datset does not reveal the
structure of the hematopoietic stem cell differentiation process.
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Figure B.6: The GLP scores of the projections extracted from the Mo4302 dataset in the
optimisation procedure using the RMST-Isomap and using the Isomap algorithm. The
GLP scores of the projections obtained with the RMST-Isomap algorithm have much lower
values showing that the RMST-Isomap algorithm performs better in comparison to Isomap.
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Figure B.7: The optimal PCA projection of the Mo4302 datset does not reveal the structure
of the hematopoietic stem cell differentiation process.
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Figure B.8: The GLP scores of the projections extracted from the Mo4302 dataset in the
optimisation procedure using the RMST-Isomap algorithm and PCA. The GLP scores of the
projections obtained with the RMST-Isomap algorithm have much lower values showing
that the RMST-Isomap algorithm performs better in comparison to PCA.
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Figure B.9: The GLP scores of the projections extracted from the Mo4302 dataset in the
optimisation procedure using the RMST-Isomap algorithm. The projection estimated from
the expression profiles of all genes has a large GLP score, and has a structure that is
not clearly resolved. The optimal projection found in the ensemble of solutions has a
tree-shaped geometry and closely resembles the lineage tree of hematopoietic stem cell
differentiation.
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Figure B.10: The proportion of core, informative, and noninformative genes in the Mo4302
and in the Mo10ST dataset. Whereas in the Mo4302 dataset most genes are classified as
noninformative, in the Mo10ST dataset the core genes constitute the largest group.
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Supplementary tables
Dataset Cell Type Microarrays
E-GEOD-10246 b-follicular GSM258663.CEL GSM258664.CEL
cd4sp GSM258783.CEL GSM258784.CEL
cd8sp GSM258785.CEL GSM258786.CEL
cmp GSM258641.CEL GSM258642.CEL
dp GSM258781.CEL GSM258782.CEL
gmp GSM258665.CEL GSM258666.CEL
granulocytes GSM258667.CEL GSM258668.CEL
marginal-b GSM258621.CEL GSM258622.CEL
mep GSM258719.CEL GSM258720.CEL
nk GSM258731.CEL GSM258732.CEL
tcd4 GSM258773.CEL GSM258774.CEL
tcd8 GSM258775.CEL GSM258776.CEL
E-GEOD-10627 clp GSM267856.CEL GSM267857.CEL
GSM267858.CEL GSM267859.CEL
GSM267860.CEL GSM267861.CEL
GSM267862.CEL GSM267863.CEL
cmp GSM267847.CEL GSM267848.CEL
GSM267849.CEL GSM267850.CEL
GSM267851.CEL GSM267852.CEL
GSM267853.CEL GSM267854.CEL
GSM267855.CEL
gmp GSM267842.CEL GSM267843.CEL GSM267844.CEL
GSM267845.CEL GSM267846.CEL
hsc GSM267864.CEL GSM267865.CEL GSM267866.CEL
GSM267867.CEL GSM267868.CEL
E-GEOD-12421 eplm GSM312029.CEL GSM312030.CEL GSM312031.CEL
preb GSM312035.CEL GSM312037.CEL
E-GEOD-13693 myeloblasts GSM344320.CEL GSM344321.CEL GSM344322.CEL
GSM344325.CEL GSM344326.CEL GSM344328.CEL
neutrophils GSM344315.CEL GSM344318.CEL
E-GEOD-14833 cfue GSM371213.CEL GSM371214.CEL GSM371215.CEL
dn1 GSM371218.CEL GSM371219.CEL GSM371220.CEL
gm GSM371221.CEL GSM371222.CEL
gmp GSM371223.CEL GSM371224.CEL GSM371225.CEL
igm sp GSM371226.CEL GSM371227.CEL
lmpp GSM371228.CEL GSM371229.CEL GSM371230.CEL
GSM371231.CEL GSM371232.CEL
lthsc GSM371234.CEL
nkmature GSM371242.CEL GSM371243.CEL
preb GSM371244.CEL GSM371245.CEL
GSM371246.CEL GSM371247.CEL
precfue GSM371248.CEL GSM371249.CEL GSM371250.CEL
prob GSM371251.CEL GSM371252.CEL
proe GSM371253.CEL GSM371254.CEL GSM371255.CEL
sthsc GSM371256.CEL GSM371257.CEL
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E-GEOD-15330 gmp GSM385199.CEL GSM385200.CEL GSM385201.CEL
hsc GSM385190.CEL GSM385191.CEL GSM385192.CEL
lmpp GSM385193.CEL GSM385194.CEL GSM385195.CEL
mep GSM385196.CEL GSM385197.CEL GSM385198.CEL
prob GSM385202.CEL GSM385203.CEL GSM385204.CEL
E-GEOD-18669 hsc GSM463711.CEL GSM463712.CEL GSM463713.CEL
mpp GSM463714.CEL GSM463715.CEL GSM463716.CEL
premege GSM463717.CEL GSM463718.CEL
GSM463719.CEL GSM463720.CEL
tcd4 GSM463721.CEL GSM463722.CEL
E-GEOD-20244 alp GSM507378.CEL GSM507379.CEL GSM507380.CEL
cmp GSM507372.CEL GSM507373.CEL GSM507374.CEL
dn1 GSM507381.CEL GSM507382.CEL GSM507383.CEL
dn2 GSM507384.CEL GSM507385.CEL GSM507386.CEL
dn3 GSM507387.CEL GSM507388.CEL GSM507389.CEL
gmp GSM507375.CEL GSM507376.CEL GSM507377.CEL
mpp GSM507364.CEL GSM507365.CEL GSM507366.CEL
GSM507367.CEL GSM507368.CEL GSM507369.CEL
GSM507370.CEL GSM507371.CEL
E-GEOD-21546 dp GSM538419.CEL GSM538420.CEL GSM538421.CEL
GSM538422.CEL GSM538423.CEL GSM538424.CEL
E-GEOD-27787 b GSM686644 B220 + 1.CEL GSM686645 B220 + 2.CEL
erythroblast GSM686654 Ter119 + 1.CEL GSM686655 Ter119 + 2.CEL
hsc GSM686636 CD34 - KSL 3.CEL
GSM686637 CD34 - KSL 4.CEL
mpp GSM686638 CD34 + KSL 3.CEL
GSM686639 CD34 + KSL 4.CEL
neutrophils GSM686656 Gr1 + 1.CEL GSM686657 Gr1 + 2.CEL
nk GSM686650 NK1.1 + 1.CEL GSM686651 NK1.1 + 2.CEL
nkt GSM686652 NKT 1.CEL GSM686653 NKT 2.CEL
tcd4 GSM686646 CD4 + T 1.CEL GSM686647 CD4 + T 2.CEL
tcd8 GSM686648 CD8 + T 1.CEL GSM686649 CD8 + T 2.CEL
E-GEOD-4142 memory b GSM94768.CEL GSM94771.CEL GSM94772.CEL
plasma b GSM94747.CEL GSM94762.CEL GSM94763.CEL
E-GEOD-4332 lthsc GSM98876.CEL GSM98877.CEL GSM98878.CEL
GSM98879.CEL GSM98880.CEL GSM98881.CEL
GSM98882.CEL GSM98883.CEL
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E-GEOD-6506 b GSM149591.CEL GSM149592.CEL
granulocytes GSM149595.CEL GSM149596.CEL
lthsc GSM149579.CEL GSM149580.CEL
monocytes GSM149594.CEL
nk GSM149581.CEL GSM149582.CEL
nucleated erythrocytes GSM149597.CEL GSM149598.CEL
tcd4 GSM149583.CEL GSM149584.CEL
tcd8 GSM149585.CEL GSM149586.CEL
E-GEOD-7784 dn2 GSM188611.CEL GSM188612.CEL
GSM188613.CEL GSM188614.CEL
dn3 GSM188615.CEL GSM188616.CEL
GSM188617.CEL GSM188618.CEL
dn4 GSM188619.CEL GSM188620.CEL
GSM188621.CEL GSM188622.CEL
E-GEOD-19142 clp GSM474589.CEL GSM474590.CEL
GSM474591.CEL GSM474592.CEL
E-GEOD-27402 clp GSM677591.CEL GSM677592.CEL
Table B.1: The Mo4302 dataset consists of 223 Affymetrix Mouse Genome 430.2
microarrays characterising the transcriptome of 42 cell types.
Cell Type Microarray
gmp GSM267869.CEL GSM267870.CEL
GSM267871.CEL GSM267872.CEL
cmp GSM267873.CEL GSM267874.CEL GSM267875.CEL
GSM267876.CEL GSM267877.CEL GSM267878.CEL
GSM267879.CEL GSM267880.CEL
clp GSM267881.CEL GSM267882.CEL GSM267883.CEL
GSM267884.CEL GSM267885.CEL GSM267886.CEL
GSM267887.CEL
hsc GSM267888.CEL GSM267889.CEL GSM267890.CEL
GSM267891.CEL GSM267892.CEL
Table B.2: Microarrays from the E-GEOD-10627 dataset characterising the transcriptome
of four cell types in a MLL-AF9 murine leukimic model.
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B.B1a GSM538222 EA07068 56615 MoGene B1a.PC #1.CEL
GSM538223 EA07068 56616 MoGene B1a.PC #2.CEL
GSM538224 EA07068 56617 MoGene B1a.PC #3.CEL
GSM538225 EA07068 56624 MoGene B1a.Sp #1.CEL
GSM538226 EA07068 56625 MoGene B1a.Sp #2.CEL
GSM538227 EA07068 56626 MoGene B1a.Sp #3.CEL
GSM854229 EA07068 105230 MoGene B1A.SP 1.CEL
GSM854230 EA07068 105231 MoGene B1A.SP 2.CEL
GSM854231 EA07068 105232 MoGene B1A.SP 3.CEL
B.B1b GSM538228 EA07068 56618 MoGene B1b.PC #1.CEL
GSM538229 EA07068 56619 MoGene B1b.PC #2.CEL
GSM538230 EA07068 56620 MoGene B1b.PC #3.CEL
B.FO GSM777019 EA07068 124592 MOGENE1 0STV1 B.FO.LN 1.CEL
GSM777020 EA07068 124593 MOGENE1 0STV1 B.FO.LN 2.CEL
GSM777021 EA07068 124589 MOGENE1 0STV1 B.FO.MLN 1.CEL
GSM777022 EA07068 124590 MOGENE1 0STV1 B.FO.MLN 2.CEL
GSM777023 EA07068 124591 MOGENE1 0STV1 B.FO.MLN 3.CEL
GSM538198 EA07068 56621 MoGene B.Fo.PC #1.CEL
GSM538199 EA07068 56622 MoGene B.Fo.PC #2.CEL
GSM538200 EA07068 56623 MoGene B.Fo.PC #3.CEL
GSM538201 EA07068 80058 MoGene B6SPLFO#1.CEL
GSM538202 EA07068 80059 MoGene B6SPLFO#2.CEL
GSM538203 EA07068 80060 MoGene B6SPLFO#3.CEL
B.FRE GSM399438 EA07068 54191 MoGene B.FrE.BM #2.CEL
GSM399439 EA07068 56613 MoGene B.FrE.BM #3.CEL
GSM476652 EA07068 52807 MoGene B.FrE.BM #1.CEL
B.FRF GSM476653 EA07068 52808 MoGene B.FrF.BM #1.CEL
GSM399440 EA07068 54192 MoGene B.FrF.BM #2.CEL
GSM399441 EA07068 56614 MoGene B.FrF.BM #3.CEL
B.GC GSM538207 EA07068 80057 MoGene B.GC.SP#1.CEL
GSM538208 EA07068 81307 MoGene B.GC.SP#2.CEL
GSM538209 EA07068 81308 MoGene B.GC.SP#3.CEL
B.MZ GSM538210 EA07068 56627 MoGene B.MZ.Sp #1.CEL
GSM538211 EA07068 56628 MoGene B.MZ.Sp #2.CEL
GSM538212 EA07068 56629 MoGene B.MZ.Sp #3.CEL
B.PL.AA4+220+ GSM777024 EA07068 124580 MOGENE1 0STV1 B.PL.AA4+220+.BM 1.CEL
GSM777025 EA07068 124581 MOGENE1 0STV1 B.PL.AA4+220+.BM 2.CEL
GSM777026 EA07068 124582 MOGENE1 0STV1 B.PL.AA4+220+.BM 3.CEL
B.PL.AA4+220– GSM777027 EA07068 124583 MOGENE1 0STV1 B.PL.AA4+220-.BM 1.CEL
GSM777028 EA07068 124584 MOGENE1 0STV1 B.PL.AA4+220.BM 2.CEL
GSM777029 EA07068 124585 MOGENE1 0STV1 B.PL.AA4+220.BM 3.CEL
B.PL.AA4- GSM777030 EA07068 124587 MOGENE1 0STV1 B.PL.AA4.BM 2.CEL
GSM777031 EA07068 124588 MOGENE1 0STV1 B.PL.AA4.BM 3.CEL
B.T1 GSM538213 EA07068 56630 MoGene B.T1.Sp #1.CEL
GSM538214 EA07068 56631 MoGene B.T1.Sp #2.CEL
GSM538215 EA07068 56632 MoGene B.T1.Sp #3.CEL
B.T2 GSM538216 EA07068 56633 MoGene B.T2.Sp #1.CEL
GSM538217 EA07068 56634 MoGene B.T2.Sp #2.CEL
GSM538218 EA07068 56635 MoGene B.T2.Sp #3.CEL
B.T3 GSM538219 EA07068 56636 MoGene B.T3.Sp #1.CEL
GSM538220 EA07068 56637 MoGene B.T3.Sp #2.CEL
GSM538221 EA07068 56638 MoGene B.T3.Sp #3.CEL
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granulocytes GSM854303 EA07068 121819 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.ARTH.BM 1.CEL
GSM854304 EA07068 121820 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.ARTH.BM 2.CEL
GSM854305 EA07068 121821 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.ARTH.BM 3.CEL
GSM854338 EA07068 121822 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.ARTH.SYNF 1.CEL
GSM854339 EA07068 121823 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.ARTH.SYNF 2.CEL
GSM854340 EA07068 121824 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.ARTH.SYNF 3.CEL
GSM854306 EA07068 124595 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.BL 1.CEL
GSM854307 EA07068 124596 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.BL 2.CEL
GSM854308 EA07068 124597 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.BL 3.CEL
GSM605846 EA07068 108764 MoGene GN.BM#1.CEL
GSM605847 EA07068 108765 MoGene GN.BM#2.CEL
GSM605848 EA07068 108766 MoGene GN.BM#3.CEL
GSM605849 EA07068 108767 MoGene GN.BM#4.CEL
GSM854309 EA07068 124598 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.THIO.PC 1.CEL
GSM854310 EA07068 124599 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.THIO.PC 2.CEL
GSM854311 EA07068 124600 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.THIO.PC 3.CEL
GSM854312 EA07068 121825 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.URAC.PC 1.CEL
GSM854313 EA07068 121826 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.URAC.PC 2.CEL
GSM854314 EA07068 121827 MOGENE1 0STV1 GN.URAC.PC 3.CEL
MO.6C+II+ GSM605868 EA07068 96442 MoGene MO.6C+II+.BL#1.CEL
GSM605869 EA07068 96443 MoGene MO.6C+II+.BL#2.CEL
GSM605870 EA07068 96444 MoGene MO.6C+II+.BL#3.CEL
GSM605871 EA07068 103613 MoGene MO.6C+II+.BL#4.CEL
MO.6C+II- GSM605872 EA07068 96439 MoGene MO.6C+II.BL#1.CEL
GSM605873 EA07068 96440 MoGene MO.6C+II.BL#2.CEL
GSM605874 EA07068 96441 MoGene MO.6C+II.BL#3.CEL
GSM854329 EA07068 111353 MoGene MO.6C+II.BM 1.CEL
GSM854330 EA07068 111354 MoGene MO.6C+II.BM 2.CEL
GSM854331 EA07068 111355 MoGene MO.6C+II.BM 3.CEL
GSM605875 EA07068 103577 MoGene MO.6C+II.LN#1.CEL
GSM605876 EA07068 103578 MoGene MO.6C+II.LN#2.CEL
GSM605877 EA07068 103579 MoGene MO.6C+II.LN#3.CEL
MO.6C-II+ GSM605878 EA07068 96448 MoGene MO.6CII+.BL#1.CEL
GSM605879 EA07068 103617 MoGene MO.6CII+.BL#4.CEL
MO.6C-II- GSM605883 EA07068 96446 MoGene MO.6CII.BL#2.CEL
GSM605884 EA07068 96447 MoGene MO.6CII.BL#3.CEL
GSM605885 EA07068 103621 MoGene MO.6CII.BL#4.CEL
GSM854332 EA07068 111356 MoGene MO.6CII.BM 1.CEL
GSM854333 EA07068 111357 MoGene MO.6CII.BM 2.CEL
GSM854334 EA07068 111358 MoGene MO.6CII.BM 3.CEL
MO.6C-IIINT GSM605886 EA07068 96450 MoGene MO.6CIIINT.BL#1.CEL
GSM605887 EA07068 96451 MoGene MO.6CIIINT.BL#2.CEL
GSM605888 EA07068 96452 MoGene MO.6CIIINT.BL#3.CEL
GSM605889 EA07068 103619 MoGene MO.6CIIINT.BL#4.CEL
GSM605890 EA07068 103620 MoGene MO.6CIIINT.BL#5.CEL
NK.49CI+ GSM538285 EA07068 96472 MoGene NK.49CI+.SP#1@N2.CEL
GSM538286 EA07068 96473 MoGene NK.49CI+.SP#2.CEL
GSM538287 EA07068 96474 MoGene NK.49CI+.SP#3.CEL
NK.49CI- GSM538288 EA07068 96475 MoGene NK.49CI.SP#1@N2.CEL
GSM538289 EA07068 96476 MoGene NK.49CI.SP#2.CEL
GSM538290 EA07068 96477 MoGene NK.49CI.SP#3.CEL
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NK.49H+ GSM605814 EA07068 108027 MoGene NK.49H+.SP#1.CEL
GSM605815 EA07068 108028 MoGene NK.49H+.SP#2.CEL
GSM605816 EA07068 108029 MoGene NK.49H+.SP#3.CEL
NK.49H- GSM605817 EA07068 108030 MoGene NK.49H.SP#1.CEL
GSM605818 EA07068 108031 MoGene NK.49H.SP#2.CEL
GSM605819 EA07068 108032 MoGene NK.49H.SP#3.CEL
NK.NK GSM538315 EA07068 86161 MoGene NK.SP#7.CEL
GSM538316 EA07068 86162 MoGene NK.SP#8.CEL
GSM538317 EA07068 86163 MoGene NK.SP#9.CEL
NKT.4+ GSM538318 EA07068 91097 MoGene NKT.4+.LV#1.CEL
GSM538319 EA07068 91098 MoGene NKT.4+.LV#2.CEL
GSM538320 EA07068 91099 MoGene NKT.4+.LV#3.CEL
GSM538321 EA07068 91100 MoGene NKT.4+.LV#4.CEL
GSM538322 EA07068 91091 MoGene NKT.4+.SP#1.CEL
GSM538323 EA07068 91092 MoGene NKT.4+.SP#2.CEL
GSM538324 EA07068 91093 MoGene NKT.4+.SP#3.CEL
NKT.4- GSM538325 EA07068 91101 MoGene NKT.4.LV#1.CEL
cGSM538326 EA07068 91102 MoGene NKT.4.LV#2.CEL
cGSM538327 EA07068 96457 MoGene NKT.4.LV#3.CEL
GSM538328 EA07068 96456 MoGene NKT.4.LV#4.CEL
GSM538329 EA07068 91094 MoGene NKT.4.SP#1.CEL
GSM538330 EA07068 91095 MoGene NKT.4.SP#2.CEL
GSM538331 EA07068 91096 MoGene NKT.4.SP#3.CEL
NKT.44+NK1.1+ GSM538332 EA07068 91103 MoGene NKT.44+NK1.1+.TH#1.CEL
GSM538333 EA07068 91104 MoGene NKT.44+NK1.1+.TH#2.CEL
GSM538334 EA07068 96458 MoGene NKT.44+NK1.1+.TH#4.CEL
NKT.44+NK1.1- GSM538335 EA07068 91105 MoGene NKT.44+NK1.1.TH#1.CEL
GSM538336 EA07068 91106 MoGene NKT.44+NK1.1.TH#2.CEL
GSM538337 EA07068 96455 MoGene NKT.44+NK1.1.TH#3.CEL
NKT.44-NK1.1- GSM538338 EA07068 96453 MoGene NKT.44NK1.1.TH#1.CEL
GSM538339 EA07068 96454 MoGene NKT.44NK1.1.TH#2.CEL
PROB.CLP GSM538343 EA07068 52801 MoGene proB.CLP.BM #1.CEL
GSM538345 EA07068 81296 MoGene PROB.CLP.BM#4.CEL
GSM538346 EA07068 88784 MoGene CLP#5.CEL
GSM538347 EA07068 93787 MoGene PROB.CLP.BM#8.CEL
PROB.FRA GSM538354 EA07068 93788 MoGene PROB.FRA.BM#8.CEL
GSM538351 EA07068 52802 MoGene proB.FrA.BM #1.CEL
GSM538352 EA07068 81297 MoGene PROB.FRA.BM#4.CEL
GSM538353 EA07068 88783 MoGene FRA#5.CEL
PROB.FRBC GSM399450 EA07068 52803 MoGene proB.FrBC.BM #1.CEL
GSM476671 EA07068 52804 MoGene proB.FrBC.BM #2.CEL
GSM538418 EA07068 81298 MoGene PROB.FRBC.BM#4.CEL
PROB.FRC GSM399452 EA07068 54189 MoGene preB.FrC.BM #2.CEL
GSM399453 EA07068 56611 MoGene preB.FrC.BM #3.CEL
GSM476669 EA07068 52805 MoGene preB.FrC.BM #1.CEL
PROB.FRD GSM399448 EA07068 52806 MoGene preB.FrD.BM #1.CEL
GSM399449 EA07068 54190 MoGene preB.FrD.BM #2.CEL
GSM476670 EA07068 56612 MoGene preB.FrD.BM #3.CEL
SC.CDP GSM791114 EA07068 140217 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.CDP.BM 1.CEL
GSM791115 EA07068 140218 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.CDP.BM 2.CEL
GSM791116 EA07068 140219 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.CDP.BM 3.CEL
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SC.CMP GSM791117 EA07068 130471 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.CMP.BM.DR 1.CEL
GSM791118 EA07068 130472 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.CMP.BM.DR 2.CEL
SC.GMP GSM791119 EA07068 111380 MoGene GMP.BM 1.CEL
GSM791120 EA07068 111381 MoGene GMP.BM 2.CEL
GSM791121 EA07068 111382 MoGene GMP.BM 3.CEL
SC.LT34F GSM791102 EA07068 142883 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.LT34F.BM 1.CEL
GSM791103 EA07068 142884 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.LT34F.BM 2.CEL
GSM791104 EA07068 142885 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.LT34F.BM 3.CEL
SC.LTHSC GSM399442 EA07068 80002 MoGene LTHSC.BM#1.CEL
GSM399443 EA07068 80003 MoGene LTHSC.BM#2.CEL
GSM476663 EA07068 81310 MoGene LTHSC.BM#3.CEL
SC.MDP GSM791105 EA07068 140220 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.MDP.BM 1.CEL
GSM791106 EA07068 140221 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.MDP.BM 2.CEL
GSM791107 EA07068 140222 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.MDP.BM 3.CEL
SC.MEP GSM791108 EA07068 130473 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.MEP.BM 1.CEL
GSM791109 EA07068 130474 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.MEP.BM 2.CEL
SC.MLP GSM791129 EA07068 80038 MoGene MLP.BM 3.CEL
GSM791130 EA07068 81295 MoGene MLP.BM 4.CEL
GSM791124 EA07068 54184 MoGene MLP.BM 1.CEL
GSM791125 EA07068 54188 MoGene MLP.BM 2.CEL
SC.MPP34F GSM791110 EA07068 130475 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.MPP34F.BM 1.CEL
GSM791111 EA07068 130476 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.MPP34F.BM 2.CEL
SC.ST34F GSM791112 EA07068 130477 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.ST34F.BM 1.CEL
GSM791113 EA07068 130478 MOGENE1 0STV1 SC.ST34F.BM 2.CEL
SC.STSL GSM399454 EA07068 80000 MoGene CD150CD48.BM#1.CEL
GSM399455 EA07068 81309 MoGene CD150CD48.BM#3.CEL
GSM476654 EA07068 80001 MoGene CD150CD48.BM#2.CEL
T.4+8int GSM399362 EA07068 56648 MoGene T.4+8int.Th #1.CEL
GSM399363 EA07068 56649 MoGene T.4+8int.Th #2.CEL
GSM399364 EA07068 56650 MoGene T.4+8int.Th #4.CEL
T.4BDC GSM605753 EA07068 58851 MoGene T.4.LN.BDC #2.CEL
GSM605754 EA07068 58852 MoGene T.4.LN.BDC #3.CEL
GSM605755 EA07068 58853 MoGene T.4.LN.BDC #4.CEL
GSM605758 EA07068 58848 MoGene T.4.PLN.BDC #1.CEL
GSM605759 EA07068 58849 MoGene T.4.PLN.BDC #2.CEL
GSM605760 EA07068 58850 MoGene T.4.PLN.BDC #4.CEL
GSM605756 EA07068 58845 MoGene T.4.Pa.BDC #2.CEL
GSM605757 EA07068 58847 MoGene T.4.Pa.BDC #5.CEL
T.4FP3+25+ GSM399365 EA07068 55678 MoGene T.4FP3+25+.Sp #2.CEL
GSM399366 EA07068 55679 MoGene T.4FP3+25+.Sp #3.CEL
GSM538361 EA07068 55677 MoGene T.4FP3+25+.Sp #1.CEL
T.4FP3- GSM605766 EA07068 55683 MoGene T.4FP3.Sp #1.CEL
GSM605767 EA07068 55684 MoGene T.4FP3.Sp #2.CEL
GSM605768 EA07068 55685 MoGene T.4FP3.Sp #3.CEL
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T.4MEM GSM538362 EA07068 85523 MoGene T.4MEM.LN#1.CEL
GSM538363 EA07068 85524 MoGene T.4MEM.LN#2.CEL
GSM538364 EA07068 85525 MoGene T.4MEM.LN#3.CEL
GSM538365 EA07068 58854 MoGene T.4Mem.Sp #1.CEL
GSM538366 EA07068 58855 MoGene T.4Mem.Sp #4.CEL
GSM538367 EA07068 58856 MoGene T.4Mem.Sp #5.CEL
T.4MEM44H62L GSM538368 EA07068 96415 MoGene T.4MEM44H62L.LN#1.CEL
GSM538369 EA07068 96416 MoGene T.4MEM44H62L.LN#2.CEL
GSM538370 EA07068 96417 MoGene T.4MEM44H62L.LN#3.CEL
GSM538371 EA07068 96418 MoGene T.4MEM44H62L.SP#1.CEL
GSM538372 EA07068 96419 MoGene T.4MEM44H62L.SP#2.CEL
GSM538373 EA07068 96420 MoGene T.4MEM44H62L.SP#3.CEL
T.4NVE GSM538374 EA07068 52756 MoGene T.4Nve.LN #1.CEL
GSM538375 EA07068 52757 MoGene T.4Nve.LN #2.CEL
GSM538376 EA07068 52758 MoGene T.4Nve.LN #3.CEL
GSM538377 EA07068 55671 MoGene T.4Nve.MLN #1.CEL
GSM538378 EA07068 55672 MoGene T.4Nve.MLN #2.CEL
GSM538379 EA07068 55673 MoGene T.4Nve.MLN #3.CEL
GSM538380 EA07068 83933 MoGene T.4NVE.PP#1.CEL
GSM538381 EA07068 83934 MoGene T.4NVE.PP#2.CEL
GSM538382 EA07068 108769 MoGene T.4NVE.SP#5.CEL
GSM538383 EA07068 108770 MoGene T.4NVE.SP#6.CEL
GSM538384 EA07068 111386 MoGene T.4NVE.SP#7.CEL
GSM605769 EA07068 111387 MoGene T.4NVE.SP#8.CEL
T.4SP24- GSM399370 EA07068 52774 MoGene T.4SP24.Th #1.CEL
GSM399371 EA07068 52775 MoGene T.4SP24.Th #2.CEL
GSM399372 EA07068 52776 MoGene T.4SP24.Th #3.CEL
T.4SP24int GSM399373 EA07068 52777 MoGene T.4SP24int.Th #1.CEL
GSM399374 EA07068 52778 MoGene T.4SP24int.Th #2.CEL
GSM399375 EA07068 52779 MoGene T.4SP24int.Th #3.CEL
T.4SP69+ GSM399376 EA07068 52768 MoGene T.4SP69+.Th #1.CEL
GSM399377 EA07068 52769 MoGene T.4SP69+.Th #2.CEL
GSM399378 EA07068 52770 MoGene T.4SP69+.Th #3.CEL
T.4int8+ GSM399367 EA07068 56651 MoGene T.4int8+.Th #1.CEL
GSM399368 EA07068 56652 MoGene T.4int8+.Th #2.CEL
GSM399369 EA07068 58863 MoGene T.4int8+.Th #3.CEL
T.8MEM GSM538395 EA07068 85520 MoGene T.8MEM.LN#1.CEL
GSM538396 EA07068 85521 MoGene T.8MEM.LN#2.CEL
GSM538397 EA07068 85522 MoGene T.8MEM.LN#3.CEL
GSM538398 EA07068 58857 MoGene T.8Mem.Sp #1.CEL
GSM538399 EA07068 58858 MoGene T.8Mem.Sp #3.CEL
GSM538400 EA07068 58859 MoGene T.8Mem.Sp #4.CEL
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Cell Type Microarray
T.8NVE GSM538406 EA07068 52759 MoGene T.8Nve.LN #1.CEL
GSM538407 EA07068 52760 MoGene T.8Nve.LN #2.CEL
GSM538408 EA07068 52761 MoGene T.8Nve.LN #3.CEL
GSM538409 EA07068 58842 MoGene T.8Nve.MLN #1.CEL
GSM538410 EA07068 58843 MoGene T.8Nve.MLN #3.CEL
GSM538411 EA07068 58844 MoGene T.8Nve.MLN #4.CEL
GSM538412 EA07068 83936 MoGene T.8NVE.PP#1.CEL
GSM538413 EA07068 83937 MoGene T.8NVE.PP#2.CEL
GSM538414 EA07068 87577 MoGene T.8NVE.PP#4.CEL
GSM538415 EA07068 52753 MoGene T.8Nve.Sp #1.CEL
GSM538416 EA07068 52754 MoGene T.8Nve.Sp #2.CEL
GSM538417 EA07068 52755 MoGene T.8Nve.Sp #3.CEL
T.8SP24- GSM399379 EA07068 52780 MoGene T.8SP24.Th #1.CEL
GSM399380 EA07068 52781 MoGene T.8SP24.Th #2.CEL
GSM399381 EA07068 52782 MoGene T.8SP24.Th #3.CEL
T.8SP24int GSM399382 EA07068 52783 MoGene T.8SP24int.Th #1.CEL
GSM399383 EA07068 52784 MoGene T.8SP24int.Th #2.CEL
GSM399384 EA07068 52785 MoGene T.8SP24int.Th #3.CEL
T.8SP69+ GSM399385 EA07068 52771 MoGene T.8SP69+.Th #1.CEL
GSM399386 EA07068 52772 MoGene T.8SP69+.Th #2.CEL
GSM399387 EA07068 52773 MoGene T.8SP69+.Th #3.CEL
T.DN1-2 GSM791152 EA07068 110653 MoGene T.DN12.TH 3.CEL
GSM791153 EA07068 117730 MOGENE1 0STV1 T.DN12.TH 4.CEL
T.DN2-3 GSM791134 EA07068 110598 MoGene T.DN23.TH 2.CEL
GSM791135 EA07068 110655 MoGene T.DN23.TH 3.CEL
T.DN2 GSM791136 EA07068 110595 MoGene T.DN2.TH 4.CEL
GSM791137 EA07068 110596 MoGene T.DN2.TH 5.CEL
GSM791138 EA07068 110654 MoGene T.DN2.TH 6.CEL
T.DN2A GSM791139 EA07068 117726 MOGENE1 0STV1 T.DN2A.TH 1.CEL
GSM791140 EA07068 117727 MOGENE1 0STV1 T.DN2A.TH 2.CEL
T.DN2B GSM791141 EA07068 117728 MOGENE1 0STV1 T.DN2B.TH 1.CEL
GSM791142 EA07068 117729 MOGENE1 0STV1 T.DN2B.TH 2.CEL
T.DN3-4 GSM791143 EA07068 110601 MoGene T.DN34.TH 1.CEL
GSM791144 EA07068 110660 MoGene T.DN34.TH 2.CEL
GSM791145 EA07068 110661 MoGene T.DN34.TH 3.CEL
T.DN3A GSM791146 EA07068 110599 MoGene T.DN3A.TH 1.CEL
GSM791147 EA07068 110656 MoGene T.DN3A.TH 2.CEL
GSM791148 EA07068 110657 MoGene T.DN3A.TH 3.CEL
T.DN3B GSM791149 EA07068 110600 MoGene T.DN3B.TH 1.CEL
GSM791150 EA07068 110658 MoGene T.DN3B.TH 2.CEL
GSM791151 EA07068 110659 MoGene T.DN3B.TH 3.CEL
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Cell Type Microarray
T.DN4 GSM791154 EA07068 110602 MoGene T.DN4.TH 4.CEL
GSM791155 EA07068 110662 MoGene T.DN4.TH 5.CEL
GSM791156 EA07068 110663 MoGene T.DN4.TH 6.CEL
T.DP GSM399391 EA07068 52762 MoGene T.DP.Th #1.CEL
GSM399392 EA07068 52763 MoGene T.DP.Th #2.CEL
GSM399393 EA07068 52764 MoGene T.DP.Th #3.CEL
T.DP69+ GSM399394 EA07068 52765 MoGene T.DP69+.Th #1.CEL
GSM399395 EA07068 52766 MoGene T.DP69+.Th #2.CEL
GSM399396 EA07068 52767 MoGene T.DP69+.Th #3.CEL
T.DPbl GSM399397 EA07068 56645 MoGene T.DPbl.Th #1.CEL
GSM399398 EA07068 56646 MoGene T.DPbl.Th #2.CEL
GSM399399 EA07068 56647 MoGene T.DPbl.Th #3.CEL
T.DPsm GSM399400 EA07068 56642 MoGene T.DPsm.Th #1.CEL
GSM399401 EA07068 56643 MoGene T.DPsm.Th #2.CEL
GSM399402 EA07068 56644 MoGene T.DPsm.Th #3.CEL
T.ETP GSM854335 EA07068 110652 MoGene T.ETP.TH 6.CEL
GSM854336 EA07068 117722 MOGENE1 0STV1 T.ETP.TH 7.CEL
GSM854337 EA07068 117723 MOGENE1 0STV1 T.ETP.TH 8.CEL
T.ISP GSM399403 EA07068 52786 MoGene T.ISP.Th #1.CEL
GSM399404 EA07068 52787 MoGene T.ISP.Th #2.CEL
GSM399405 EA07068 52788 MoGene T.ISP.Th #3.CEL
Table B.3: The 302 microarrays in the Mo10ST dataset are provided by the Immgen
consortium (Heng et al., 2008). They charatherise the transcriptome of 76 different cell
types.
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Core genes in the Mo4302 dataset (420).
GO term #genes P-value
immune system process 103 2.03E-43
cell activation 63 1.39E-32
leukocyte activation 59 4.39E-32
lymphocyte activation 54 1.71E-31
hematopoietic or lymphoid organ development 55 1.62E-26
hemopoiesis 53 3.59E-26
immune system development 55 2.02E-25
regulation of immune system process 58 7.10E-25
T cell activation 39 1.89E-23
leukocyte differentiation 41 4.01E-23
Informative genes in the Mo4302 dataset (1579).
GO term #genes P-value
immune system process 221 4.10E-47
single-organism process 765 8.24E-34
leukocyte activation 112 2.29E-32
immune response 125 5.59E-32
cell activation 120 7.46E-32
regulation of immune system process 129 3.76E-31
response to stimulus 499 1.04E-30
single-organism cellular process 707 1.33E-30
cellular response to stimulus 406 9.68E-27
lymphocyte activation 89 2.14E-24
Noninformative genes in the Mo4302 dataset (1780).
GO term #genes P-value
cellular metabolic process 702 6.98E-34
primary metabolic process 699 8.26E-30
organic substance metabolic process 717 9.02E-30
metabolic process 767 2.61E-28
regulation of biological process 683 6.62E-28
regulation of cellular process 650 7.88E-28
biological regulation 707 8.17E-28
cellular process 937 1.33E-26
regulation of metabolic process 459 4.46E-26
cellular macromolecule metabolic process 537 1.50E-24
Table B.4: A Gene Ontology analysis of the genes classified as core, as informative and as
noninformative in the Mo4302 dataset.
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Core genes in the Mo10ST dataset (460).
GO term #genes P-value
immune system process 155 6.30E-83
immune response 100 3.23E-62
cell activation 89 5.74E-54
leukocyte activation 84 3.14E-53
regulation of immune system process 91 1.27E-50
defense response 87 3.02E-42
regulation of immune response 63 1.17E-41
lymphocyte activation 66 9.36E-40
positive regulation of immune system process 62 2.22E-36
positive regulation of immune response 51 3.14E-36
Informative genes in the Mo10ST dataset (267).
GO term #genes P-value
immune response 36 6.56E-16
immune system process 50 4.08E-15
defense response 34 3.83E-12
T cell activation 20 9.10E-11
cell activation 27 3.51E-10
leukocyte activation 25 6.15E-10
response to cytokine stimulus 20 1.05E-09
leukocyte differentiation 20 1.41E-09
lymphocyte activation 22 2.82E-09
inflammatory response 20 6.87E-09
Noninformative genes in the Mo10ST dataset (325).
GO term #genes P-value
immune system process 15 3.20E-05
response to stress 19 4.14E-05
homeostasis of number of cells 6 5.24E-05
ammonium transmembrane transport 2 6.41E-05
response to biotic stimulus 9 7.33E-05
erythrocyte development 3 8.45E-05
autophagic cell death 2 1.60E-04
ammonium transport 2 2.23E-04
erythrocyte differentiation 4 2.74E-04
response to other organism 8 2.81E-04
Table B.5: A Gene Ontology analysis of the genes classified as core, as informative and as
noninformative in the Mo10ST dataset.
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Probe Gene Score
1437232 at Bpil2 468.449515
1436329 at Egr3 417.456615
1438325 at Mecom 406.983489
1422188 s at NA 384.028185
1421628 at Il18r1 358.832441
1427683 at Egr2 306.358702
1442812 at Gm10482 304.802491
1435386 at Vwf 298.633996
1439078 at Klhl4 288.316127
1457386 at NA 286.218740
1450344 a at Ptger3 279.305589
1450781 at Hmga2 279.123406
1430387 at 1810073O08Rik 277.253022
1424931 s at NA 270.075636
1427455 x at NA 255.478365
1417749 a at Tjp1 254.782552
1449310 at Ptger2 246.246155
1450521 a at Tcrg-V4 237.756176
1422851 at Hmga2 235.860728
1437012 x at Rapgef3 225.559591
1428720 s at NA 220.074560
1424470 a at Rapgef3 214.777370
1416301 a at Ebf1 212.523762
1416193 at Car1 211.738481
1455656 at Btla 209.404994
1422189 x at Tcrg-V4 208.222601
1433428 x at Tgm2 195.226478
1455900 x at Tgm2 194.985402
1423467 at Ms4a4b 194.817621
1448575 at Il7r 194.193425
Table B.6: We list genes that are differentially expressed in the leukemic samples. To
find the differentially expressed genes we trained GPR models for all core and informative
genes using the non-leukemic samples and measured the negative log-likelihood of the
expression profiles in the leukemic samples. A large value of the negative log-likelihood
means that the gene is differentially expressed in the leukemic samples.
